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Abstract

To tightly integrate Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Finite Element Analysis (FEA),

isogeometric analysis was proposed by employing the same basis functions for geometric

representation in analysis, aiming to eliminate the time-consuming mesh generation in

traditional FEA. Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS), as the current industry standard

in CAD community, was the first candidate utilized in isogeometric analysis. However, due

to the global tensor-product nature of NURBS, it does not support local refinement and

arbitrary topology. Local refinement is essential in both local editing (from perspective

of design) and adaptive analysis (from perspective of analysis), which are known for high

efficiency in terms of computation cost. Arbitrary topology, on the other hand, is unavoidable

in complex geometries. In this dissertation, we develop various methods to address highly

localized refinement that supports arbitrary topology in the context of isogeometric analysis.

The proposed methods are suitable for both geometric design and engineering analysis, with

necessary properties carefully investigated.

We present Truncated Hierarchical Catmull-Clark Subdivision (THCCS), which gener-

alizes truncated hierarchical B-splines to control grids of arbitrary topology. By coupling

truncated hierarchical B-splines and Catmull-Clark subdivision, THCCS takes advantages of

both methods and hence it possesses several nice properties suitable for geometric design and

adaptive analysis. THCCS basis functions satisfy partition of unity, are linearly independent,

and are locally refinable. THCCS also preserves geometry during adaptive h-refinement and

thus inherits the surface continuity of Catmull-Clark subdivision, namely C2-continuous

everywhere except at the local region surrounding extraordinary nodes, where the surface

continuity is C1.

However, the local refinement of THCCS imposes a strong restraint that in each refine-

ment step, at least the two-ring neighborhood of a control point needs to be refined. To

improve its refinement locality, an extended version of THCCS, namely extended Truncated

Hierarchical Catmull-Clark Subdivision, is proposed. Based on the Stam’s method, we
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first build a set of basis functions over arbitrary quadrilateral meshes and apply them to

THCCS. Then, a new basis-function-insertion scheme is developed with the aid of the trun-

cation mechanism, which refines one-ring neighborhood rather than two-ring neighborhood.

Therefore, eTHCCS significantly improves the efficiency of local refinement compared with

THCCS.

Despite the flexibility for Catmull-Clark subdivision in handling extraordinary points,

it is not compatible with the current CAD industry standard, i.e., NURBS. T-splines, on

the other hand, as a superior alternative to NURBS, have no such issue. We present

Truncated T-splines as a new type of T-splines suitable for both geometric design and

analysis, supporting highly localized refinement. By introducing truncation mechanism

into T-spline basis functions, truncated T-splines release the strong T-mesh constraints

imposed in analysis-suitable T-splines. Thus, truncated T-splines induce less refinement

propagation than analysis-suitable T-splines. Truncated T-spline basis functions are piece-

wise polynomials that are linearly independent and form a partition of unity. Refinement

of truncated T-splines preserves geometry and produces nested spline spaces. Furthermore,

we study truncated T-splines and local refinement on the general domain (2-manifold) with

extraordinary points in the T-mesh. G1 continuity is attained around extraordinary points

by properly capping quartic Bézier patches, where a constrained optimization problem is

solved.

The above-mentioned three methods, namely THCCS, eTHCCS and truncated T-splines,

work only for quad meshes. To study local refinement on complex volumetric geometries,

we propose a novel method termed truncated hierarchical tricubic splines (TH-spline3D) that

take unstructured hexahedral meshes as input control meshes. Initially on the input mesh,

the blending functions are defined as linear combinations of tricubic Bernstein polynomials,

which is an extension of Bézier extraction on unstructured quad meshes. We next build the

hierarchical structure and apply the truncation mechanism to such blending functions for

highly localized refinement. During the refinement, high-level blending functions are added
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in the solution space, whereas certain low-level ones are discarded or truncated depending on

the region that is marked for refinement. The hierarchical blending functions are polynomials

that form a partition of unity, and their support is reduced due to the truncation mechanism,

yielding sparser stiffness matrices than the classical hierarchical refinement. TH-spline3D

support Bézier extraction such that it can be easily incorporated into the existing finite

element frameworks.

However, the optimal convergence rate is lost in analysis when we use Catmull-Clark sub-

division functions or express basis functions as linear combinations of Bernstein polynomials

around extraordinary points. We present a novel blended B-spline parameterization method

to restore optimal convergence rates when unstructured quadrilateral/hexahedral meshes

are taken as input control meshes. C0 and C1 B-spline functions are adopted in boundary

elements and irregular elements around extraordinary edges/vertices, whereas C1 and C2

B-spline functions are used in regular elements away from extraordinary edges/vertices.

The truncation mechanism is employed for a smooth transition from irregular to regular

elements. The resulting geometry of such blended construction is C0-continuous around

extraordinary edges/vertices, C1-continuous across the interface between irregular and reg-

ular elements, and C2-continuous elsewhere. The blended B-spline construction yields

consistent parameterization over refinement. Moreover, it exhibits optimal convergence

rates. Spline functions in the blended construction form a non-negative partition of unity, are

linearly independent, capture desired sharp features on the boundary surface, and naturally

support Bézier extraction such that the construction can be used in existing finite element

frameworks.

In summary, we propose several methods to support local refinement on complex

geometries, aiming to achieve a high refinement locality. Several properties are particularly

investigated, such as partition of unity, geometry preservation, nestedness of spline space, as

well as (global) linear independence. With these nice properties, the proposed methods can

serve as promising candidates for isogeometric analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Isogeometric analysis (IGA) [29, 18] was proposed to tightly integrate Computer Aided

Design (CAD) and engineering simulation, by utilizing the spline basis functions of geo-

metric representation in analysis. Due to the higher global smoothness and exact geometry

representation, isogeometric analysis was proved to be more accurate and stable per degrees

of freedom than tradition Finite Element Method (FEM) [18]. As a novel and promising

method, IGA has attained extensive attention from the academic community during the

last decade. The existing techniques in Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) need

further development before they can be applied in IGA, since such techniques may not

possess properties required by analysis. Local refinement has been an important issue in

IGA [29, 18] since the introduction of isogeometric analysis with NURBS (Non-Uniform

Rational B-Spline) basis functions. Several different schemes have been developed that

break the tensor product structure of NURBS in order to support local refinement, namely

hierarchical B-splines [66, 8], T-splines [61, 60], PHT-splines [19] and locally refined splines

[20, 30].
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Hierarchical B-splines were originally introduced by Forsey and Bartels [24], supporting

local refinement of coarse B-spline patches through the overlapping of fine ones. Later Kraft

[33] developed a global selection mechanism to select linearly independent basis functions

from different B-spline hierarchical levels. Giannelli et al. [25] developed a truncation mech-

anism for hierarchical B-splines to satisfy partition of unity and to decrease the overlapping

of basis functions from different levels for better numerical conditioning. However, a major

disadvantage of hierarchical B-splines is its restriction to a global rectangular parametric

domain. Complex topologies necessarily involve extraordinary nodes (an extraordinary

node has other than four faces adjacent to it) and cannot be represented in terms of global

rectangular parametric domains. As such, hierarchical B-splines cannot support arbitrary

topology.

Subdivision surfaces have been used broadly in free-form surface design and especially

in computer animation. They are advantageous in handling extraordinary nodes [12, 51,

46]. A thorough survey of different subdivision schemes was given by Zorin et al. [77]

and Sabin [54]. Among them, Catmull-Clark subdivision [13] was developed based on

bicubic B-splines. With the advent of Catmull-Clark basis functions derived by Stam [62],

hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision has been implemented in commercial products such

as Pixar’s Renderman [1], where coarse patches are simply overlaid with fine ones and

linear independence is not guaranteed. Before isogeometric analysis emerged, Cirak et

al. [14, 15] developed a unified framework to integrate geometric design and simulation

with subdivision surfaces for thin shell structures. Catmull-Clark subdivision solids were

recently introduced into isogeometric analysis [11]. However, adaptive simulation was not

discussed in these studies. Grinspun et al. [28] developed adaptive simulation with basis

refinement rather than traditional element refinement for subdivision surfaces. However,

basis refinement may produce ill-shaped control mesh that is not suitable for geometric

design [59].
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T-splines have been widely used in geometric modeling [74, 68, 67] and isogeometric

analysis [4, 56]. However, the initial definition of T-splines proved too general in that linear

independence [10, 35] of the basis functions was not guaranteed. Linear independence

is a requisite property in isogeometric analysis. Analysis suitable T-splines [57] were

subsequently developed to ensure this property. However, local refinement in analysis-

suitable T-splines may propagate beyond the domain of interest. To improve the refinement

locality, weighted T-splines [38] were developed by computing a new weight for each basis

function instead of manipulating T-meshes. However, refinement of weighted T-splines

slightly changes the geometry and it cannot guarantee nested spline spaces as well.

When extraordinary points are involved, achieving optimal convergence rates is an

challenging problem, especially with C1 or G1 smooth basis functions defined around

extraordinary points. While several methods have been developed in 2D and show opti-

mal convergence rates [41, 17, 44, 64], very few methods [11, 67, 69] have been studied

for unstructured hex meshes in IGA, and none exhibits optimal convergence rates while

maintaining higher-order smoothness. It is straightforward to construct global C0 parame-

terization using Bézier basis functions, which, however, is not favored as it engenders too

many DOF, especially in 3D. We are interested in building a subspace that yields optimal

convergence rates, but with substantially fewer DOF. The challenging problem here is how

to construct consistent C0 parameterization for irregular elements that can be seamlessly

connected with regular C2 parameterization. A consistent parameterization maps a given

point in the parametric domain to the same point in the physical domain before and af-

ter refinement. Extra DOF need to be added in irregular elements to maintain consistent

parameterization, but the number needs to be minimized.

Our goal is to develop highly localized refinement scheme that supports complex geome-

tries and is suitable for both geometric design and analysis. The local refinement should not

change geometry and it can produce nested spline spaces. The underlying basis functions

need to be (global) linearly independent and form a non-negative partition of unity. When
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extraordinary points are involved, we should be able to define a set of basis functions with

optimal convergence rate achieved.

1.2 Problem Statement

In this dissertation, we study five main problems:

• Truncated hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision with local refinement. Trun-

cated Hierarchical Catmull-Clark Subdivision (THCCS) is presented to generalize

truncated hierarchical B-splines to control grids of arbitrary topology. THCCS basis

functions satisfy partition of unity, are linearly independent, and are locally refin-

able. THCCS also preserves geometry during adaptive h-refinement and thus inherits

the surface continuity of Catmull-Clark subdivision, namely C2-continuous every-

where except at the local region surrounding extraordinary nodes, where the surface

continuity is C1. Thus, THCCS is suitable for both geometric design and adaptive

analysis.

• Extended truncated hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision. Extended Truncated

Hierarchical Catmull-Clark Subdivision (eTHCCS) method improves the efficiency

of local refinement in Truncated Hierarchical Catmull-Clark Subdivision (THCCS).

Based on the Stam’s method, we first build a set of basis functions over arbitrary

quadrilateral meshes and apply them to THCCS. Then, a new basis-function-insertion

scheme is developed with the aid of the truncation mechanism, which refines one-

ring neighboring elements rather than two-ring neighborhoods. Therefore, eTHCCS

significantly improves the efficiency of local refinement compared with THCCS, as

demonstrated by one benchmark problem and several complex models. Moreover,

eTHCCS is also proved to preserve the input geometry and produce nested spaces.
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• Truncated T-splines: fundamentals and methods. Truncated T-splines, as a new

type of T-splines suitable for both geometric design and analysis, support highly

localized refinement. Truncated T-spline basis functions are piece-wise polynomials

that are linearly independent and form a partition of unity. Refinement of truncated

T-splines produces nested spline spaces. Furthermore, we study truncated T-splines

and local refinement on the general domain (2-manifold) with extraordinary points in

the T-mesh. G1 continuity is attained around extraordinary points by properly capping

quartic Bézier patches, where a constrained optimization problem is solved.

• Truncated hierarchical tricubic C0 spline construction on unstructured hexahe-

dral meshes for isogeometric analysis applications. Truncated hierarchical splines

in 3D (TH-spline3D) provide a solution to enabling adaptive isogeometric analysis

using unstructured hexahedral meshes. Initially, the spline functions are defined as

linear combinations of tricubic Bernstein polynomials on the input mesh. Then the

hierarchical structure and the truncation mechanism are employed for local refinement,

with special treatment needed around extraordinary points, where spline functions are

not refinable. By construction, truncated hierarchical spline functions form a partition

of unity, and they support Bézier extraction.

• Blended B-Spline Construction on Unstructured Quadrilateral and Hexahedral

Meshes with Optimal Convergence Rates in Isogeometric Analysis. We propose a

novel blended B-spline parameterization method to restore optimal convergence rates

when unstructured quadrilateral/hexahedral meshes are taken as input control meshes.

C0 and C1 B-splines are adopted around extraordinary points, whereas C1 and C2

B-splines are used in the regular region. The truncation mechanism is employed for

a smooth transition from irregular to regular regions. The resulting geometry is C0-

continuous around extraordinary points, C1-continuous across the interface between

irregular and regular regions, and C2-continuous elsewhere. Different types of the
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blended B-spline constructions are available, each of which possesses a different set

of properties. Optimal convergence rates can be achieved in all the constructions.

1.2.1 Contributions

This dissertation has five main contributions.

• Develop truncated hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision to support local refinement

on arbitrary topologies, suitable for both geometric design and adaptive analysis;

• Develop extended hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision to significantly improve the

efficiency of local refinement in hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision;

• Develop truncated T-splines to release the topological constraints in analysis-suitable

T-splines in both regular domains and general 2-manifold domains;

• Develop truncated hierarchical splines with input unstructured hexahedral meshes;

and

• Develop a blended B-spline parameterization method to achieve optimal convergence

rates using unstructured quadrilateral/hexahedral meshes.

1.2.2 Publications

The related journal publications include:

• X. Wei, Y. Zhang, D. Toshniwal, H. Speleers, X. Li, C. Manni, J. A. Evans, T.

J. R. Hughes. “Blended B-Spline Construction on Unstructured Quadrilateral and

Hexahedral Meshes with Optimal Convergence Rates in Isogeometric Analysis”.

Submitted, 2017.

• X. Wei, Y. Zhang. “Truncated Hierarchical Tricubic C0 Spline Construction on

Unstructured Hexahedral Meshes for Isogeometric Analysis Applications”. A Special
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Issue of Advances in Mathematics of Finite Elements in Honor of Ivo Babuska in

Computers and Mathematics with Applications, 74(9):2203-2220, 2017.

• X. Wei, Y. Zhang, L. Liu, T. J. R. Hughes. “Truncated T-spline: Fundamentals and

Methods”. A Special Issue on Isogeometric Analysis in Computer Methods in Applied

Mechanics and Engineering, 316:349-372, 2017.

• X. Wei, Y. Zhang, T. J. R. Hughes, M. A. Scott. “Extended Truncated Hierarchical

Catmull-Clark Subdivision”. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineer-

ing, 299:316-336, 2016.

• X. Wei, Y. Zhang, T. J. R. Hughes, M. A. Scott. “Truncated Hierarchical Catmull-

Clark Subdivision with Local Refinement”. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics

and Engineering, 291:1-20, 2015.

My co-authored journal publications are listed below:

• Y. Lai, Y. J. Zhang, L. Liu, X. Wei, E. Fang, J. Lua. “Integrating CAD with Abaqus:

A Practical Isogeometric Analysis Software Platform for Industrial Applications”. A

Special Issue of HOFEIM 2016 in Computers and Mathematics with Applications,

74(7):1648-1660, 2017.

• A. Pawar, Y. Zhang, Y. Jia, X. Wei, T. Rabczuk, C. L. Chan, C. Anitescu. “Adaptive

FEM-Based Nonrigid Image Registration Using Truncated Hierarchical B-splines”.

A Special Issue of FEF 2015 in Computers and Mathematics with Applications,

72:2028-2040, 2016.

• L. Liu, Y. Zhang, X. Wei. “Weighted T-spline and Its Application in Reparameter-

izing Trimmed NURBS Surfaces”. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and

Engineering, 295(1):108-126, 2015.

In addition, my conference publications are as follows:
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• A. Pawar, Y. Zhang, X. Wei, Y. Jia, T. Rabczuk, C. L. Chan, C. Anitescu. “An

Adaptive Non-rigid Image Registration Technique Using Hierarchical B-splines”.

VIPIMAGE 2015. Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain. Oct. 19-21, 2015.

• L. Liu, Y. Zhang, X. Wei. “Handling Extraordinary Nodes with Weighted T-spline

Basis Functions”. 24th International Meshing Roundtable. Austin, TX. Oct. 12-14,

2015.

• L. Liu, Y. Zhang, X. Wei. “NURBS Surface Reparameterization Using Truncated

T-splines”. 23rd International Meshing Roundtable. London, UK. Oct. 12-15, 2014.

• X. Wei, Y. Zhang. “Truncated Hierarchical Catmull-Clark Subdivision with Local

Refinement for Arbitrary Topology”. Workshop on Structured Meshing: Theory,

Application and Evaluation, the 27th Conference on Computer Animation and Social

Agents (CASA 2014). Houston, TX. May 26-28, 2014.

1.3 Outline of Dissertation

Following the introduction, Chapter 2 briefly overviews several methods closely related

to our work. Details will be covered in each chapter when they are needed. Chapter 3

presents truncated hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision (THCCS) with support of local

refinement on general 2-manifold domains. Chapter 4 presents the extended version of

THCCS to enable arbitrarily unstructured quadrilateral meshes as input as well as to improve

refinement locality. In Chapter 5, the truncation mechanism is further explored in T-splines

to release topological constraints required in T-meshes of analysis-suitable T-splines, leading

to less refinement propagation beyond the region of interest. Chapter 6 proceeds to the

volumetric case by employing the hierarchical structure and the truncation mechanism

on unstructured hexahedral meshes. We present the blend B-spline construction method

in Chapter 7 to achieve optimal convergence rates in isogeometric analysis when using
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unstructured quadrilateral/hexahedral meshes as input. Chapter 8 concludes this thesis work

and suggests future directions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Truncated Hierarchical B-splines

Hierarchical B-splines were originally introduced by Forsey and Bartels [24], supporting

local refinement of coarse B-spline patches through the overlapping of fine ones. Later Kraft

[33] developed a global selection mechanism to select linearly independent basis functions

from different B-spline hierarchical levels. Recently Giannelli et al. [25] developed a

truncation mechanism for hierarchical B-splines to satisfy partition of unity and to decrease

the overlapping of basis functions from different levels for better numerical conditioning.

However, a major disadvantage of hierarchical B-splines is its restriction to a global rect-

angular parametric domain. Complex topologies necessarily involve extraordinary nodes

(an extraordinary node has other than four faces adjacent to it) and cannot be represented

in terms of global rectangular parametric domains. As such, hierarchical B-splines cannot

support arbitrary topology.

2.2 Catmull-Clark Subdivision

Subdivision surfaces have been used broadly in free-form surface design and are advan-

tageous in handling extraordinary nodes [12, 51, 46]. A thorough survey of different
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subdivision schemes was given by Zorin et al. [77] and Sabin [54]. Among them, Catmull-

Clark subdivision [13] was developed based on bicubic B-splines. With the advent of

explicit Catmull-Clark basis functions derived by Stam [62], hierarchical Catmull-Clark

subdivision has been implemented in commercial products such as Pixar’s Renderman [1],

where coarse patches are simply overlaid with fine ones and linear independence is not

guaranteed. Before isogeometric analysis emerged, Cirak et al. [14, 15] developed a unified

framework to integrate geometric design and simulation with subdivision surfaces for thin

shell structures. Catmull-Clark subdivision solids were recently introduced into isogeometric

analysis [11]. However, adaptive simulation was not discussed in these studies. Grinspun et

al. [28] developed adaptive simulation with basis refinement rather than traditional element

refinement for subdivision surfaces. However, basis refinement may produce ill-shaped

control mesh that is not suitable for geometric design [59].

2.3 T-splines

T-splines [61] break down the global tensor product structure of NURBS, and thus allow

so-called T-junctions, which are analogous to hanging nodes in the traditional finite element

method (FEM). Later, Buffa et al. showed that not all T-splines possess linearly independent

blending functions [10]. Motivated by this fact, Scott et al. developed analysis-suitable

T-splines [57], providing a sufficient condition to ensure linear independence. However,

additional topological constraints are required such that T-junctions have no mutual influence,

which may induce refinement propagation far beyond the region of interest. To improve the

refinement locality, weighted T-splines [38] were developed by computing a new weight for

each basis function instead of manipulating T-meshes. However, refinement of weighted

T-splines slightly changes the geometry and cannot guarantee nested spline spaces. In

a T-spline representation, the local knot vectors are ambiguous when encountering an

extraordinary point. T-NURCCs, a generalized version of Catmull-Clark subdivision with
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non-uniform knot intervals, were used for elements surrounding extraordinary points [61].

Zero-knot-interval edges were inserted around each extraordinary point, and these points

are treated as boundaries to obtain knot intervals [68]. In [58], basis functions around

extraordinary points are defined as a linear combination of quartic Bernstein polynomials.

Moreover, via solving a constrained optimization problem to adjust the coefficients of

Bernstein polynomials, G1 continuity is attained. Local knot vectors can also be defined

by repeating knot intervals when encountering an extraordinary point [37]. In [58, 37], no

other extraordinary points or T-junctions are allowed within the three-ring neighborhood of

a given extraordinary point.

2.4 Approximation Properties on Unstructured Quad/Hex

Meshes

Catmull-Clark subdivision [11, 42, 70, 71] has often been used for unstructured quad/hex

meshes, where a patch near an extraordinary vertex is represented by an infinite series of

subpatches of uniform bicubic/tricubic B-splines. Such an infinite representation needs

an enormous number of Gauss points in analysis to guarantee integration accuracy [42,

55, 70, 71]. However, optimal convergence has not been observed even with accurate

integration [42]. Manifold splines were used in IGA and optimal convergence rates were

observed [41], but this method also requires many integration points. A template-based C0-

parameterization method, taking advantage of T-spline local knot vectors, was proposed to

convert unstructured quad meshes to watertight T-spline representations [68, 67]. However,

this method was focused on geometry and convergence behavior was not studied. The

multi-patch B-spline/NURBS methods, including C0-parameterization [59, 9] and G1-

parameterization methods [31, 17], treat the region around an extraordinary vertex in a

multi-patch manner. Although optimal convergence rates can be achieved in both C0

and G1 constructions, locally splitting an unstructured mesh (especially an unstructured
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hex mesh) around extraordinary vertices/edges into multiple B-spline/NURBS patches is

not trivial, primarily because many extraordinary vertices might be in close proximity.

Global refinement can separate such adjacent extraordinary vertices, but it introduces a

large number of unnecessary degrees of freedom (DOF). Bézier extraction expresses basis

functions around extraordinary vertices as linear combinations of Bernstein polynomials

[58, 72, 44, 69, 73, 64, 63]. In [73], a dynamic weighted refinement scheme was proposed to

improve the convergence rate, but optimal optimal convergence rates were still not achieved.

With a C1-continuous construction in the vicinity of extraordinary points in 2D, two methods

were proposed based on degenerated bivariate Bézier patches [52]: one in the context of

PHT-splines [19] with emphasis on refinability around extraordinary vertices [44], and

the other from the isogeometric analysis point of view [64]. Both methods have achieved

optimal convergence rates. While advances have been made for unstructured quad meshes,

very few methods [11, 67, 69] have been studied for unstructured hex meshes in IGA, and

none exhibits optimal convergence rates while maintaining higher-order smoothness.
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Chapter 3

Truncated Hierarchical Catmull-Clark

Subdivision with Local Refinement

In this chapter we present a new method, termed Truncated Hierarchical Catmull-Clark

Subdivision (THCCS), to incorporate extraordinary nodes and support local refinement via a

similar hierarchical structure as in truncated hierarchical B-splines. We introduce the local

selection into hierarchical Camull-Clark subdivision to ensure linear independence of basis

functions. Instead of rationalizing the basis functions, we also introduce the truncation idea

into subdivision basis functions to make them satisfy partition of unity. Partition of unity

is essential to the convex hull property in geometric design. THCCS preserves the exact

geometry when adaptive h-refinement is performed and it inherits the surface continuity

of Catmull-Clark subdivision, namely C2-continuity everywhere except C1-continuity at

extraordinary nodes. THCCS basis functions have several nice properties suitable for both

geometric design and isogeometric analysis, including partition of unity, linear independence,

convex hull at each hierarchical level, supporting local refinement and extraordinary nodes,

as well as smooth surface continuity. We have applied our THCCS basis functions in

isogeometric analysis on a 2D benchmark problem with extraordinary nodes and several
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complex geometries. The simulation results show potential wide application of the proposed

method in integrating design and analysis.

3.1 Hierarchical B-splines and Truncation Mechanism

To facilitate the development, in the following we first review several essential concepts of

hierarchical B-splines and the truncation mechanism. For related details we refer to related

literature [24, 33, 66, 8, 25, 77].

3.1.1 Hierarchical B-splines

Univariate B-spline basis functions Bi,p(ξ) (i = 0, . . . ,n−1) of a given degree p are defined

on a knot vector Ξ = {ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξn+p}, where ξi ∈ R is the i-th knot and n is the number

of basis functions. Bi,p(ξ) has local support on [ξi, ξi+p+1]. B-spline basis functions are

refinable, which enables the construction of hierarchical B-splines. Suppose Ξ0 is an initial

uniform knot vector, Ξ` (` = 0,1, . . .) can be obtained by ` subdivisions of Ξ0. Refinability

indicates that a basis function B`i,p defined on Ξ` can be represented as a linear combination

of p + 2 basis functions defined on Ξ`+1,

B`i,p(ξ) =

p+1∑
k=0

cp
k B`+1

2i+k,p(ξ) with cp
k =

1
2p

(
p + 1

k

)
, i = 0,1, . . . ,n` −1, (3.1)

where cp
k are the refinement coefficients and n` is the number of basis functions defined on

Ξ`. The p + 2 basis functions B`+1
2i+k,p are called the children of B`i,p, denoted as

chdB`i,p = {B`+1
2i+k,p | k = 0,1, . . . , p + 1}. (3.2)

Fig. 3.1 shows a uniform univariate cubic B-spline basis function B`0,3 and its children B`+1
k,3 ,

where k = 0, . . . ,4. According to Eq. (3.1), B`0,3 can be represented by a weighted summation

of its five children.
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(a) B`0,3 (b) B`+1
k,3 (k = 0, . . . ,4) (c) c3

k B`+1
k,3 (k = 0, . . . ,4)

Figure 3.1: Refinability of a B-spline basis function of degree p = 3. (a) B`0,3 is de-
fined on the knot vector Ξ` = {0,1,2,3,4}; (b) B`+1

k,3 (k = 0, . . . ,4) are defined on Ξ`+1 =

{0, 1
2 ,1,

3
2 ,2,

5
2 ,3,

7
2 ,4}; and (c) B`+1

k,3 is weighted with c3
k = 1

23

(
4
k

)
and k = 0, . . . ,4. Each color

represents one basis function, and we have B`0,3 =
∑4

k=0 c3
k B`+1

k,3 .

Given two knot vectors Ξ = {ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξn+p} andH = {η0,η1, . . . , ηm+q}, and polynomial

degrees p and q respectively, a bivariate basis function Bi,p(ξ,η) is defined by a tensor

product of two univariate basis functions,

Bi,p(ξ,η) = Bi,p(ξ)B j,q(η), (3.3)

where i = (i, j) and p = (p,q) are two dimensional indices and degrees. Bi,p(ξ) and B j,q(η)

are defined on Ξ and H , respectively. Similar to Eq. (3.2), the children of Bi,p(ξ,η) are

denoted as chdBi,p(ξ,η) with (p + 2)× (q + 2) basis functions. Bi,p(ξ,η) has local support,

suppBi,p(ξ,η) = [ξi, ξi+p+1]× [η j,η j+q+1]. (3.4)

The bivariate B-spline basis is

B = {Bi,p | i = 0, . . . ,n−1; j = 0, . . . ,m−1}. (3.5)

With the above notations, we then construct bivariate hierarchical B-splines. Starting

from the initial parametric domain Ω0 with equally spaced knots, we define a set of B-spline

basis functions B0. The union of support of all the basis functions in B0 is Ω0 at Level

0, Ω0 = suppB0. Assume that the degree is fixed during the construction. According to
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Kraft [33], the function space spanned by B0 can be enlarged by replacing the selected

B-spline basis functions with their children. Such replacement indicates a local refinement

of basis functions. The refinement will be recursively performed until the maximum level,

`max. In the following, we only study two consecutive levels and construct Level-(`+ 1)

basis functions from Level `, where ` ≥ 0. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the construction process of

univariate cubic hierarchical B-spline basis functions in three steps:

• Step 1. Identify a set of basis functions B`r ⊆ B
` to be refined at Level ` (blue

dashed curve) whose supports define the subdomain Ω`+1 = suppB`r at Level `+1, and

designate B`r as passive and the remaining basis functions in B` (blue solid curves) as

active, B`a = B`\B`r.

• Step 2. Obtain all the children of B`r at Level `+ 1 (orange solid curves) and define

them as active; we have B`+1 = B`+1
a = chdB`r.

• Step 3. Collect all the active basis functions at Levels ` and `+ 1 (blue and orange

solid curves) to obtain the hierarchical B-spline basis functions,

B`+1
hb = B`a∪B

`+1
a . (3.6)

Eq. (3.6) refers to the so-called global selection of active basis functions, and the above

recursive construction terminates at Level `max−1. The active basis functions are updated in

each recursive step. Finally all the active basis functions from different levels form the basis

of hierarchical B-splines. As proved by Kraft [33], the hierarchical B-spline basis functions

are globally linearly independent.

Generally, the hierarchical B-spline basis functions in non-rational form do not satisfy

partition of unity. Moreover, local refinement of hierarchical B-splines focuses on basis

refinement, which may produce ill-shaped control meshes at the refined level. To overcome

this deficiency, a truncated mechanism for hierarchical B-splines [25] was developed.
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(a) Step 1 (no truncation) (d) Step 1 (with truncation)

(b) Step 2 (no truncation) (e) Step 2 (with truncation)

(c) Step 3 (no truncation) (f) Step 3 (with truncation)

Figure 3.2: Three steps to construct univariate cubic hierarchical B-spline basis functions
without truncation (a–c) and with truncation (d–f). (a, d): In Step 1 (Level `), the blue
dashed curves are identified as basis functions B`r to be refined and they are designated as
passive, all the other basis functions (blue and red solid curves) are active (B`a). Red curves
are truncated basis functions; (b, e): In Step 2 (Level `+1), the orange solid curves represent
the five children of B`r and they are designated as active (B`+1

a ), while the orange dashed
curves are passive; and (c, f): In Step 3, all the active basis functions from Levels ` and
`+ 1 (blue, orange and red solid curves) are collected to form the hierarchical B-spline basis
functions B`+1

hb .

3.1.2 Truncated Basis Functions

The truncated mechanism was first developed by Giannelli et al. [25] for the hierarchical

B-spline basis functions to form a partition of unity and to decrease the overlapping of

basis functions for better numerical conditioning. Very similar to hierarchical B-splines,

the construction of truncated hierarchical B-splines also consists of three steps as shown

in Fig. 3.2(d–f). The only difference is that in Step 1 the remaining active basis functions

(B`a) surrounding B`r need to be modified or truncated; this is illustrated in red curves in (d).

All other steps remain the same. In the following, we will focus on the construction of a

truncated basis function.
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Definition 3.1.1. Given a set of basis functions B`r to be refined, we define the subdomain

Ω`+1 = suppB`r. Provided that B`i < B
`
r is refinable, according to the refinability in Eq. (3.1)

we have

B`i =
∑

suppB`+1
j ⊆suppB`i

ci,jB`+1
j , (3.7)

where ci,j ∈ R are the refinement coefficients from mid-knot insertions [8], and B`+1
j ∈ chdB`i .

The truncated basis function of B`i with respect to B`r is defined as

trunB`i =
∑

suppB`+1
j *Ω`+1

ci,jB`+1
j . (3.8)

Eq. (3.8) indicates that among all the children of B`i , we discard those with support fully

contained in Ω`+1 when we construct the truncated basis function trunB`i . As shown in

Fig. 3.2(d), the blue dashed curve is still the basis function B`r to be refined, and we have

Ω`+1 = [3,7]. For univariate cubic hierarchical B-splines, each basis function at Level ` has

five children at Level `+ 1, and only the four basis functions surrounding B`r need to be

truncated because they have children with supports fully contained in Ω`+1. For the two basis

functions adjacent to B`r, we discard three children. And for the other two basis functions,

we only need to discard one child. Far away basis functions have no children within Ω`+1,

so we do not need to truncate them. These truncated basis functions (red curves) are still

designated as active, and they are collected to form the truncated hierarchical B-spline basis

functions (Step 3) together with the active basis functions from Step 2 (B`+1
a = chdB`r); see

Fig. 3.2(e–f).

The hierarchical B-spline basis with truncation has been proven to form a partition of

unity and therefore achieves strong stability [26]. It gives a sparser connectivity among

basis functions at different levels, and it can preserve geometry when local refinement is

performed.
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3.2 Catmull-Clark Basis Functions and Their Refinability

Our THCCS scheme uses Catmull-Clark basis functions to handle extraordinary nodes, so

we study them here and investigate their refinability.

3.2.1 Explicit Catmull-Clark Basis Functions

By virtue of the explicit basis functions [62], a Catmull-Clark surface can be constructed

from a valid control mesh. A valid control mesh requires that it only consists of quadri-

laterals and each quadrilateral contains at most one extraordinary point. The appearance

of extraordinary points makes it impossible to employ a global rectangular parameter do-

main. Instead, we need to use a local parametric domain to each quadrilateral. Such local

parametric domain is called an element.

There are two kinds of elements in the Catmull-Clark subdivision: regular elements and

irregular elements. An element is regular if it does not contain an extraordinary node 1,

otherwise it is irregular. Each node is associated with a basis function, which is derived

from uniform bi-cubic B-spline basis functions. Thus a Catmull-Clark basis function has

local support on its two-ring neighborhood elements. A patch is then defined for an element

by a set of basis functions that have support on it, together with the corresponding control

points. A patch corresponding to a regular element is called a regular patch, otherwise it is

irregular. As shown in Fig. 3.3(a), a regular patch contains 16 nodes whose basis functions

have support over the element marked in blue. These functions are uniform B-spline basis

functions, and the element is a unit square parametric domain.

Fig. 3.3(b) shows an irregular patch corresponding to Ω`
0, where the indexed 2N +8 basis

functions have support (N is the valence number of the extraordinary node). To evaluate

an irregular patch, we subdivide it into an arbitrarily small irregular patch and an infinite

number of regular patches. In Fig. 3.3(c), Ω`
0 is subdivided into one irregular patch Ω`+1

0

1A node is the correspondence of a control point in the parametric domain.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: (a) A regular patch; (b) an irregular patch (corresponding to Ω`
0) with 2N + 8

nodes where Node 1 is a valence-3 extraordinary node (N = 3); and (c) one irregular patch
(Ω`+1

0 ) and three regular patches (Ω`+1
k , k = 1,2,3) after subdividing the irregular patch in

(b), where Ω`
0 = ∪3

k=0Ω`+1
k .

and three regular patches Ω`+1
k (k = 1,2,3), with 2N +17 basis functions having support over

them. The four patches Ω`+1
k (k = 0,1,2,3) can be obtained from Ω`

0 via a subdivision matrix

Ā(2N+17)×(2N+8). In particular, the irregular patch Ω`+1
0 can be obtained from the first 2N + 8

rows of Ā, denoted as the square matrix A(2N+8)×(2N+8). For computational efficiency, the

eigenstructure (Λ,V) of the subdivision matrix A (AV = VΛ) [62] is employed and only

diagonal matrix multiplication is needed. In this manner, the basis functions at Level ` over

an irregular element can be derived explicitly by

B`(ξ,η) = (V−1)T Λn−`−1(PkĀV)T b(ξ,η), (3.9)

where rows of B` are the resulting basis functions, and rows of b(ξ,η) are the uniform

cubic B-spline basis functions. Pk (k = 1,2,3) are selection matrices to locate which regular

patch (Ωn
k , where k = 1,2,3) certain parametric values (ξ,η) belong to after n times of

subdivisions. The configuration of the subdivision matrix A and Ā is the same as Stam’s

[62]. As (ξ,η) approaches arbitrarily close to (0,0), n will become infinite and only the first

diagonal element is nonzero in Λn−`−1. This is because all the eigenvalues are non-negative

and smaller than 1 except the first eigenvalue which equals to 1. Therefore in the limit,

as n goes to infinity, we obtain B` with only its first 2N + 1 basis functions nonzero due
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to the configuration of V−1; see Eq. (12) of Stam’s development [62]. These nonzero

basis functions are the one-ring neighboring basis functions of the extraordinary node. In

isogeometric analysis, we only need to evaluate basis functions at specific quadrature points

which typically are a bit away from extraordinary nodes, and in practice only a few levels of

subdivision are needed.

3.2.2 Refinability of Catmull-Clark Basis Functions

Refinability of basis functions is fundamental to local refinement of hierarchical B-splines

and the development of truncated basis functions, and THCCS development as well. We

now study how coarse-level basis functions can be represented by fine-level basis functions

in each patch for Catmull-Clark basis functions. It is trivial for regular patches where only

B-spline basis functions are involved, so here we focus on the basis functions on irregular

patches, that is, Ω`
0 and Ω`+1

0 in Fig. 3.3(b, c). Denoting the basis functions over Ω`
0 and

Ω`+1
0 as B` and B`+1, respectively, and we have

B`+1 = (V−1)T Λn−(`+1)−1(PkĀV)T b

= (VT )−1Λ−1Λn−`−1(PkĀV)T b

= (ΛVT )−1Λn−`−1(PkĀV)T b.

(3.10)

Recall that AV = VΛ and Λ is a diagonal matrix, so Λ = ΛT and

ΛVT = VT AT . (3.11)

By plugging Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.10), we obtain

B`+1 = (VT AT )−1Λn−`−1(PkĀV)T b

= (AT )−1(VT )−1Λn−`−1(PkĀV)T b

= (AT )−1B`.

(3.12)
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Then

B` = AT B`+1. (3.13)

Eq. (3.13) indicates a linear relationship between basis functions over Ω`
0 and Ω`+1

0 . We

can observe that refinability holds for the Catmull-Clark basis functions via the subdivision

matrix A, which is the basis of our THCCS construction.

3.3 Construction of THCCS

With truncated hierarchical B-splines and the refinability relationship of Catmull-Clark basis

functions, we now discuss how to develop THCCS. Instead of regular control meshes in

hierarchical B-splines, irregular control meshes are the main focus in the construction of

THCCS. Here we adopt the same notations as in Sections 2-3. Starting with an initial valid

Catmull-Clark control mesh at Level 0, we define all its basis functions in a set, B0. The

Level-0 domain Ω0 is defined as the union of all the elements. It is also the union of the

support of all basis functions in B0,

Ω0 =

ne−1⋃
i=0

Ω0
i = suppB0, (3.14)

where ne is the number of elements and Ω0
i denotes the i-th element at Level 0. Recall that

the support of a Catmull-Clark basis function is its two-ring neighborhood elements. In

addition, we denote all Level-0 elements as the set

E0 = {Ω0
i | i = 0,1, . . . ,ne−1}. (3.15)

We then recursively construct THCCS in a similar manner as for truncated hierarchical

B-splines. The main challenge is how to handle irregular control mesh in each step.
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3.3.1 Three Steps in Recursive Construction

In the following, we discuss the construction process in three main steps: identification and

truncation (Step 1), refinement (Step 2) and collection (Step 3). Step 1 aims at identifying

to-be-refined basis functions and elements, defining active basis functions and constructing

truncated basis function; Step 2 aims at refining the identified elements and defining active

basis functions at the finer level; and finally, Step 3 collects all the active basis functions and

elements.

Step 1 (Identification and Truncation). The recursive construction allows us to con-

sider two consecutive levels at one time: Level ` (` ≥ 0) with basis functions B` and Level

`+ 1. First of all, we identify a set of basis functions to be refined at Level `, denoted as B`r,

by comparing the local geometry or simulation error with a given threshold. Then, we set

all the to-be-refined basis functions (B`r) to be passive, and the remaining basis functions

to be active (B`a = B`\B`r). The fine-level domain Ω`+1 is defined by the support of all the

to-be-refined basis functions, Ω`+1 = suppB`r. We can also define a set of to-be-refined

elements E`r using all the Level-` elements inside Ω`+1,

E`r = {Ω`
i | Ω

`
i ∈ E

`, Ω`
i ⊆ Ω`+1}, (3.16)

where E` contains all the elements at Level ` and Ω`
i denotes a level-` element.

Due to the centrosymmetric property with respect to the extraordinary node, there only

exist three types of special Catmull-Clark basis functions which can be identified as to-

be-refined basis functions. The three types are marked in red, blue and green squares in

Fig. 3.4(a), and the other unmarked basis functions are standard uniform cubic B-spline

basis functions. The supports of these special basis functions are marked in pink in Fig.

3.4(b–d), denoting their two-ring neighborhood elements. If the marked basis function in

Fig. 3.4(b–d) is identified as to-be-refined (B`r), all the elements inside the pink region will
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be identified as to-be-refined elements (E`r). In this situation the pink region will also serve

as the fine-level domain Ω`+1.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.4: (a) Three types of special Catmull-Clark basis functions around a valence-3
extraordinary node are marked in red (type-1), green (type-2) and blue (type-3), respectively;
and (b–d) the support of type-1, type-2 and type-3 basis functions (pink region). Green
circles mark the basis functions to be truncated.

WithB`r , we also need to identify to-be-truncated basis functions (B`t ) from the remaining

active basis functions B`a. If a basis function B`i ∈ B
`
a has any children with support fully

contained in Ω`+1 (or B`i and B`r have any shared children), then it is to be truncated. We

have

B`t = {B`i | B
`
i ∈ B

`
a, chdB`i ∩ chdB`r , ∅}. (3.17)

For Catmull-Clark basis functions, all the two-ring neighboring basis functions around B`r

should be truncated, and they are marked in green circles as shown in Fig. 3.4(b–d). We

truncate each basis function B`i ∈ B
`
t by discarding the children with support fully contained

in Ω`+1, and obtain

trunB`i =
∑

suppB`+1
j *Ω`+1

ci jB`+1
j , (3.18)

where ci j comes from A (or Ā) according to Eq. (3.13). Eq. (3.18) is different from Eq. (3.8)

in the basis functions involved and the corresponding coefficients. A special Catmull-Clark
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basis function has more children when the associated extraordinary node has a larger valence

number. Moreover, the coefficients ci j here have values which are not all the same as those

from mid-knot insertion; see the example in Section 3.3.2 for details.

Step 2 (Refinement). This step aims at refining all the elements in E`r and obtaining

all the children of B`r. The to-be-refined elements E`r may consist of regular and irregular

elements. They are refined in terms of the corresponding patches. The refinement of a

regular patch is straightforward where only B-spline basis functions are involved. Without

loss of generality, here we consider local refinement of an irregular patch corresponding to

an irregular element Ω`
0, marked in blue in Fig. 3.3(b). The 2N +8 control points of the patch

are locally labeled and they are written in the matrix form, P`e = [P`e,1, . . . ,P
`
e,2N+8]T . Ω`

0 is

subdivided into four smaller elements Ω`+1
k (k = 0,1,2,3) with 2N + 17 control points (P`+1

e )

as shown in Fig. 3.3(c). We have P`+1
e = [P`+1

e,1 , . . . ,P
`+1
e,2N+17]T and P`+1

e can be obtained by

using the subdivision matrix Ā,

P`+1
e = ĀP`e. (3.19)

Recall that the evaluation of these four patches corresponding to elements Ω`+1
k (k = 0,1,2,3)

gives the same surface as the evaluation of the original patch corresponding to Ω`
0. After

the refinement, Ω`
0 is defined as passive while the fine-level elements Ω`+1

k (k = 0,1,2,3)

are defined as active in E`+1
a . Then the Level-(`+ 1) basis functions in these four patches

can be locally derived as in Fig. 3.3(b, c). Among them, we define all the children basis

functions of B`r as active, B`+1
a = chdB`r. The active element set at Level ` is E`a = E`\E`r,

and the active element set at Level `+ 1 is E`+1
a = {Ω`

k | k = 0,1,2,3}.

Step 3 (Collection). In this step, we collect all the active basis functions from Levels `

and `+ 1 to form the THCCS basis functions at Level `,

B`+1
T HCC = B`a∪B

`+1
a , (3.20)
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and also collect all the active elements to obtain

E`+1
T HCC = E`a∪E

`+1
a . (3.21)

The above three construction steps are recursively performed until `max − 1. In each

recursive step, the active basis functions B`+1
T HCC and the active elements E`+1

T HCC are updated

as discussed above. Finally we obtain all the active basis functions and active elements from

different hierarchical levels, which form the THCCS basis functions and the corresponding

THCCS control meshes. During the THCCS construction, we build the control mesh locally

at each level. Local selection is employed to select active basis functions and active elements

at each level. It also ensures the linear independence property of the obtained THCCS basis

functions. The proof of linear independence can be obtained by a direct generalization from

THB-spline basis functions; see Proposition 3.4.2 in Section 3.4. In addition, the property

of partition of unity is verified in Proposition 3.4.3.

The construction of truncated basis functions in Step 1 requires the children basis

functions obtained in Step 2. A truncated basis function is actually the same as the original

basis function over the active elements at Level `, where the discarded children basis

functions have no support. On the other hand, a Level-(`+ 1) element within the support

of truncated basis functions is defined as a truncated element. A truncated element can be

either regular or irregular. Only over truncated elements exist basis functions from different

levels. Eq. (3.18) indicates a tree structure to evaluate a truncated basis function. For

each truncated basis function, we first store its children together with the corresponding

coefficients ci j, and then set certain ci j to be zero according to Eq. (3.18).

Discussion 3.3.1. Hierarchical B-splines are developed for arbitrary degrees and the degree

can vary for different hierarchical levels. However, our development is restricted to cubic

polynomials at all levels due to the limitation of a cubic Catmull-Clark basis. In this respect,

THCCS is not as flexible as hierarchical B-splines. This is a trade-off for efficiently handling
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extraordinary nodes for complex geometries. A development based on other degrees requires

other types of subdivision basis functions.

Discussion 3.3.2. Specific templates were also developed to handle extraordinary nodes

in T-splines using the idea of polynomial capping [68, 36], where a conforming one-ring

neighborhood is required around an extraordinary node. Within the one-ring neighborhood,

no T-junctions are allowed in order to obtain a gap-free T-spline geometry. Local refinement

of THCCS has no such requirement around extraordinary nodes, and THCCS achieves

C1-continuity there.

3.3.2 Example of Truncated Catmull-Clark Basis Functions

The truncated Catmull-Clark basis functions are of primal importance to the construction of

THCCS. In the following, we take a valence-3 extraordinary node (N = 3), Node 1 in Fig.

3.5(a), as an example and derive the truncated basis function associated with it. In this study,

we only need to consider the two-ring neighborhood elements around the extraordinary node

because its associated Catmull-Clark basis function has support contained within them.

In Step 1 of our algorithm, we start by defining a set of to-be-refined basis functions

B`r. To simplify the exposition, we consider only one basis function to be refined at one

time. Particularly, we study three cases as shown in Fig. 3.5(b–d): B`r = {B`4} (Case 1),

B`r = {B`2N+6} (Case 2) and B`r = {B`5} (Case 3). Corresponding to each case, the fine-level

domain Ω`+1 is the two-ring neighborhood of B`r as marked in pink. All the elements in Ω`+1

are identified as to-be-refined (E`r). According to Eq. (4.19), the two-ring neighborhood basis

functions around B`r are identified as to-be-truncated because they have children shared with

B`r. Without loss of generality, here we study how to construct the truncated basis function

for B`1 ∈ B
`
t in all three cases; see Fig. 3.5(a), which is a special basis function associated

with the extraordinary node. The other truncated basis functions can be constructed in a

similar manner. Fig. 3.5(e) refers to the refinement of all the elements in Fig. 3.5(a), where
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.5: Construction of the truncated basis function trunB`1. (a) The two-ring neighbor-
hood around a valence-3 extraordinary node at Level `; (b) B`4 is to be refined (Case 1); (c)
B`2N+6 is to be refined (Case 2); (d) B`5 is to be refined (Case 3); and (e–h) are refinement of
(a–d), respectively. Green dots are discarded in constructing trunB`1, while black dots are
kept.

the labeled 6N + 1 basis functions are the children of B`1. According to refinability, B`1 can

be represented by a linear combination of its children,

B`1 =

6N+1∑
j=1

c1 jB`+1
j , (3.22)

where the coefficients c1 j can be obtained from the subdivision matrix Ā, as shown in Fig.

3.6.

For each to-be-refined basis function, the refinement is locally performed for its corre-

sponding to-be-refined elements (E`r), as shown in Fig. 3.5(f–h), where dashed lines indicate

refinement outside Ω`+1. Let us consider one to-be-refined basis function at a time, for

example B`4 (Case 1) in Fig. 3.5(b, f). We check all the children of B`1 to find out those
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Figure 3.6: Coefficients corresponding to the children of B`1.

with support fully contained in Ω`+1 (the pink region), and mark them in green dots. The

remaining children are marked in black. All the children basis functions associated with

these green dots should be discarded in constructing trunB`1. We then define an index set

I`+1 to include all the green dots; we have

Case 1: I`+1 = {1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16};

Case 2: I`+1 = {10,11,12,13,14}; and

Case 3: I`+1 = {1,4,5,6,12,13,14,15,16}.

The truncated basis function trunB`1 is then derived in each case by setting c1 j = 0 in

Eq. (3.22) if j ∈ I`+1. In the same way, we can obtain the truncated basis function for a

valence-5 extraordinary node by changing N = 3 to N = 5. The corresponding I`+1 are

Case 1: I`+1 = {1,2,3,4,5,6,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20};

Case 2: I`+1 = {14,15,16,17,18}; and

Case 3: I`+1 = {1,4,5,6,15,16,17,18,19}.

The obtained truncated basis functions for a valence-3 and valence-5 extraordinary node

are plotted and compared with non-truncated ones in Fig. 3.7. From Fig. 3.5(f–h), we
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can observe that we need to discard fifteen, five and nine basis functions (green dots) for

Cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively (when N = 3). As shown in Fig. 3.7(b–d) and (f–h), the more

basis functions discarded in building the truncated basis function, the more truncation. We

do not need to truncate basis functions beyond a two-ring neighborhood (pink domain) of

B`r. Similarly, we can derive ci j and I`+1 for the other types of basis functions in Fig. 3.4.

The number of children of B`1 and the corresponding coefficients c1 j vary with the valence

number of the extraordinary node, in contrast with the truncation of standard B-spline basis

functions that have a fixed number of children and coefficients. Truncation of a type-2 or

type-3 basis function involves a fixed number of children but various coefficients obtained

from Ā.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.7: Basis functions associated with extraordinary nodes of valence-3 (a–d) and
valence-5 (e–h). (a, e) are original non-truncated basis functions; (b–d) are three truncation
cases for (a); and (f–h) are three truncation cases for (e). In (b–d, f–h), the red dots represent
to-be-refined basis functions and non-truncated basis functions are visualized in transparency
for comparison.

3.4 Properties of THCCS

In this section, we first theoretically study the geometry preservation during h-refinement.

THCCS construction starts with an initial Catmull-Clark control mesh, denoted as M0.

We define a sequence of Catmull-Clark control meshes,M0, . . . ,M`max . M` (0 ≤ ` ≤ `max)
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is generated by ` subdivisions of M0, and we denote the surface obtained from M0 as

S0
CC . Recall that evaluation of eachM` gives the same Catmull-Clark surface, S`CC = S0

CC

(` = 0, . . . , `max). After recursive construction, THCCS contains hierarchical levels up to

`max. Denote the surface evaluated with the THCCS basis functions as S`max
T HCC . Geometry

preservation means that S`max
T HCC = S0

CC . Note that each level of THCCS only occupies

a portion of the entire surface S`max
T HCC , and the Level-` THCCS control mesh is only a

subset ofM`. Correspondingly, the Level-` THCCS basis functions are also a subset of

those associated with M`. Therefore if we can prove S`max
T HCC is exactly the same as the

Catmull-Clark surface S`max
CC (= S0

CC) evaluated withM`max , then we can guarantee geometry

preservation for THCCS.

Proposition 3.4.1. Given an initial valid Catmull-Clark control meshM0 and correspond-

ing Catmull-Clark surface S0
CC , the THCCS surface obtained at levels up to `max (S`max

T HCC)

is exactly the same as the Catmull-Clark surface evaluated after `max subdivisions (S`max
CC ).

We have S`max
T HCC = S`max

CC = S0
CC .

Proof. We prove the proposition using induction. It is trivial to verify the initial step since

no local refinement is performed. The THCCS basis functions and control mesh are exactly

the same as the Catmull-Clark basis functions and control meshM0, we have S0
T HCC = S0

CC .

Now we assume that the proposition holds for Level `, 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max−1. This assumption

means that the THCCS surface evaluated with levels up to ` is the same as the Catmull-Clark

surface evaluated after ` times of subdivision with the control meshM`, we have

S`T HCC = S`CC =
∑
i∈Ī`

P`i B`i = S0
CC , (3.23)

where Ī` is an index set denoting all the basis functions inM`. Among them, the THCCS

basis functions B` at Level ` are denoted as an index set I` ⊆ Ī`. The set Ī`\I` denotes the
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basis functions inM` that are not the Level-` THCCS basis functions. Eq. (3.23) can be

rewritten as

S`T HCC =
∑
i∈I`

P`i B`i +
∑

i∈Ī`\I`
P`i B`i . (3.24)

During the construction of THCCS from Level ` to Level `+ 1, we perform refinement

on the to-be-refined basis functions (B`r with the index set R`) and truncation on the to-be-

truncated basis functions (B`t with the index set T `). We have R` ⊂ I` and T ` ⊂ I`. Therefore

in Eq. (3.24) only the first term on the right needs to be updated. Then, the THCCS surface

is evaluated as

S`+1
T HCC =

∑
j∈I`+1

P`+1
j B`+1

j +
∑
i∈T `

P`i trunB`i +
∑

i∈I`\(T `∪R`)

P`i B`i +
∑

i∈Ī`\I`
P`i B`i , (3.25)

where I`+1 is the index set of all the THCCS basis functions at Level `+ 1 (denoted as B`+1
a

because they are all active). We know that (I`\(T `∪R`))∪ (Ī`\I`) = Ī`\(T `∪R`), so the last

two terms in Eq. (3.25) can be merged together to obtain

S`+1
T HCC =

∑
j∈I`+1

P`+1
j B`+1

j +
∑
i∈T `

P`i trunB`i +
∑

i∈Ī`\(T `∪R`)

P`i B`i . (3.26)

In the following, we check each term in Eq. (3.26). In the first term on the right, P`+1
j at

Level `+ 1 can be derived from P`i via the subdivision matrix Ā in Eq. (3.19) and we have

P`+1
j =

∑
i∈Ī`

ci jP`i for j ∈ I`+1. (3.27)
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Note that in Eq. (3.27), ci j = 0 if i ∈ Ī`\(T `∪R`). We now check the third term of Eq. (3.26)

on the right. According to Eq. (3.13), we can represent B`i using their children,

B`i =
∑

j∈Ī`+1\I`+1

ci jB`+1
j for i ∈ Ī`\(T `∪R`). (3.28)

This implies that for the basis function B`i with i ∈ Ī`\(T `∪R`), its children are not active

THCCS basis functions at Level `+ 1. The other B`i with i ∈ T ` ∪R` can be either to-be-

refined or truncated basis functions. The truncated basis functions in the second term of Eq.

(3.26) can be expressed as

trunB`i =
∑

j∈Ī`+1\I`+1

ci jB`+1
j for i ∈ T `. (3.29)

Note that Eq. (3.29) also holds when i ∈ R` because all the children B`+1
j = 0 when j ∈

Ī`+1\I`+1. Therefore in Eq. (3.29), we replace i ∈ T ` with i ∈ T `∪R`. Then, we plug Eqs.

(3.27–3.29) into Eq. (3.26) and obtain

S`+1
T HCC =

∑
j∈I`+1

∑
i∈Ī`

ci jP`i B`+1
j +

∑
i∈T `∪R`

∑
j∈Ī`+1\I`+1

P`i ci jB`+1
j +

∑
i∈Ī`\(T `∪R`)

∑
j∈Ī`+1\I`+1

P`i ci jB`+1
j

=
∑

j∈I`+1

∑
i∈Ī`

ci jP`i B`+1
j +

∑
i∈Ī`

∑
j∈Ī`+1\I`+1

P`i ci jB`+1
j

=
∑

j∈Ī`+1

∑
i∈Ī`

ci jP`i B`+1
j

=
∑

j∈Ī`+1

P`+1
j B`+1

j = S`+1
CC = S0

CC .

(3.30)

Eq. (3.30) indicates that the proposition also holds for Level `+ 1. Therefore, it holds for all

the levels up to `max, and we have S`max
T HCC = S`max

CC = S0
CC .

�
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Based on this proposition, we can conclude that THCCS preserves geometry and a

THCCS surface inherits the continuity of the Catmull-Clark subdivision surface, namely

C2-continuity everywhere except C1 around extraordinary nodes. We adopt C continuity

analogous to G continuity, emphasizing the continuity of the parametric space.

Throughout the chapter, we use basis functions other than blending functions in THCCS,

because linear independence is ensured by the local selection mechanism during the THCCS

construction. It is worth mentioning that a parallel work on truncated hierarchical subdivision

splines was recently developed by Zore et al. [76]. For linear independence, here we refer to

global linear independence over the entire parametric domain Ω0. As proved by Peters [49]

in Lemma 4.1, the Catmull-Clark subdivision functions are globally linearly independent

over Ω0 except for a special case that all the control points are valence-3. Although local

linear independence is not valid for Catmull-Clark subdivision functions over any subdomain

of Ω0, linear independence over an element (regular or irregular) is satisfied for the Catmull-

Clark functions that have support on it, unless all the nodes of the element are valence-3.

This was proved in Theorem 5.3 by Peters [49]. In practice, an element with all the nodes

valence-3 is rare in our control meshes, and we make an assumption to exclude such cases

in the construction of THCCS. The following proof of linear independence is a direct

generalization of THB-spline basis functions [25].

Proposition 3.4.2. Given an initial valid Catmull-Clark control meshM0 in which none of

its elements has all nodes with valence-3, the constructed THCCS surface with levels up to

`max possesses globally linearly independent basis functions.

Proof. We still use induction to prove this proposition. The given valid Catmull-Clark

control mesh does not have any element with all its nodes having valence-3. Therefore

according to Peters [49], the basis functions associated withM0 are linearly independent on
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Ω0. Then we assume that Proposition 3.4.2 holds for levels up to ` (0 ≤ ` ≤ `max−1), which

means it also holds for Level `. Basis functions at Level ` form the domain Ω` and we have

∑
i∈I`

α`i B`i = 0 if and only if α`i |i∈I` = 0, (3.31)

where I` denotes the index set of all the Level-` basis functions. Now we construct Level

`+ 1 from Level `. Only the Level-` basis functions are influenced, so the remaining basis

functions are linearly independent according to the assumption. In the following, we only

need to prove that basis functions over Ω` are linearly independent, namely

∑
i∈T `

α`i trunB`i +
∑

i∈I`\(T `∪R`)

α`i B`i +
∑

i∈I`+1

α`+1
i B`+1

i = 0 (3.32)

if and only if

α`i |i∈I`\R` = 0 and α`+1
i |i∈I`+1 = 0, (3.33)

where α`i ∈ R and α`+1
i ∈ R are coefficients, T ` and R` (T ` ⊂ I` and R` ⊆ I`) are the index

sets of truncated and refined basis functions at Level ` respectively, I`+1 is the index set of

active basis functions at Level `+1 (they form the domain Ω`+1). Let us check the index sets

of the first two terms in Eq. (3.32) and we have T `∪ (I`\(T `∪R`)) = I`\R` ⊆ I`. According

to Eq. (3.18), trunB`i is different from B`i only in the refined domain Ω`+1 and trunB`i

stays the same in Ω`\Ω`+1, that is, trunB`i |Ω`\Ω`+1 = B`i . Note that Ω`\Ω`+1 is the union

of active Level-` elements, and none of such elements has all four nodes with valence-3.

According to Theorem 5.3 in Peters [49], the Level-` basis functions that have support on

an active Level-` element are linearly independent over this element. Therefore we can

conclude that the corresponding coefficients are zero. Looping through all the active Level-`

elements, we cover the entire domain Ω`\Ω`+1, over which we obtain an index set of linearly

independent basis functions, I`\R`. Therefore, we can obtain α`i |i∈I`\R` = 0. For the third
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term in Eq. (3.32), B`+1
i are standard Catmull-Clark basis functions, so it is obvious that

they are linearly independent. Therefore we have α`+1
i |i∈I`+1 = 0. To this end, we prove

the THCCS construction from Level ` to Level `+ 1 results in linearly independent basis

functions and Proposition 3.4.2 holds for all the levels up to `max. �

Our THCCS basis functions also satisfy partition of unity. This property can be proved

by (1) verifying partition of unity for Catmull-Clark basis functions; and (2) verifying

partition of unity for THCCS basis functions. The latter step is exactly the same as the

proof of THB-spline basis functions [25] as long as the first step is verified to be true. In the

following we focus on the first step.

Proposition 3.4.3. Explicit Catmull-Clark basis functions satisfy partition of unity.

Proof. It is trivial to verify Proposition 3.4.3 on regular elements, where Catmull-Clark

basis functions are B-spline basis functions and they satisfy partition of unity. On irregular

elements, basis functions are expressed in Eq. 3.9, which can be reorganized as

B = [(V−1)T Λn−1VT ]ĀT (PT
k b). (3.34)

Note that without loss of generality we set level ` = 0. Recall that (Λ,V) is the eigenstructure

of the subdivision matrix A. Therefore (V−1)T Λn−1VT = (An−1)T , and B = (An−1)T ĀT (PT
k b).

PT
k b is a vector with 2N + 17 elements, PT

k b = [α1, . . . ,α2N+17]T . Among them 16 elements

are non-zero and they are values of uniform bi-cubic B-spline basis functions. Therefore,

elements of PT
k b satisfy partition of unity, and we have

∑2N+17
i=1 αi = 1.

Denote the i-th row and j-th column element of Ā(2N+17)×(2N+8) as āi j. The summation

of the elements in the vector ĀT (PT
k b) is

∑2N+8
j=1

∑2N+17
i=1 ā jiαi =

∑2N+17
i=1 αi(

∑2N+8
j=1 ā ji). Note

that
∑2N+8

j=1 ā ji is the row summation of Ā. Ā is the Catmull-Clark subdivision matrix and

in each row of Ā, only non-zero elements are weight masks. The summation of each

type of masks equals to 1. Therefore, the row summation of Ā equals to 1 and we have∑2N+17
i=1 αi(

∑2N+8
j=1 ā ji) =

∑2N+17
i=1 αi = 1, that is, partition of unity is satisfied for the vector
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ĀT (PT
k b). This finding indicates that if a vector v satisfies partition of unity and the row sum-

mation of a matrix M equals to 1, the vector MT v also satisfies partition of unity. Therefore

in B = (An−1)T ĀT (PT
k b), if we can prove the row summation of An−1 is 1, then partition of

unity for Eq. 3.34 is satisfied. Since A consists of the first 2N +8 rows of Ā, the row summa-

tion of A equals to 1. Let ai j be the i-th row and j-th column element of A(2N+8)×(2N+8). The

i-th row summation of A2 is
∑2N+8

j=1
∑2N+8

k=1 aikak j =
∑2N+8

k=1 aik(
∑2N+8

j=1 ak j) =
∑2N+8

k=1 aik = 1.

Following the same manner, we can prove that the row summation of An−1 is always 1 no

matter what n is. Partition of unity at the extraordinary node (0,0) is a limit case. Given a

parametric value (ξ,η) arbitrarily close to the extraordinary node, we subdivide the irregular

element n times until (ξ,η) is located within a regular element. n can be arbitrarily large and

the row summation of An−1 still remains 1. That is, in the limit case, partition of unity is

also satisfied. To this end, we prove partition of unity is satisfied for explicit Catmull-Clark

basis functions.

�

3.5 Examples and Discussion

In this section, we perform adaptive isogeometric analysis using THCCS basis functions. We

first start with a widely used benchmark problem for adaptive analysis: solving the Laplace

equation over an L-shaped domain. We study cases with and without extraordinary nodes

for this problem. Subsequently, we also solve the Laplace equation on complex geometries.

Table 7.4 summarizes the statistics of each model.

3.5.1 L-shaped Domain

As shown in Fig. 4.10(a), a widely used benchmark problem is tested in our adaptive

isogeometric analysis: solving the Laplace equation ∆u = 0 over the L-shaped domain
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Table 3.1: Statistics of all the tested models

Models Nodes Elements Extraordinary Invalid Refinement Total
nodes elements steps levels

L-domain1 153 128 0 0 20 5
L-domain2 221 192 4 0 40 3
Genus-3 3,068 3,072 4 0 20 2
Hand 3,993 3,991 40 4 20 2
Bunny 3,023 3,021 36 4 20 3
Venus 1,559 1,552 695 899 20 3
Head 2,909 2,907 1,219 1,572 20 3

Note: See Section 3.5.2 for elaboration of invalid elements. There are extraordinary nodes
in L-domain2, but none in L-domain1.

[−1,1]2\[0,1]2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions (ΓD). The analytical solution in polar

coordinates (r, θ) is

u(r, θ) = r2/3 sin(2θ/3−π/3), where r > 0 and π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. (3.35)

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.8: Laplace equation on the L-shaped domain solved with THCCS. (a) Geometry
and problem settings of the L-shaped domain; (b, c) input control meshes of the case without
and with extraordinary nodes, respectively; (d, e) L2-error distributions; and (f) convergence
curves in both uniform and adaptive refinement.41



We duplicate each boundary edge and connect the corresponding nodes with zero-length

edges in the parametric space. Then, the obtained elements along the boundary have zero

parametric area. They are not evaluated and always set to be passive in the analysis. The

basis functions over boundary elements are derived with the aid of local knot vectors, which

can be obtained in the T-spline manner [61]. Generally speaking, boundary elements have

non-uniform local knot vectors. The truncated basis functions can also be applied over

boundary elements with the coefficients obtained from mid-knot insertion. Extraordinary

nodes are currently not allowed on the boundary in THCCS. They actually need to be

separated at least three elements away from the boundary. The reason is that the derivation

of explicit Catmull-Clark basis functions is based on uniform cubic B-spline basis functions

where knot intervals are required to be the same.

Two initial control meshes are utilized: one without extraordinary nodes and the other

with four extraordinary nodes; see Fig. 4.10(b, c). For each initial control mesh, we conduct

both uniform and adaptive refinement using our THCCS scheme. We then obtain a set of

active basis functions and active elements. Only active elements need to be evaluated in the

analysis. An active element can be either truncated or non-truncated. The evaluation of a

non-truncated element, whether regular or irregular, is no difference from the evaluation

of an element in Catmull-Clark subdivision [62]. It only requires the information of one

hierarchical level and no communication between different hierarchical levels is involved.

On the other hand, the evaluation of a truncated element is much more complicated since

basis functions from different hierarchical levels may have support over it. The total number

of active basis functions varies and truncated basis functions are involved. In our algorithm,

we develop a fast bottom-up searching method to collect all the active basis functions for

each truncated element.

The L2-norm error is evaluated using the analytical solution for each element. Usually

elements with error larger than a given threshold are identified to be refined. Instead of using
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the element-wise error Err(Ω`
j), in our adaptive approach we convert it to a basis-wise error

Err(B`i ),

Err(B`i ) =
∑

Ω`
j⊆suppB`i

Err(Ω`
j). (3.36)

Adaptive refinement is performed and at each refinement step the basis function with the

largest error is identified to be refined. Its two-ring neighboring elements are then identified

and refined. We perform 20 refinement steps for the case without extraordinary nodes and

40 steps for the case with extraordinary nodes. Fig. 4.10(d, e) show the element error

distributions for these two cases, respectively. We also plot the convergence curve with

respect to the number of degrees of freedom in Fig. 4.10(f), where we can observe that the

case with extraordinary nodes possesses a much larger error in both uniform and adaptive

refinement. This is to be expected as it was observed previously [55] that the presence of

extraordinary nodes introduces quadrature problem and thus produces larger error, which we

will discuss more in Section 3.5.3. As for the uniform refinement of both cases, we obtain

two somewhat different convergence rates: 0.63 and 0.75. Compared to the corresponding

uniform refinement, adaptive refinement in both cases achieves the same accuracy with

many fewer degrees of freedom.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.9: Solving Laplace equation over a genus-3 model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh
with boundary conditions; and (b, c) simulation results on the initial valid control mesh and
the control mesh after 20 refinement steps.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.10: Solving Laplace equation over a hand model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh with
boundary conditions; and (b, c) simulation results on the initial valid control mesh and the
control mesh after 20 refinement steps.

3.5.2 Adaptive Refinement on Complex Geometries

Here we solve the Laplace equation over complex geometries using THCCS basis functions.

Irregular quadrilateral meshes are taken as input control meshes. Recall that a valid control

mesh requires that each element contains at most one extraordinary node. However, an

irregular quadrilateral mesh has a considerable number of elements that do not satisfy this

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.11: Solving Laplace equation over a bunny model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh
with boundary conditions; and (b, c) simulation results on the initial valid control mesh and
the control mesh after 20 refinement steps.
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topology requirement and such elements are invalid. Therefore we need a preprocessing

procedure to generate all-valid elements for analysis. In THCCS, we identify a set of

to-be-refined basis functions with support covering all the invalid elements, and then we

designate all their two-ring neighborhood elements (including valid or invalid ones) as

to-be-refined elements. After one step of refinement, extraordinary nodes in invalid elements

are separated and all the fine-level elements are valid.

In the analysis, Dirichlet boundary conditions are strongly imposed. The L2-error is

obtained with the aid of so-called bubble functions [66]. Five models are studied: genus-3

model (Fig. 4.13), hand model (Fig. 5.16), bunny model (Fig. 5.15), Venus model (Fig.

4.15) and head model (Fig. 4.16). We perform 20 refinement steps for each model. The

areas where the Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied are indicated by the arrows in Figs.

4.13(a)–4.16(a). Figs. 4.13(b)–4.16(b) display the simulation results on the initial valid

control meshes whereas Figs. 4.13(c)–4.16(c) show the results after 20 refinement steps.

Since the genus-3 model has no invalid element, the initial control mesh can be directly

used in analysis. However, invalid elements exist in the other models and the input meshes

need to be preprocessed. In particular, the Venus and head models contain a large number of

such elements, which result in an almost global refinement; see Figs. 4.15(b) and 4.16(b).

From Figs. 4.13–4.16, we can observe that the proposed THCCS method works robustly for

complex geometries, which provides a potential wide application in isogeometric analysis

with extraordinary nodes involved.

3.5.3 Limitations

Mathematically, the Catmull-Clark basis function and its first order derivatives can be

calculated at the extraordinary node. Moreover, the curvature of Catmull-Clark subdivision

is square integrable around the extraordinary node [53]. The approximation properties

of subdivision surfaces were also studied using interpolation estimates [2], showing that

the convergence of approximating a smooth function with the subdivision functions is
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.12: Solving Laplace equation over a Venus model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh
with boundary conditions; and (b, c) simulation results on the initial valid control mesh and
the control mesh after 20 refinement steps.

suboptimal in the H1 norm. In the above analysis, we always use 4×4 Gauss points for the

integration over each element, no matter it is regular or irregular. Such numerical integration

fails the patch test when extraordinary nodes are involved. This problem was also addressed

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.13: Solving Laplace equation over a head model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh with
boundary conditions; and (b, c) simulation results on the initial valid control mesh and the
control mesh after 20 refinement steps.
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in Scott’s PhD dissertation [55], and recently it was studied in solving Poissons equation on

the disk [43]. One solution is to keep subdividing the irregular element into smaller ones

until the irregular element is sufficiently small. It was observed that the patch test result can

reach the machine precision after about 25 subdivision levels [55], which requires excessive

Gauss points for the integration. To resolve this problem, a better integration scheme is

needed. Although the patch test fails when 4-point Gauss integration rule is applied, in the

analysis over the L -shaped domain we observe a similar convergence rate for cases with and

without extraordinary nodes. Further study is also needed to better understand the influence

of quadrature rule on the convergence behavior when extraordinary nodes are present.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we propose a new method termed THCCS to handle extraordinary nodes for

complex geometries with support of local refinement. THCCS basis functions satisfy parti-

tion of unity and they are linear independent, which are essential properties for geometric

design and isogeometric analysis. In addition, THCCS preserves the geometry and inherits

the surface continuity property of Catmull-Clark subdivision, namely C2-continuity every-

where except C1-continuity at extraordinary nodes. Complex surfaces with extraordinary

nodes are constructed with the proposed method and adaptive isogeometric analysis is also

performed with the THCCS basis functions. THCCS supports a flexible local refinement

and there is no propagation of the refined region. From an isogeometric analysis perspective,

however, obtaining optimal convergence rates when extraordinary nodes are present remains

an open problem.
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Chapter 4

Extended Truncated Hierarchical

Catmull-Clark Subdivision

THCCS [70] was developed based on Catmull-Clark subdivision [13, 77, 54]. Catmull-Clark

subdivision is a popular quadrilateral-based subdivision scheme that is generalized from

mid-knot insertion of bi-cubic B-splines to arbitrary topologies. A Catmull-Clark surface is

represented by a quadrilateral mesh, which is obtained by an iterative and global refinement

of an initial coarse quadrilateral mesh. The sequence of refined meshes converges to a limit

surface that is C2-continuous everywhere except C1-continuous at extraordinary vertices (a

vertex is called an extraordinary vertex if it has other than four quadrilaterals adjacent to

it, and it is a regular vertex otherwise). In this chapter, vertex and quadrilateral are used

in the physical domain, and correspondingly in the parametric domain, their preimages

are referred to as node and element, respectively. Alternatively, the limit surface can be

directly evaluated from the initial quadrilateral mesh by Stam’s basis functions [62]. The

quadrilateral mesh is called the control mesh of the Catmull-Clark surface. Based on Stam’s

Catmull-Clark basis functions, THCCS takes advantage of the hierarchical structure and

truncation mechanism to support local refinement and preserve geometry. THCCS has

desired properties for geometric design and analysis such as partition of unity, convex hull,
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linear independence, and support of arbitrary topology. However, two requirements in

THCCS restrict the efficiency of local refinement: (1) at most one extraordinary vertex

is allowed in each quadrilateral in the control mesh; and (2) for each to-be-refined basis

function, all its two-ring neighboring elements have to be refined. Requirement (1) is

inherited from the development of Stam’s Catmull-Clark basis functions [62]. In THCCS,

this requirement is satisfied by refining all the quadrilaterals that contain more than one

extraordinary control point (such quadrilaterals are called invalid). The input quadrilateral

mesh may contain a large number of quadrilaterals that violate Requirement (1), leading to

almost global refinement. Requirement (2) follows the basis-function-refinement manner

in [33, 28, 8, 70]. For Catmull-Clark subdivision, however, such basis-function-refinement

needs to refine all the two-ring neighboring elements of each to-be-refined basis function,

which is not efficient in capturing abrupt changes in geometric or solution features.

To improve the efficiency of local refinement in THCCS, in this chapter we develop

the extended Truncated Hierarchical Catmull-Clark Subdivision (eTHCCS). We first make

a straightforward generalization of Stam’s Catmull-Clark basis functions to enable their

direct application on arbitrary control meshes, where more than one vertex is allowed in

a single quadrilateral. This generalization eliminates the requirement of refining invalid

quadrilaterals, and provides a set of basis functions for isogeometric analysis on arbitrary

quadrilateral meshes. The analysis-suitability on irregular quadrilateral meshes is also

studied for the Catmull-Clark basis functions. Then we apply them to THCCS. The main

contribution of this chapter is the development of a new basis-function-insertion scheme for

local refinement to improve its efficiency by releasing the restriction on the to-be-refined

region. In THCCS, the to-be-refined region is restricted to be the support of to-be-refined

basis functions, which is the union of two-ring neighboring elements of the associated nodes

in the case of cubic splines. In addition to preserving all the properties of THCCS, eTHCCS

therefore achieves a higher efficiency in local refinement.
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4.1 Stam’s Catmull-Clark Basis Functions

We first revisit Stam’s Catmull-Clark basis functions and establish notations for our following

discussion. THCCS was developed based on Stam’s Catmull-Clark basis functions. It is

a natural starting point to introduce Catmull-Clark subdivision and its basis functions.

Catmull-Clark is one of the most popular subdivision schemes used in the CAD community.

The refinement (or subdivision) in Catmull-Clark subdivision is generalized from mid-knot

insertion of bi-cubic B-splines [13]. Each new vertex in the refined mesh is calculated via a

weighted average of neighboring vertices in the original mesh. This linear relationship can

be expressed by a so-called subdivision matrix. The repeated global refinement generates a

sequence of meshes,M0, . . . ,Mn, whereM0 is the initial input quadrilateral mesh, and n

is the number of subdivisions. As n goes to infinity,Mn converges to a limit surface. An

alternative way to obtain the limit surface takes advantage of the Stam’s basis functions [62].

These basis functions are analogous to B-spline basis functions, whereas each meshM`

(0 ≤ ` ≤ n) behaves as a control mesh. Thus we can express the limit surface Slimit by a

mapping from the parametric domain 1 to the physical domain,

Slimit(ξ,η) =

N`∑
i=1

B`i (ξ,η)P`i , (4.1)

where B`i (ξ,η) are Stam’s Catmull-Clark basis functions, ξ and η are parametric coordinates,

P`i are control points (or vertices) in the physical domain, and N` is the number of basis

functions ofM`. We call ` the subdivision level. Without loss of generality, we introduce

the basis functions at Level ` as follows.

A Catmull-Clark subdivision surface generally does not have a global rectangular

parametric domain due to the presence of extraordinary nodes. A parametric element is

locally associated with each quadrilateral in the control mesh and each control point has

a corresponding node in the parametric domain. If an element contains any extraordinary

1The parametric domain refers to a 2-manifold.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.1: Local parametric elements. (a) A regular element (blue); (b) an irregular element
(blue); (c) subdivision of (b); and (d) subdivisions in the parametric domain. The local
parametric domain is [0,1]× [0,1]. Nodes are locally numbered with respect to the element
marked in blue.

node, it is irregular, and otherwise it is regular. Fig. 4.1(a) shows a local mesh surrounding

a regular element (shaded in blue). A total of 16 basis functions have support over this

regular element because a Catmull-Clark basis function has local support over its two-ring

neighboring elements. They are actually bi-cubic uniform B-spline basis functions,

B0
i (ξ,η) = b(i−1)%4(ξ)b(i−1)/4(η), i = 1,2, . . . ,16, (4.2)

where “%” and “/” represent the remainder and division, respectively, and for t ∈ [0,1] we

have

b0(t) = (1−3t + 3t2− t3)/6, b1(t) = (4−6t2 + 3t3)/6, (4.3)

b2(t) = (1 + 3t + 3t2−3t3)/6, b3(t) = t3/6. (4.4)

Fig. 4.1(b) shows a local mesh surrounding a valence-3 vertex2, where an irregular

element (Ω`
0) is marked in blue. The surrounding 2N + 8 (N is the valence number and here

N = 3) basis functions have support on Ω`
0, whose associated vertices are locally labeled

in the manner shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The 2N + 8 basis functions over Ω`
0 are derived by

infinitely subdividing Ω`
0 [62]. In the first subdivision, Ω`

0 is subdivided into one smaller

2The valence number of a node is the number of elements adjacent to it.
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irregular element Ω`+1
0 and three regular elements Ω`+1

k (k = 1,2,3); see Fig. 4.1(c). The

new 2N + 17 vertices in Fig. 4.1(c) can be obtained from the 2N + 8 vertices in Fig. 4.1(b)

via a subdivision matrix Ā(2N+17)×(2N+8). As the basis functions are well-defined on Ω`+1
k

(k = 1,2,3) as in Fig. 4.1(a), the limit surface corresponding to the 3/4 parametric domain of

Ω`
0 is represented as

(B`)T P` = (B`+1)T P`+1 = (B`+1)T ĀP` = (ĀT B`+1)T P`, (4.5)

where B` = [B`1, . . . ,B
`
2N+8]T , P` = [P`1, . . . ,P

`
2N+8]T , B`+1 = [B`+1

1 , . . . ,B`+1
2N+17]T , and P`+1 =

[P`+1
1 , . . . ,P`+1

2N+17]T . Eq. (4.5) holds for any P`, so we have

B` = ĀT B`+1. (4.6)

The remaining 1/4 parametric domain of Ω`
0 is the irregular element Ω`+1

0 . We need to

further subdivide Ω`+1
0 to find another 3/4 parametric domain of Ω`+1

0 where basis functions

are well-defined. By repeating this procedure, the parametric domain corresponding to the

irregular element becomes exponentially smaller, as shown in Fig. 4.1(d). The repeated

subdivision occurs in the irregular element. Note that the subdivision of Ω`+1
0 only involves

the first 2N + 8 vertices in Fig. 4.1(c). Therefore the sub-matrix consisting of the first

2N + 8 rows of Ā will be repeatedly used, denoted as A(2N+8)×(2N+8). For computational

efficiency, the eigenstructure (Λ,V) of A (AV = VΛ) is employed such that only diagonal

matrix multiplication is required. In this manner, the basis functions at Level ` over the

irregular element Ω`
0 are derived as

B`(ξ,η) = (V−1)T Λn−1(PkĀV)T b(ξ,η), (4.7)

where b(ξ,η) are the uniform bi-cubic B-spline basis functions as in Eq. (4.2). Given

parametric coordinates (ξ,η), we perform subdivision n times to restrict (ξ,η) into a regular

element (Ωn
k , k = 1,2,3) as in Fig. 4.1(d). Pk (k = 1,2,3) is a selection matrix to locate
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such regular element. The configuration of A and Ā can be found in the appendix A in

Stam’s work [62], which only depends on the valence of the extraordinary node. When

the parametric values (ξ,η) approach zero, Eq. (4.7) is defined as a limit case where Λn−1

becomes a matrix such that only its first diagonal element is non-zero. This is because in

the diagonal matrix Λ, all the elements are positive and smaller than 1 except for the first

element, which equals to 1. Eq. (4.6) is also valid over Ω`+1
0 [70], where basis functions are

defined by Eq. (4.7). Eq. (4.6) indicates a general relationship between basis functions at

two consecutive levels. We call this relationship refinability, and we define high-level basis

functions B`+1 as the children of low-level basis functions B` in Eq. (4.6). Refinability is

fundamental to the construction of THCCS.

However, Eq. (4.7) does not work for all quadrilateral meshes because its derivation

requires that each quadrilateral contains at most one extraordinary node. Usually, an input

quadrilateral mesh needs to be globally refined once before Stam’s basis functions are

applied.

4.2 Development of eTHCCS

In this section, we discuss how to develop eTHCCS. First, we study the Catmull-Clark

basis functions for elements with arbitrary numbers of extraordinary nodes, eliminating

the requirement of refining such elements in order to use Stam’s basis functions. In this

manner we build the basis suitable for isogeometric analysis over arbitrary quadrilateral

meshes. Then we develop a new basis-function-insertion scheme to improve the locality

of refinement, releasing the restriction of the to-be-refined region. With this scheme, we

can refine even only one element at each refinement step, rather than refining two-ring

neighborhoods of elements in THCCS. Finally, we use the Catmull-Clark basis functions on

arbitrary quadrilateral meshes and basis-function-insertion scheme to construct eTHCCS.
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4.2.1 Catmull-Clark Basis Functions on Invalid Elements

Here we study the Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid elements. Recall that an invalid

element contains more than one extraordinary node. Once an invalid element is subdivided,

the resulting four high-level elements are all valid over which basis functions are defined

in either Eq. (4.2) or Eq. (4.7). Instead of subdividing invalid elements first and then

applying the subdivision matrix Ā to derive Eq. (4.7), in the following we introduce a more

general subdivision matrix, denoted as S, and directly apply it to obtain Catmull-Clark basis

functions over an invalid element.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Catmull-Clark subdivision. (a) An invalid element Ω0
0 with its two-ring neigh-

boring nodes labeled; and (b) subdividing Ω0
0 into four high-level elements Ω1

k (k = 0, . . . ,3),
whose two-ring neighboring nodes are labeled in the similar manner.

Given an invalid element, let us first locally label its two-ring neighboring nodes. We

follow the manner of labeling as in Fig. 4.1(b), labeling the one-ring neighboring nodes of

the extraordinary node clockwise. Note that any corner node of an invalid element can be

an extraordinary node. For instance, in Fig. 4.2(a), Ω0
0 is the invalid element under study.

Let N0, N1, N2 and N3 be the valence numbers of four corner nodes of Ω0
0, labeled as Node

1, Node 6, Node 5 and Node 4, respectively. We start labeling the one-ring neighboring

nodes of Node 1 in clockwise, from 2, 3, until i0 = 2N0 + 1. Then we consider the one-ring

neighboring nodes of Node 6. Among them only 2N1 + 1− 6 = 2N1 − 5 nodes remain

unlabeled, and we label them from i0 + 1 until i1, where i1 = i0 + 2N1−5 = 2(N0 + N1)−4.
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Here Node 6 is valence-3, so we have N1 = 3 and i1 = i0 + 1. Next for Node 5, there are

2N2 +1−6 = 2N2−5 nodes remaining unlabeled if N3 > 3; otherwise, there are 2N2 +1−7 =

2N2−6 unlabeled nodes if N3 = 3, because one more node was labeled already when we

labeled the one-ring neighboring nodes for Node 1. We label them from i1 + 1 until i2 where

i2 = i1 + 2N2−5 = 2(N0 + N1 + N2)−9 (N3 > 3) or i2 = i1 + 2N2−6 = 2(N0 + N1 + N2)−10

(N3 = 3). Similarly for Node 4, the number of unlabeled nodes is 2N3 + 1− 7 = 2N3 − 6

if N3 = 3, otherwise it is 2N3 + 1−8 = 2N3 −7. We label them from i2 + 1 until i3 where

i3 = 2
∑3

i=0 Ni − 16. The labels are shown in detail in Fig. 4.2(a). The associated basis

functions are the basis functions to be derived, and we denote them in the vector form,

B̄ = [B̄1, B̄2, . . . , B̄i3]T . (4.8)

Correspondingly, their control points are denotes as P̄ = [P̄1, P̄2, . . . , P̄i3]T . As shown in Fig.

4.2(b), we subdivide Ω0
0 into four smaller elements Ω1

k (k = 0, . . . ,3) and follow in the same

manner to label their two-ring neighboring nodes. Note that Node 1, Node j0 + 1, Node

j1 + 1 and Node j2 + 1 have the same valence numbers as the four corner nodes of Ω0
0 in Fig.

4.2(a). Similarly, we can derive the following relationships, j0 = 2N0 +1, j1 = 2(N0 + N1)−1,

j2 = 2(N0 +N1 +N2)−3 and j3 = 2(N0 +N1 +N2 +N3)−7. The corresponding basis functions

are Stam’s Catmull-Clark basis functions defined by either Eq. (4.2) or Eq. (4.7), denoted

as

B = [B1,B2, . . . ,B j3]T . (4.9)

Their control points are P = [P1,P2, . . . ,P j3]T , which are calculated by

P = SP̄, (4.10)

where S can be directly obtained from the Catmull-Clark subdivision rule. For instance,

Vertex 1 is relocated to a weighted average of its neighboring vertices, whose indices are
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I = {1,2,3, . . . , i0}. Then the 1st row, j-th ( j ∈ I) column element of S is filled with the

corresponding Catmull-Clark subdivision coefficient. Other elements in S can be filled in

the same manner. The configuration of S is given in Appendix A. Assume that the evaluation

of Ω0
0 using B̄ yields the same limit surface as that of Ω1

0 ∼Ω1
3 using B, and we have

B̄T P̄ = BT P = BT SP̄ = (ST B)T P̄. (4.11)

Eq. (4.11) holds no matter what the values of P̄ are. Therefore we have

B̄ = ST B. (4.12)

(a) k = 0 (b) k = 1 (c) k = 2 (d) k = 3

Figure 4.3: Generalized selections of basis functions for high-level elements Ω0
k (k = 0, . . . ,3).

We next find the relationship between B and Eq. (4.2) or Eq. (4.7) so that we can obtain

an explicit expression for B̄. Given a pair of parametric coordinates (ξ,η) in Ω0
0, we can

locate it in one of the four elements (Ω1
k , where k = 0, . . . ,3) in Fig. 4.2(b), and only the

two-ring basis functions of that element are non-zero at (ξ,η). Thus B̄ is defined piecewise.

For instance, if 0 ≤ ξ < 1/2 and 0 ≤ η < 1/2, (ξ,η) is located in the irregular element Ω1
0

and only the two-ring basis functions are non-zero over Ω1
0, as shown in Fig. 4.3(a). These

2N0 + 8 basis functions (denoted as B0) are selected from B in Eq. (4.12). To directly use

Eq. (4.7), we need to sort B0 such that the basis functions in B0 have the same order as in
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Fig. 4.1(b), that is,

B0 = [B1,B2, . . . ,B j0 ,B j1+1,B j0+2,B j0+1,B j1 ,B j1+3,B j2+1,B j2+3]T . (4.13)

Note that in B0, the first 2N0 +1 basis functions correspond to the extraordinary node and its

one-ring neighboring nodes (from 1 to j0), and the next 4 basis functions are sorted along

the opposite η0 direction, and the last 3 basis functions follow the opposite ξ0 direction. This

specific manner of sorting follows Stam’s [62]. Then we can directly obtain B0 using Eq.

(4.7) by replacing B` (` = 0) with B0. We define a set of pairs as

P0 ={(1,1), (2,2), . . . , (2N0 + 1, j0), (2N0 + 2, j1 + 1), (2N0 + 3, j0 + 2), (2N0 + 4, j0 + 1), (2N0 + 5, j1),

(2N0 + 6, j1 + 3), (2N0 + 7, j2 + 1), (2N0 + 8, j2 + 3)},
(4.14)

which represents the element correspondence between B0 and B. For (i, j) ∈ P0, the i-th

element in B0 is the j-th element in B. For instance in (2N0 + 2, j1 + 1), the (2N0 + 2)-th

element in B0 is B j1+1, which is also the ( j1 +1)-th element in B. Moreover since 0≤ ξ < 1/2

and 0 ≤ η < 1/2, the basis functions in B other than those in B0 are all zero. Then we can

obtain B by a linear transformation, B = P̄T
0 B0, where P̄0 is the so-called selection matrix

with respect to Ω1
0 and it maps the selected basis functions to the correct positions in B. P̄0

is a matrix of dimension (2N0 + 8)× j3 and all its elements are zero except that the i-th row,

j-th column element is 1, where (i, j) ∈ P0. Plugging B = P̄T
0 B0 into Eq. (4.12), we have

B̄ = (P̄0S)T B0, (4.15)

when 0 ≤ ξ < 1/2 and 0 ≤ η < 1/2.

Likewise, other selections are shown in Fig. 4.3(b–d) for (ξ,η) ∈ [1/2,1]× [0,1/2),

(ξ,η) ∈ [1/2,1]× [1/2,1] and (ξ,η) ∈ [0,1/2)× [1/2,1], respectively. The corresponding

selection matrix P̄k has the dimension (2Nk + 8)× j3 (k = 1,2,3) and the selected basis
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functions Bk are sorted with the aid of the corresponding set of pairs Pk. Note that Ω1
1 in

Fig. 4.3(b) is also an irregular element, so P̄1 and B1 are similar to P̄0 and B0, respectively.

However in Fig. 4.3(c, d), Ω1
2 and Ω1

3 are regular elements, and thus the selected basis

functions B2 and B3 can be directly obtained from Eq. (4.2). B2 and B3 are sorted following

Fig. 4.1(a). For example, the set of pairs of B2 is defined as

P2 ={(1, j2), (2, j1 + 5), (3, j1 + 4), (4, j2 + 2), (5, j1 + 2), (6, j1 + 1), (7, j1 + 3), (8, j2 + 1),

(9, j0 + 3), (10, j0 + 2), (11,5), (12,4), (13, j1), (14, j0 + 1), (15,6), (16,1)}.
(4.16)

In summary, we derive the basis functions over an invalid element as

B̄(ξ,η) = (P̄kS)T Bk(ξk,ηk), k = 0,1,2,3, (4.17)

where (ξk,ηk) are the parametric values defined in the local coordinate system of Ω1
k (k =

0, . . . ,3). Note that in Fig. 4.3, the local coordinate systems of four elements Ω1
k = [0,1]×

[0,1] (k = 0, . . . ,3) do not coincide with that of Ω0
0. Given the parametric coordinates (ξ,η)

in Ω0
0, we need to transform them to parametric values consistent with the local coordinate

system of Ω1
k , where k = 0, . . . ,3. We have

Ω1
0 : (ξ0,η0) = (2ξ,2η) if 0 ≤ ξ < 1

2 and 0 ≤ η < 1
2 ,

Ω1
1 : (ξ1,η1) = (2η,2−2ξ) if 1

2 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ η < 1
2 ,

Ω1
2 : (ξ2,η2) = (2−2ξ,2−2η) if 1

2 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 and 1
2 ≤ η ≤ 1,

Ω1
3 : (ξ3,η3) = (2−2η,2ξ) if 0 ≤ ξ < 1

2 and 1
2 ≤ η ≤ 1.

(4.18)

Discussion 4.2.1. In classification, we have a total of three types of elements in the control

mesh: regular elements, irregular elements with a single extraordinary node, and invalid

elements. The first two types are all valid. The basis functions over a regular element can

be directly obtained from Eq.(4.2). For an irregular element with only one extraordinary
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node, Eq. (4.7) can be used to calculate the basis functions with support on it. Eq. (4.17)

defines the Catmull-Clark basis functions over an invalid element, any node of which can be

an extraordinary node. They also satisfy partition of unity, the proof of which is the same

as that in [70] except that generalized subdivision matrix S is involved. However, we do

not allow all its four corners to be valence-3, in which case the basis functions are linearly

dependent on the invalid element [49]. Moreover, Eq. (4.12) indicates refinability is also

valid for Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid elements. Therefore we can use them to

construct eTHCCS. With Eq. (4.17), preprocessing of input control meshes is no longer

required to refine invalid quadrilaterals, which is a significant improvement on efficient local

refinement, especially for complex quadrilateral meshes with many extraordinary points.

4.2.2 Basis-Function-Insertion Scheme

The original development of THCCS employs a basis-function-refinement scheme, which

replaces a basis function with its children to enlarge the spline space. As a result, we need

to refine all the elements within the support of to-be-refined basis functions. In cubic splines

and Catmull-Clark subdivision, this leads to the refinement of all the two-ring neighboring

elements, which is not efficient to capture abrupt change in geometric or solution features.

Instead, in the following we develop a new basis-function-insertion scheme. With this

scheme, we only need to select the support of high-level basis functions as the to-be-refined

region. In contrast, the to-be-refined region in THCCS is the support of low-level basis

functions. For example we consider cubic splines in Fig. 4.4. A basis function at Level `

has support over the two-ring neighboring Level-` elements, as shown in blue in Fig. 4.4(a).

A Level-(`+ 1) basis function has support over the one-ring neighboring Level-` elements

(Fig. 4.4(b)), and a Level-(`+ 2) basis function has support only on one Level-` element

(Fig. 4.4(c)). In the following, we study how to insert Level-(`+ 1) basis functions, which

requires refinement of their one-ring neighboring elements only.
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(a) Level ` (b) Level `+ 1 (c) Level `+ 2

Figure 4.4: The support of basis functions.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 4.5: The identification of to-be-refined one-ring neighboring elements of a regular
node (a), a valence-3 extraordinary node (b), two nodes (c), and four nodes (d). Refinement
of one-ring neighboring elements of a regular node (f), a valence-3 extraordinary node
(g), two nodes (h), and four nodes (i). (e) and (j) are equivalent case of the basis-function-
refinement scheme.

In the basis-function-insertion scheme, at each refinement step we need to identify and

refine the one-ring neighboring elements of one or multiple nodes. Local refinement can

be triggered by a user-defined region or simulation error. In geometric design, designers

locally refine regions of interest to add more features. In analysis, elements with large error

need to be refined to improve numerical performance. Assume that we use simulation error

to identify to-be-refined elements. We group all the one-ring neighboring elements for each

Level-` node and compare their error with a given threshold. Then a set of elements is
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identified as to-be-refined. In the control mesh we have both regular nodes and extraordinary

nodes. Let us first study the refinement of one-ring neighboring elements of a regular node.

Assume we have a local mesh at Level ` (` ≥ 0) shown in Fig. 4.5(a), where a regular node is

marked with a red dot and its four one-ring neighboring elements are to be refined, as marked

in blue. After refinement, we obtain 16 Level-(`+ 1) elements as shown in Fig. 4.5(f). Next

we define the basis-function-insertion rule to insert a Level-(`+ 1) basis function.

Basis-Function-Insertion Rule. During local refinement around a node at Level `, a

Level-(`+ 1) basis function has to be inserted associated with this node if all its two-ring

Level-(`+ 1) neighboring elements are generated.

The basis-function-insertion rule is straightforward since a Catmull-Clark basis function has

support over its two-ring neighboring elements. Back to Fig. 4.5(f), the newly generated 16

Level-(`+ 1) elements are the two-ring neighborhood of the green dot. Therefore according

to the basis-function-insertion rule, there exists one basis function associated with this node.

In this manner, the refinement of the one-ring neighboring elements of a regular node at

Level ` leads to the insertion of a Level-(`+ 1) basis function.

The same idea can be used to handle extraordinary nodes. In Fig. 4.5(b), the elements in

blue are the one-ring neighboring elements of a valence-3 extraordinary node (red dot). They

are refined and 12 Level-(`+ 1) elements are generated, as shown in Fig. 4.5(g). According

to the basis-function-insertion rule, the Level-(`+ 1) basis function associated with the

green dot is inserted. In general, for the extraordinary node of any valence N, by refining

its one-ring neighboring elements we obtain 4N Level-(`+ 1) elements together with one

inserted Level-(`+ 1) basis function.

The number of inserted high-level basis functions varies when the one-ring neighboring

elements of multiple nodes are refined. For instance, Fig. 4.5(c) shows the one-ring

neighboring elements (in blue) of two nodes of an edge. The refinement of these elements is

shown in Fig. 4.5(h), where we observe that 3 basis functions associated with the green dots

have to be inserted according to the basis-function-insertion rule. Moreover, in the case of
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four corner nodes of an element as shown in Fig. 4.5(d), 9 Level-(`+ 1) basis functions are

inserted; see Fig. 4.5(i). When we have the case in Fig. 4.5(e), the one-ring neighboring

elements of those red dots are actually the two-ring neighboring elements of the valence-3

extraordinary node. Thus the refinement leads to the equivalent case of the basis-function-

refinement scheme. The basis function of the extraordinary node is replaced by its children

associated with green dots in Fig. 4.5(f). In general, the basis-function-insertion scheme

yields less refinement than the basis-function-refinement scheme. Practical cases can be

more complicated, but we can always follow the basis-function-insertion rule to determine

where the basis functions need to be inserted. The insertion of the basis function enlarges

the spline space, leading to the nested property, which will be proved later in Section 4.3.

4.2.3 Truncation

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.6: Five examples of Level-` to-be-truncated basis functions (green circles).

Inserting high-level basis functions destroys partition of unity and changes the geometry.

To resolve this issue, we apply a truncation mechanism to the neighboring low-level basis

functions. A basis function needs to be truncated if any of its children is added in the spline

space. Let B` be the set of Level-` basis functions. The inserted basis functions are at Level

`+ 1 and they are added into the spline space, denoted as B`+1. Then some Level-` basis

functions (B`t ) need to be truncated if any of their children is an inserted Level-(`+ 1) basis
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function, and we identify these basis functions as

B`t = {B`i ∈ B
` | chdB`i ∩B

`+1 , ∅}. (4.19)

For the five cases studied in Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.6 illustrates how Eq. (4.19) is used to identify

to-be-truncated basis functions. After refining the blue elements, we need to truncate basis

functions associated with the corner nodes of all the refined elements, as marked with green

circles. According to the refinability property, a Level-` basis function B`i can be expressed

as a linear combination of its children, and we have

B`i =
∑

B`+1
j ∈chdB`i

ci jB`+1
j , (4.20)

where ci j comes from the general subdivision matrix S or Ā. The truncation is performed

for basis functions B`i ∈ B
`
t by removing the children contained in B` from the summation

in Eq. (4.20), that is,

trunB`i =
∑

B`+1
j ∈chdB`i and B`+1

j <B
`+1

ci jB`+1
j . (4.21)

Note that in Fig. 4.6(e), all the children of the basis function associated with the blue dot are

inserted Level-(`+ 1) basis functions; see Fig. 4.5(j). Therefore this basis function becomes

a zero function after truncation. In this case we call such basis functions passive and they no

longer exist in the spline space. The other non-zero basis functions are called active. The

passive basis functions are actually the refined basis functions.

Truncating basis functions can help us remove the repeated contribution of high-level

basis functions. Consider a Level-` element Ω`
k and let I`k be the index set of all Level-`

basis functions B`i with support on it. Suppose before inserting any new Level-(` + 1)

basis functions, B`i satisfy partition of unity and we have
∑

i∈I`k
B`i = 1. According to

refinability, we further obtain
∑

i∈I`k
B`i =

∑
i∈I`k

∑
j∈C`

i
ci jB`+1

j = 1, where C`
i is the index set
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of children basis functions of B`i . Now we insert a Level-(` + 1) basis function (B`+1
j′ )

by refinement and B`+1
j′ has support over Ω`

k. The summation of basis functions over Ω`
k

becomes
∑

i∈I`k

∑
j∈C`

i
ci jB`+1

j + B`+1
j′ = 1 + B`+1

j′ . This can be rewritten as

∑
i∈I`k

∑
j∈C`

i

ci jB`+1
j +B`+1

j′ =
∑
i∈I`k

∑
j∈C`

i , j, j′

ci jB`+1
j +

∑
i∈I`k

ci j′B`+1
j′ +B`+1

j′ =
∑
i∈I`k

∑
j∈C`

i , j, j′

ci jB`+1
j +2B`+1

j′ ,

(4.22)

where
∑

i∈I`k
ci j′B`+1

j′ = B`+1
j′

∑
i∈I`k

ci j′ = B`+1
j′ because

∑
i∈I`k

ci j′ = 1 holds for Catmull-Clark

subdivision and knot insertion algorithm [70]. From Eq. (4.22) we can observe that the

summation of basis functions over Ω`
k counts the inserted basis function B`+1

j′ twice. By

removing ci j′B`+1
j′ from the refinability relationship, we can achieve partition of unity.

Furthermore, the geometry is preserved during local refinement, which will be proved in

Section 4.3.

4.2.4 Construction of eTHCCS

Similar to the construction of THCCS [70], we follow three steps to construct eTHCCS:

identification of to-be-refined elements and to-be-truncated basis functions (Step 1), re-

finement of identified elements and truncation of identified basis functions (Step 2), and

collection of all the hierarchical basis functions and elements (Step 3).

We start with an initial control mesh that can be any quadrilateral mesh, except the one

with all its vertices that are valence-33. Given the input control meshM0, the initial set of

eTHCCS basis functions is defined by Level-0 basis functions B0 associated withM0, and

the entire domain is defined as suppB0. The initial elements of all the quadrilaterals inM0

are denoted as E0. eTHCCS is recursively constructed up to a desired maximum level, `max

(`max > 0), which allows us to study two consecutive levels (Level ` and Level `+ 1) at one

3A mesh with all valence-3 vertices produces linearly dependent blending functions [49] and thus cannot
be used in analysis.
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time. Suppose we have constructed Level-` elements and basis functions, and now we want

to construct Level `+ 1. Let B` be the set of Level-` basis functions and E` be the set of

Level-` elements. E` defines the sub-domain (Ω`) at Level `. The eTHCCS basis functions

of ` levels are collected in the set B`eTHCCS, whereas the eTHCCS elements are in E`eTHCCS.

Identification (Step 1). As discussed in Section 4.2.2 we use simulation error to identify

to-be-refined elements. Then a set of elements is identified as to-be-refined if their error is

larger than a given threshold, denoted as E`r . Besides, all the basis functions associated with

the corner nodes of these elements are identified as to-be-truncated basis functions (B`t ); see

Fig. 4.6(a–e).

Refinement and Truncation (Step 2). Refinement of elements in E`r can be easily

obtained by quadtree subdivision. After refinement, elements in E`r are defined as passive

whereas the newly generated Level-(`+1) elements (E`+1) are defined as active. Only active

elements will be used in eTHCCS construction. All the Level-(`+ 1) elements define the

sub-domain at Level `+ 1, denoted as Ω`+1. It is obvious that Ω`+1 ⊆Ω`. We check which

node has all its two-ring neighboring elements generated. According to the basis-function-

insertion rule, Level-(`+ 1) basis functions (B`+1) are inserted for such nodes and they

will be added in the eTHCCS space. The corresponding Level-(`+ 1) control points are

calculated by the Catmull-Clark subdivision rule. Next, the Level-` basis functions in B`t are

truncated according to Eq. (4.21). With all its children inserted, a basis function becomes

zero and it is passive, so it no longer exists in eTHCCS.

Collection (Step 3). On one hand, by refinement elements in E`r become passive and

basis functions in B`t are truncated, some of which are even passive ones. Therefore, we

remove E`r elements from E`eTHCCS and update the basis functions of B`t in B`eTHCCS. On the

other hand, we obtain new active Level-(`+ 1) elements and basis functions, which are used

to construct eTHCCS of (`+ 1) levels. We have

E`+1
eTHCCS = E`eTHCCS∪E

`+1 (4.23)
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and

B`+1
eTHCCS = B`eTHCCS∪B

`+1. (4.24)

We can recursively perform Step 1 to Step 3 until the maximum level `max is reached.

The construction enlarges the spline space of eTHCCS with nested sub-domains as the level

increases, that is,

Ω0 ⊇Ω1 ⊇ · · · ⊇Ω`max (4.25)

and

spanB0
eTHCCS ⊆ spanB1

eTHCCS ⊆ · · · ⊆ spanB`max
eTHCCS. (4.26)

We will prove this property in Section 4.3.

Discussion 4.2.2. Given a local region at Level `, in this chapter we focus on inserting

Level-(`+ 1) basis functions such that we can recursively construct eTHCCS level by level.

However, inserting basis functions at higher levels is also supported in our algorithm. For

instance, inserting a Level-(`+ 2) basis function requires refinement of a Level-` element

into 16 Level-(`+ 2) elements, and the truncation of a Level-` basis function needs its

Level-(`+ 2) children basis functions. The construction procedure is the same as discussed

in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

4.3 Properties of eTHCCS

We claim that eTHCCS can preserve the geometry, possess nested property and linearly in-

dependent basis functions. In the following, we mathematically prove these three properties.

Proposition 4.3.1. The geometry is preserved during the construction of eTHCCS from

Level ` (` ≥ 0) to Level `+ 1.
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Proof. We prove this proposition by constructing Level `+ 1 from Level ` (` ≥ 0), showing

that the geometry is the same before and after refinement. After refinement, active Level-`

elements remain the same, leading to the same geometry as before. Therefore, we only need

to focus on the Level-(`+ 1) elements. Let Ω`+1
k be a Level-(`+ 1) element obtained by

refining a Level-` element Ω`
k′ . Thus we have Ω`+1

k ⊆Ω`
k′ . After refinement, the portion of

the geometry (S|Ω`+1
k

) corresponding to Ω`+1
k is calculated as

S|Ω`+1
k

=
∑

i∈I`+1
a

P`+1
i B`+1

i +
∑
j∈T `

P`jtrunB`j +
∑

j∈I`a\T `

P`jB
`
j, (4.27)

where I`a, I`+1
a denote the index set of active Level-` and Level-(`+ 1) non-truncated basis

functions, T ` is the index set of Level-` truncated basis functions, and P`i , P`+1
i are Level-

` and Level-(`+ 1) control points, respectively. Eq. (4.27) consists of a summation of

three terms because active Level-(`+ 1) basis functions (B`+1
j ), Level-` truncated basis

functions (trunB`j) and other active Level-` basis functions (B`j) may all have support on

Ω`+1
k . According to Eq. (4.21), trunB`j can be expressed as

trunB`j =
∑

i∈I`+1\I`+1
a

c jiB`+1
i , (4.28)

where I`+1 represents an index set of basis functions associated with the Catmull-Clark mesh

obtained by `+ 1 subdivisions. Note that an active non-truncated Level-` basis function

B`j ( j ∈ I`a\T
`) does not have any active children at Level `+ 1 (otherwise it contradicts the

definition of truncation). According to Eq. (4.20), we have

B`j =
∑

i∈I`+1\I`+1
a

c jiB`+1
i . (4.29)
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Substituting Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) into Eq. (4.27), we have

S|Ω`+1
n

=
∑

i∈I`+1
a

P`+1
i B`+1

i +
∑
j∈T `

P`j

 ∑
i∈I`+1\I`+1

a

c jiB`+1
i

+
∑

j∈I`a\T `

P`j

 ∑
i∈I`+1\I`+1

a

c jiB`+1
i


=

∑
i∈I`+1

a

P`+1
i B`+1

i +
∑

i∈I`+1\I`+1
a

B`+1
i

∑
j∈I`a

c jiP`j


=

∑
i∈I`+1

a

P`+1
i B`+1

i +
∑

i∈I`+1\I`+1
a

B`+1
i P`+1

i

=
∑

i∈I`+1

P`+1
i B`+1

i .

(4.30)

Note that
∑

j∈I`a
c jiP`j = P`+1

i (i ∈ I`+1\I`+1
a ) directly comes from the Catmull-Clark subdi-

vision rule. Recall that the limit Catmull-Clark subdivision surface can be equivalently

calculated from any control mesh in the global refinement sequence. Thus, Eq. (4.30) means

that the limit surface is calculated by a Level-(`+ 1) Catmull-Clark control mesh. Any other

portions of the geometry can be handled in the same manner. Therefore, the limit surface

does not change during the construction of eTHCCS.

�

The proof of Proposition 4.3.1 is similar to the proof of geometry preservation in [70].

In Eq. (4.28), c ji can all be zero and B`j does not contribute to the calculation of S|Ω`+1
n

.

Actually, this case implies that the children of B`j are all active basis functions at Level

`+ 1 and B`j becomes passive at Level `, which is exactly the same case as for THCCS

construction [70]. The eTHCCS space also has nested property as described in Eq. (4.25)

and Eq. (4.26). As the hierarchical level increases, the sub-domain decreases and the

eTHCCS is enlarged. Since eTHCCS is recursively constructed, without loss of generality,

we only need to prove that the nested property holds for two consecutive levels, Level `

(` ≥ 0) and Level `+ 1.
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Proposition 4.3.2. Given an eTHCCS with levels up to ` (` ≥ 0), Level `+ 1 is constructed

using the basis-function-insertion scheme. The eTHCCS space is enlarged, that is,

spanB`eTHCCS ⊆ spanB`+1
eTHCCS, (4.31)

where B`eTHCCS and B`eTHCCS contain the eTHCCS basis functions of ` levels and `+1 levels,

respectively.

Proof. To prove Eq. (4.31), we only need to prove each basis function in B`eTHCCS can

be represented by a linear combination of basis functions in B`+1
eTHCCS. During eTHCCS

construction, the to-be-truncated Level-` basis functions in B`eTHCCS are used to construct

the Level-` truncated basis functions in B`+1
eTHCCS. The other basis functions in B`eTHCCS

remain the same in B`+1
eTHCCS. Therefore, we only need to check those to-be-truncated basis

functions. Before truncation, a to-be-truncated basis function B`i ∈ B
`
THCCS can be expressed

by a linear combination of its children,

B`i =
∑
j∈C`

i

ci jB`+1
j =

∑
j∈I`+1

ci jB`+1
j +

∑
j∈C`

i \I
`+1

ci jB`+1
j , (4.32)

where C`
i is the index set of the children of B`i , and I`+1 is the index set of newly inserted

Level-(`+ 1) basis functions. Note that
∑

i∈C`
i \I

`+1 ci jB`+1
j is actually the truncated basis

function with respect to B`i , and we have

B`i =
∑

j∈I`+1
a

ci jB`+1
j + trunB`i , (4.33)

where B`+1
j ∈ B`+1

eTHCCS for j ∈ I`+1, and trunB`i ∈ B
`+1
eTHCCS. Therefore, any to-be-truncated

basis function can be expressed by a linear combination of basis functions in B`+1
eTHCCS.

To this end, we prove that any basis function in B`eTHCCS can be represented by a linear

combination of those in B`+1
eTHCCS. Therefore Eq. (4.31) holds and Proposition 4.3.2 holds.

�
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Next we study the global linear independence of eTHCCS basis functions. Linear inde-

pendence of hierarchical subdivision functions has been studied in [70, 76, 75]. The proof of

global linear independence in THCCS [70] cannot be directly applied to eTHCCS, because

THCCS does not allow any element with more than one extraordinary node. Previously in

Discussion 4.2.1, we made the restriction that there is no element with all its four nodes

being valence-3. This is quite a strong requirement. Here we relax it to prove the global

linear independence for eTHCCS basis functions, where an element is allowed to have

four valence-3 nodes. However, for all the elements that fall in the support of a given

basis function, we do not allow the situation in which all the nodes of these elements have

valence-3.

Proposition 4.3.3. eTHCCS with levels up to `max possesses globally linearly independent

basis functions on the entire domain Ω0, if for any active Level-0 basis function, in its

support there exists an active Level-0 element whose four nodes are not all valence-3.

Proof. We need to prove on the entire domain Ω0; we have

∑
i∈I0

α0
i B0

i +
∑
i∈I1

α1
i B1

i + · · ·+
∑

i∈I`max

α`max
i B`max

i = 0 (4.34)

if and only if all the coefficients α`i ∈ R are zero, or

α`i = 0, for all i ∈ I` and ` = 0,1, . . . , `max, (4.35)

where I` is the index set of all active Level-` basis functions, including non-truncated

and truncated basis functions. We define the union of all active Level-` elements as ∆`

(0 ≤ ` ≤ `max). Note that ∆` = Ω`\Ω`+1 if 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max−1 and ∆`max = Ω`max . Then we have

Ω0 = ∆0∪∆1∪ · · ·∪∆`max . According to Eqs. (4.20, 4.21), trunB`i stays the same as B`i on

∆` or trunB`i |∆` = B`i , because only children with support contained in Ω`+1 are discarded.
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Therefore on each ∆`, all active Level-` basis functions are considered as (non-truncated)

Catmull-Clark basis functions.

We check linear independence on each ∆`. On ∆0, only active Level-0 basis functions

have support on it, so only the first term in Eq. (7.42) might be non-zero. Given the

assumption in this proposition, for any active Level-0 basis function B0
i (i ∈ I0), in its support

we can always find an active Level-0 element E0
j (E0

j ⊆ ∆0) whose four nodes are not all

valence-3. According to Peters [49], Catmull-Clark subdivision functions with support on

an element are linearly independent on it unless its four nodes are all valence-3. Therefore,

all the Level-0 basis functions (including B0
i ) with support on E0

j are linearly independent on

E0
j , and we can conclude that α0

i (∀i ∈ I0) has to be zero if Eq. (7.42) holds on ∆0. Then the

first term in Eq. (7.42) vanishes. Next on ∆1, excluding the active Level-0 basis functions in

the first term, only active Level-1 basis functions have support on it. As Level-1 elements

are obtained by subdividing Level-0 elements, none of them have all the four nodes being

valence-3. Following the same manner, we can conclude that α1
i = 0 for all i ∈ I1. We can

repeat the same checking for other levels, and in the end, we prove that Eq. (7.42) holds if

and only if α`i = 0 for all i ∈ I` and ` = 0, . . . , `max. Therefore, eTHCCS basis functions are

globally linearly independent on Ω0.

�

4.4 Examples and Discussion

In this section, we first study the analysis-suitability of Catmull-Clark basis functions via

three patch tests. Then we solve a benchmark problem: the Laplace equation on the L-

shaped domain, where both THCCS [70] and eTHCCS basis functions are used to study the

convergence behavior. In the end, we solve the Laplace equation over four complex models.

Table 7.4 summarizes the statistics of the tested models.
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4.4.1 Patch Tests

For patch tests, we solve a 2D linear elasticity problem by applying uniform tension to

a square (Young’s modulus E = 1, Poisson’s ratio µ = 0.3). We use three input irregular

quadrilateral meshes with different numbers of extraordinary nodes, as shown in Figs. 4.7(a)

∼ 4.9(a). The meshes in 5.11(a) and 4.9(a) have elements with more than one extraordinary

node. In particular, all the nodes of the central element are valence-3 in 4.9(a). Recall that

according to Peters [49], subdivision functions are not linearly independent on such elements,

which, however, does not violate the global linear independence condition unless all the

nodes in the mesh are valence-3. Our application only requires global linear independence,

and Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid elements are used here. To accurately integrate

an element with extraordinary nodes, we subdivide the elements into a sequence of sub-

elements, as indicated in Fig. 4.1(d), and in each sub-element, we adopt 4× 4 Gaussian

integration. Two strain components in each patch test are shown in Figs. 4.7(b, c) ∼ 4.9(b, c),

where the black curves are the isoparametric lines projected onto the physical domain. We

calculate the error in the L2 norm and H1 norm, and display them with respect to subdivision

levels used for Gauss integration of irregular elements; see Figs. 4.7(d) ∼ 4.9(d). The error

decreases as the subdivision level increases. However, it remains of the same order when

we use more than 15 levels. As discussed in [55, 43, 70], Catmull-Clark basis functions

have limitations in analysis. Directly applying Gaussian quadrature over elements with

extraordinary nodes introduces numerical error, because Catmull-Clark basis functions are

infinite piecewise polynomials. Further study is needed to develop efficient and accurate

quadrature schemes.
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4.4.2 L-shaped Problem

Fig. 4.10(a) shows the problem setting of the Laplace equation ∆u = 0 over the L-shaped

domain [−1,1]2\[0,1]2, where the Dirichlet boundary conditions (ΓD) are strongly imposed.

The analytical solution is available in polar coordinates (r, θ),

u(r, θ) = r2/3 sin(2θ/3−π/3), where r > 0 and π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. (4.36)

We use two input control meshes: a regular mesh and an irregular mesh, shown in Fig.

4.10(b, c), respectively. For each mesh, three refinement schemes are studied: uniform

refinement, THCCS [70] and eTHCCS. The uniform refinement simply subdivides all the

elements at each refinement step. The error is assessed in the L2 norm and H1 semi-norm for

each element, as well as the entire domain. In THCCS or eTHCCS, to-be-refined elements

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Patch test 1 on an irregular quadrilateral mesh with 2 extraordinary nodes using
Catmull-Clark basis functions. (a) The input mesh and boundary conditions; (b, c) two
strain components in X−X and Y −Y directions, respectively; and (d) error with respect to
subdivision levels used for Gauss integration.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.8: Patch test 2 on an irregular quadrilateral mesh with 6 extraordinary nodes
using Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid elements. (a) The input mesh and boundary
conditions; (b, c) two strain components in X−X and Y −Y directions, respectively; and (d)
error with respect to subdivision levels used for Gauss integration.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.9: Patch test 3 on an irregular quadrilateral mesh with 8 extraordinary nodes
using Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid elements. (a) The input mesh and boundary
conditions; (b, c) two strain components in X−X and Y −Y directions, respectively; and (d)
error with respect to subdivision levels used for Gauss integration.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.10: Laplace equation on the L-shaped domain. (a) Geometry and problem settings;
(b) input regular control mesh; and (c) input irregular control mesh.

are identified in terms of two-ring or one-ring neighborhood of a node. Therefore, we convert

the element-wise error to the node-wise error by summing the error of two-ring (in THCCS)

or one-ring (in eTHCCS) neighboring elements of the node. At each refinement step, we

refine elements with the node-wise error larger than η ·emax, where η (0% < η ≤ 100%) refers

to a prescribed percentage and emax is the maximum node-wise error. In this problem, we set

η = 100% to refine the elements with maximum node-wise error. To improve the accuracy of

numerical integration surrounding an extraordinary node, if any element within its two-ring

neighborhood is to be refined, we refine all its two-ring neighboring elements. The adaptive

analysis terminates when the L2 error (or H1 semi-norm) over the entire domain is smaller

than a given threshold ε. Fig. 4.11(a, c) shows the distribution of element-wise L2 error

using THCCS at the final step, and Fig. 4.11(b, d) shows this result using eTHCCS. We
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.11: L2 error distribution of numerical solutions on the L-shaped domain at the final
refinement step: (a) the regular mesh with THCCS; (b) the regular mesh with eTHCCS; (c)
the irregular mesh with THCCS; and (d) the irregular mesh with eTHCCS.

observe that the refinement on both regular and irregular meshes is more localized at the

sharp corner, where there is a singularity in the solution. In Fig. 4.12, the L2 error and H1

semi-norm are plotted with respect to degrees of freedom (DOF). eTHCCS achieves the

same accuracy with only 50.6% DOF of THCCS in the regular mesh and 68% of THCCS in

the irregular mesh.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: Convergence curves with respect to L2 error (a) and H1 error (b). The legend
“UR” represents uniform refinement.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4.13: Solving Laplace equation over a genus-3 model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh
with boundary conditions; (b) numerical solution using THCCS; (c) numerical solution
using eTHCCS; (d, e) zoom-in picture of the window in (b, c) respectively.

4.4.3 Complex Models

We also solve the Laplace equation on four complex models: the genus-3 model (Fig.

4.13), the bunny model (Fig. 5.15), the Venus model (Fig. 4.15) and the head model (Fig.

4.16). The input quadrilateral meshes have no elements with nodes that are all valence-3.

However, the bunny model, the Venus model and the head model have invalid elements,

where Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid elements are used. To create a solution field

with abrupt local change, we strongly prescribe the solution to have a certain value, say 100,

on some elements, and then set a very different value, say 1, over some elements nearby.

And we study the performance of THCCS and eTHCCS. Figs. 4.13(a) – 4.16(a) show the

input meshes with boundary conditions, where the elements marked in red are set at 100

and the elements in blue are set at 1. Due to the lack of analytical solutions, the L2 error for

each element is approximated by using the so-called bubble function [66]. Then following

the same procedure as in solving the L-shaped problem, we perform adaptive analysis until

the relative maximum error is smaller than a given threshold ε. The error is defined as en/e0,

where en is the maximum element-wise error after n refinement steps and e0 is the maximum
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element-wise error of THCCS at the initial step. We set ε = 0.1 for the genus-3 and bunny

models, and ε = 0.5 for the Venus and head models. We also set η = 70% to refine more

elements than for the L-shaped problem at each refinement step.

At the final step, the solutions using THCCS are shown in Figs. 4.13(b) – 4.16(b)

whereas the solutions using eTHCCS are shown in Figs. 4.13(c) – 4.16(c). From Table 1,

eTHCCS is the most efficient method, especially in the Venus and head models, where at the

final step, the degrees of freedom are only 27.4% and 28.3% of those using THCCS. The

significant improvement mainly benefits from the Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid

elements. As the input quadrilateral meshes of the Venus model and the head model have

a large number of invalid elements, THCCS needs to refine all such elements, resulting in

an almost uniform refinement; see Figs. 4.15(b) and 4.16(b). In contrast, Catmull-Clark

basis functions on invalid elements can be directly applied to the input meshes and the

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4.14: Solving Laplace equation over a bunny model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh
with boundary conditions; (b) numerical solution using THCCS; (c) numerical solution
using eTHCCS; (d, e) zoom-in picture of the window in (b, c) respectively.
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refinement is only performed for elements with large error, as shown in Figs. 4.15(c) and

4.16(c). On the other hand, the genus-3 model and the bunny model only have a few invalid

elements. The improvement of efficiency mainly benefits from the basis-function-insertion

scheme. eTHCCS only uses 85.3% DOF of THCCS in the genus-3 model and 74.4% DOF

of THCCS in the bunny model. The basis-function-insertion scheme works well especially

when the solution field has significant local features.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4.15: Solving Laplace equation over a Venus model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh
with boundary conditions; (b) numerical solution using THCCS; (c) numerical solution
using eTHCCS; (d, e) zoom-in picture of the window in (b, c) respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4.16: Solving Laplace equation over a head model. (a) Input quadrilateral mesh with
boundary conditions; (b) numerical solution using THCCS; (c) numerical solution using
eTHCCS; (d, e) zoom-in picture of the window in (b, c) respectively.

4.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we develop eTHCCS with Catmull-Clark basis functions on invalid elements

and a new basis-function-insertion scheme, aiming to improve the efficiency of local refine-

ment in THCCS. These Catmull-Clark basis functions directly work on invalid elements with

more than one extraordinary node, providing a basis for isogeometric analysis of arbitrary

quadrilateral meshes. The basis-function-insertion scheme releases the selection restriction

of the to-be-refined region in THCCS. It allows refinement of a single element at each

refinement step, while THCCS needs to refine at least two-ring neighboring elements. In

practice, as we construct eTHCCS level by level, we refine one-ring neighboring elements.

Like THCCS, eTHCCS preserves geometry and produces nested spline spaces. eTHCCS

basis functions also satisfy partition of unity, convex hull and global linear independence.
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We use five numerical models to test the proposed method. From the results, we can observe

that eTHCCS achieves the same accuracy with fewer degrees of freedom than THCCS.
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Chapter 5

Truncated T-splines: Fundamentals and

Methods

In this chapter we propose a new method, namely truncated T-spline, for a highly local-

ized refinement while preserving desired properties for geometric design and isogeometric

analysis. In the viewpoint of geometric design, truncated T-splines form a non-negative

partition of unity, and thus possess the convex hull property. Truncated T-splines also

preserve the geometry during refinement. In analysis, truncated T-spline basis functions

are piece-wise polynomials. On the regular domain without extraordinary points, they are

proved to be (globally) linearly independent and to produce nested spline spaces. Com-

pared to analysis-suitable T-splines [57], these properties are achieved with less refinement

propagation. Moreover, we apply truncated T-splines to general 2-manifold domains with

extraordinary nodes. We couple the knot interval repeating method [37] with optimization

[58], enabling T-junctions or other extraordinary points present in the 2nd-ring boundary

of a given extraordinary point. Several benchmark problems are tested to demonstrate the

analysis-suitability and refinement locality of the proposed method.
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5.1 T-Splines and Analysis-Suitability

We first review related concepts, including T-splines with local refinement and their analysis-

suitability. Please refer to [61, 60, 57] for details.

5.1.1 T-Splines and Refinability

T-splines are generalized from B-splines. A uni-variate B-spline is defined on a knot vector

U = {u1,u2, . . . ,um+p+1}, where uk ∈ R is the k-th knot (k = 1,2, . . . ,m + p + 1), p is the

polynomial degree and m is the number of B-spline basis functions. With the knot vector,

B-spline basis functions can be obtained using the Cox-de Boor recursion formula [18]. We

denote the i-th basis function of degree p as Ni,p(u), where i = 1, . . . ,m and u ∈ [u1,um+p+1].

Note that Ni,p(u) is non-zero only on the open domain ]ui,ui+p+1[, and its support is defined

as suppNi,p(u) := [ui,ui+p+1]. Given two knot vectors U = {u1,u2, . . . ,um+p+1} and V =

{v1,v2, . . . ,vn+q+1} in two directions respectively, a bi-variate B-spline basis function is

obtained as a tensor product of two uni-variate B-splines, that is, Bi j,pq(u,v) = Ni,p(u)N j,q(v).

The local support of Bi j,pq(u,v) is suppBi j,pq(u,v) := [ui,ui+p+1]× [v j,v j+q+1]. Together with

the given control mesh, the B-spline surface is defined as

S (u,v) =

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Bi j,pq(u,v)Pi j, (5.1)

where Pi j are the control points.

A T-spline control mesh or T-mesh is a quadrilateral mesh in the physical space where

T-junctions are allowed. In the parametric space, the preimage of a control point is called

a node, whereas the preimage of a quadrilateral is called an element. Besides, each edge

has a parametric length called the knot interval. It is required that the sum of knot intervals

on opposite edges of any element must be equal. Fig. 5.1 shows the preimage of a local

T-mesh, and A is a T-junction (the red dot). Unlike B-splines, T-spline basis functions are

defined on local knot vectors inferred from the T-mesh by shooting rays in two parametric
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Figure 5.1: T-mesh, local knot vector extraction of the T-junction A (the red dot) and the
support of BA (the blue region).

directions. For instance, to extract local knot vectors of A, we shoot a ray (the green

horizontal line) and obtain two intersections on the left and two intersections on the right.

By collecting these u coordinates in a non-decreasing order, we obtain the local knot vector

in the u direction, UA = {u2,u6,u3,u4,u5}. Note that in this chapter we only consider

bicubic T-splines. Likewise, the local knot vector in the v-direction isVA = {v1,v2,v6,v3,v7}.

Using the Cox-de Boor formula [18], a uni-variate B-spline basis function can be obtained

for each local knot vector, denoted as NUA(u) and NVA(v), respectively. The T-spline

basis function associated with A is a tensor-product of NUA(u) and NVA(v), and we have

BA(u,v) = NUA(u)NVA(v) whose support is [u2,u5]× [v1,v7]; see the blue region in Fig. 5.1.

0 1 2 3 4
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0 1 2 3 4
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Refinability of a uni-variate B-spline basis function. (a) NUA(u) (the black
curve), 5

6 NU′1(u) (the red curve) and 1
2 NU′2(u) (the blue curve) where UA = {0,1,2,3,4},

U′1 = {0,1,2, 5
2 ,3} and U′2 = {1,2, 5

2 ,3,4}; and (b) NUA(u) (the black curve), NU′1(u) (the
red curve) and 1

6 NU′2(u) (the blue curve) where UA = {0,1,2,3,4}, U′1 = {0,1,2,3, 7
2 } and

U′2 = {1,2,3, 7
2 ,4}.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.3: T-spline refinement (a, b) and analysis-suitable T-spline refinement (c, d). (a, c)
A given T-mesh T; and (b, d) the refined T-mesh T′ with additional edges (red edges). The
local knot vectors of the blue dots in (a, c) are influenced by the local refinement in (b, d),
respectively.

The knot insertion algorithm [39] is employed for T-spline refinement in a local manner.

We first study the refinement of a uni-variate basis function, e.g., NUA(u) where UA =

{uA,1,uA,2,uA,3,uA,4,uA,5}. By inserting n (n ∈ Z+) knots intoUA, we have an enlarged knot

vector
⋃n+1

i=1 U
′
i ={u′A,1=uA,1,u′A,2, . . . ,u

′
A,n+5=uA,5}⊃UA, whereU′i = {u′A,i,u

′
A,i+1, . . . ,u

′
A,i+4}

(i = 1, . . . ,n + 1) are local knot vectors with enriched knots. Then NUA(u) can be represented

by a linear combination of basis functions defined onU′i , that is,

NUA(u) =

n+1∑
i=1

ciNU′i (u), (5.2)

where ci ∈ R are the refinement coefficients from knot insertion [39]. Eq. (5.2) also refers to

the refinability relationship. For convenience we call NU′i (u) the children of NUA(u), denoted

as NU′i ∈ chd(NUA). For instance in Fig. 5.2(a), a B-spline basis function (the black curve)

is defined on a knot vectorUA = {0,1,2,3,4}. By inserting a knot 5
2 we have two children

basis functions defined on U′1 = {0,1,2, 5
2 ,3} and U′2 = {1,2, 5

2 ,3,4}, respectively; see the

red and blue curves. With the refinement coefficients obtained from knot insertion, we have

NUA(u) = 5
6 NU′1(u) + 1

2 NU′2(u). As another example, we have NUA(u) = NU′1(u) + 1
6 NU′2(u)

by inserting 7
2 intoUA; see the red and blue curves for the weighted children in Fig. 5.2(b).

For a bi-variate T-spline basis function, BA(u,v) = NUA(u)NVA(v), the refinement of

BA(u,v) involves refinement of NUA(u) and/or NVA(v). It is required that each T-spline basis
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function BA(u,v) can be represented as a linear combination of basis functions defined on

the refined T-mesh, and these basis functions are the children of BA(u,v). Such requirement

ensures nested spline spaces. The children of a bi-variate function can be defined with the

aid of the uni-variate components. Given two basis functions Bi(u,v) = NUi(u)NVi(v) and

B′j(u,v) = NU′j(u)NV′j(v), if both NU′j ∈ chd(NUi) (or NU′j = NUi) and NV′j ∈ chd(NVi) (or

NV′j = NVi) hold, then B′j(u,v) is a child of Bi(u,v), denoted as B′j ∈ chd(Bi).

Given a T-mesh (solid edges denoted as T) shown in Fig. 5.3(a) with uniform knot

interval, when we refine it using the dashed lines, additional refinements are required to

ensure nestedness [60]; see the red edges in Fig. 5.3(b). We denote B′j(u,v) = NU′j(u)NV′j(v)

as a basis function defined on the refined T-mesh T′, whereU′j andV′j are local knot vectors

inferred from T′. The local knot vectors associated with the blue dots in Fig. 5.3(a) are all

influenced by the refinement, among which we pick B6(u,v) = NU6(u)NV6(v) as an example

to study its refinability. When inserting the knot u6 intoU6, we have an enlarged knot vector

U′6∪U
′
7. Based on the refinability relationship, we have

B6(u,v) =

{
NU′6(u) +

1
6

NU′7(u)
}

NV6(v)

= NU′6(u)NV′6(v) +
1
6

NU′7(u)NV6(v)

= B′6(u,v) +
1
6

NU′7(u)NV7(v), (5.3)

whereV6 =V′6 andV6 =V7; see Fig. 5.3(a, b). Subsequently, we have the enlarged knot

vectorV′7∪V
′
32 when inserting the knot v6 intoV7. Eq. (5.3) becomes

B6(u,v) = B′6(u,v) +
1
6

NU′7(u)
{

5
6

NV′7(v) +
1
2

NV′32
(v)

}
= B′6(u,v) +

5
36

NU′7(u)NV′7(v) +
1

12
NU′32

(u)NV′32
(v)

= B′6(u,v) +
5

36
B′7(u,v) +

1
12

B′32(u,v), (5.4)
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where U′7 = U′32; see Fig. 5.3(b). Similarly, we can obtain B2 = B′2 + 5
36 B′7 + 1

12 B′26,

B7 = 25
36 B′7 + 5

12 B′26 + 5
12 B′32 + 1

4 B′33 and the refinability relationships for all the other basis

functions associated with the blue dots. We rewrite them in the matrix form as B = MB′,

where M is the refinement matrix with elements obtained from knot insertion. The control

points (P′) of T′ are updated as a linear combination of the given T-mesh control points (P),

and we have P′ = MT P. Generally P′ are not a weighted arithmetic mean of P, that is, the

summation of all the weights (or the column summation of M) may not be 1. For instance,

P′7 = 25
36 P7 + 5

36 P2 + 5
36 P6 and 25

36 + 5
36 + 5

36 = 35
36 , 1; see Fig. 5.3(b). The blue arrow indicates

the contribution of a given point (the start of the arrow) to the updated one (the end of the

arrow) with the refinement coefficient shown in the blue box.

Given a T-mesh, if Bi form a partition of unity and all Bi are represented by the basis

functions defined on the refined T-mesh, we have Bi =
∑

j ci jB′j and
∑

i Bi =
∑

i
∑

j ci jB′j =∑
j(
∑

i ci j)B′j =
∑

j w jB′j = 1, where w j =
∑

i ci j. Note that w j is the column summation of

M and it may not be 1. Therefore, only a weighted summation of B′j forms a partition of

unity. In general T-spline refinement, partition of unity is not guaranteed for polynomial

blending functions. To enable a partition of unity, we can simply rationalize the blending

functions. However, these rational basis functions are not polynomial splines any more and

it is somewhat more cumbersome to evaluate their derivatives.

5.1.2 Analysis-Suitable T-splines

The original development of T-splines proves too general in that linear independence may

not be satisfied [10]. Analysis-suitable T-splines [57] were then developed to address this

issue, as well as partition of unity. A sufficient condition was provided to ensure these

two properties by applying additional topological constraints to the T-mesh, that is, no

T-junction extension intersects from different parametric directions. As shown in Fig. 5.4(a),

the T-junction extension consists of the face extension and the edge extension. The face

extension shoots a ray across the adjacent face until two intersections are encountered; see
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the green dashed edges. The edge extension is in the opposite direction of the face extension,

and it overlaps with the edge connected to the T-junction; see the red dashed edges. There

are three types of T-junction intersections as shown in Fig. 5.4(b): face-face intersection

(the green cross), face-edge intersection (the orange cross), and edge-edge intersection (the

red cross). Analysis-suitable T-splines do not allow any such intersections. For instance,

after the refinement of two target elements marked in blue in Fig. 5.3(c), analysis-suitable

T-splines require to add at least six edges in order to satisfy the topological constraints; see

the red edges in Fig. 5.3(d). It is obvious that the resulting local refinement in Fig. 5.3(d) is

different from the T-spline refinement result in Fig. 5.3(b), and their influenced local knot

vectors are also different; see the blue dots in Fig. 5.3(a, c).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: T-junction extensions and intersections. (a) Face extensions (green dashed
edges) and edge extensions (red dashed edges) of T-junctions (red dots); and (b) face-face
intersection (the green cross), face-edge intersection (the orange cross) and edge-edge
intersection (the red cross).

In the following, we will introduce a truncation mechanism into T-splines to release

these constraints such that only face-face intersection is not allowed to ensure nested spline

spaces. In other words, we allow both face-edge and edge-edge intersections. The resulting

basis functions are piece-wise polynomials that form a partition of unity with fewer new

edges inserted.
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5.2 Truncated T-splines

In this section, we discuss in detail how we apply the truncation mechanism to T-splines,

and accordingly how we update the control points.

5.2.1 Valid T-mesh Construction for Truncated T-splines

Similar to T-splines, there are two stages in truncated T-spline refinement: topological

stage and geometric stage. In the topological stage, a valid T-mesh connectivity is obtained

by strongly balanced quadtree subdivision together with additional bisection of necessary

elements to eliminate face-face intersections. In the geometric stage, we develop truncated

basis functions and update control points. Here we discuss the topological stage - how we

obtain the valid T-mesh connectivity. We first give the definition of a valid T-mesh, and then

explain its meaning.

Definition 5.2.1. A valid T-mesh in truncated T-splines is a T-mesh that is strongly balanced

and possesses no face-face intersection.

We start with a tensor-product mesh and recursively construct the T-mesh elements level

by level. In the initial mesh, the level of all the elements and edges is set to be 0. Then

subdividing an element results in four elements with the level increased by 1, and each

involved edge is split into two edges with the level increased by 1. For simplicity, we employ

strongly balanced quadtree subdivision for the target elements, where the level difference of

any two adjacent elements (sharing nodes) is at most 1. The recursive construction allows

us to consider two consecutive levels at a time. Given a T-mesh T with elements up to Level

` (` ∈ N), the refined T-mesh is obtained by subdividing the target Level-` elements under

the strongly balanced condition.

Simple subdivision generally introduces face-face intersections; see Fig. 5.5(a) where

two blue elements are the targets to be subdivided. A valid T-mesh of truncated T-splines

does not allow such intersections. The reason will be explained in Section 5.2.2. Additional
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Local refinement of truncated T-splines. (a) An initial local T-mesh T; and (b)
the refined T-mesh T′ of (a) with two additional edges (red edges). The blue dots represent
fully refined basis functions and the red dots represent partially refined basis functions (or
truncated basis functions). The blue arrows indicate the contributions of the given points to
the updated points with the weights shown in the blue boxes.

refinement is thus required to eliminate face-face intersections by bisecting neighboring

elements (i.e. adding edges); see the red edges for the additional refinement in Fig. 5.5(b).

Such refinement of a Level-` element results in two Level-(`+ 1
2) elements. However,

adding edges may introduce new face-face intersections. Thus the additional refinement is

recursively performed until there is no face-face intersection in the T-mesh. Note that adding

edges in different directions will result in different T-meshes. For simplicity, we always add

edges in a fixed parametric direction such as along the v direction as shown in Fig. 5.5(b).

Adding edges in one direction generally cannot ensure a T-mesh with the least refinement

propagation. How to obtain such an optimal T-mesh needs further study. Let Ω` denote the

union of all Level-` elements, and ΩR denote the Level-(`+ 1
2) and Level-(`+ 1) elements,

respectively. Benefiting from the strongly balanced structure, additional refinement does

not propagate beyond Level-` elements, and the resulting final T-mesh T′ is still strongly

balanced, so we have ΩR ⊂Ω`. We call such a refinement from T to T′ truncated T-spline

quadtree subdivision. In the following, local refinement of a T-mesh is always performed by

truncated T-spline quadtree subdivision.
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5.2.2 Truncated T-spline Basis Functions

Next we proceed to the geometric stage with the given T-mesh T and the refined T-mesh

T′. In this stage, we construct truncated T-spline basis functions and update the involved

control points. There are three steps in constructing truncated T-spline basis functions: (1)

identification of different types of basis functions in T; (2) truncation of necessary basis

functions in T; and (3) update of basis functions in T′.

Step 1: Identification of different types of basis functions in T. We first distinguish

fully refined and partially refined basis functions in truncated T-splines. Both of them are

influenced basis functions.

Definition 5.2.2. Given a T-mesh T and its refined T-mesh T′, an influenced basis function

is a basis function of T with one or more children defined on T′.

Obviously, an uninfluenced basis function has no children defined on T′. The children of an

influenced basis function can be obtained by performing local knot insertion. Influenced

basis functions include not only the ones whose local knot vectors are changed due to

refinement, but also the ones with knot vectors unchanged, whose certain children, however,

are defined on T′. Then we define fully and partially refined basis functions.

Definition 5.2.3. A fully refined basis function is an influenced basis function with all

children defined on T′, and a partially refined basis function is an influenced basis function

with some (not all) children defined on T′.

Let Bi denote a basis function in T and B′i be one of its children in T′, which shares the

same node with Bi. If Bi is a fully refined basis function, Bi and B′i must possess different

local knot vectors. Otherwise it is impossible to have all its children defined on T′. On

the other hand, if Bi is a partially refined basis function, Bi and B′i may (or may not) share

the same local knot vector. In T, we use IF , IP and I0 to denote the index sets of fully

refined, partially refined and uninfluenced basis functions, respectively. A fully refined basis

function can be updated directly by its children, while a partially refined basis function
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needs to be truncated. According to this characterization, in the refinement of T-splines

and analysis-suitable T-splines, all their influenced basis functions are fully refined. On the

other hand, truncated T-splines incorporate a more general case with partially refined basis

functions.

Here we use the same example as in Fig. 5.3(a) to distinguish fully and partially refined

basis functions. The given T-mesh T and the refined T-mesh T′ are shown in Fig. 5.5(a, b),

respectively. All the influenced basis functions are marked in blue and red dots whereas the

uninfluenced ones are denoted in the index set I0 = {5,21}; see Fig. 5.5(a). By performing

local knot insertion, we can find that all the basis functions associated with the blue dots in

Fig. 5.5(a) are fully refined (denoted in the index set IF = {2,6, . . . ,20,24}). As an example

of fully refined basis functions, B6 has been studied in Eq. (5.4). All the fully refined basis

functions are actually the same as those in classic T-splines.

On the other hand, for any basis function associated with a red dot, not all its chil-

dren are defined on T′. Therefore, such basis functions (denoted in the index set IP =

{1,3,4,22,23,25}) are partially refined. Here, let us take B1(u,v) = NU1(u)NV1(v) as an

example. WithU1 =U6 andV1 =V2, we have B1(u,v) = NU6(u)NV2(v). After we insert

the knots u6 and v6 to the local knot vectorsU6 andV2 as shown in Fig. 5.5(b), we attain

the enlarged knot vectorsU′6∪U
′
7 andV′2∪V

′
7. Thus B1(u,v) can be expressed as

B1(u,v) =

{
NU′6(u) +

1
6

NU′7(u)
}{

NV′2(v) +
1
6

NV′7(v)
}

=
1

36
B′7(u,v) + NU′6(u)NV′2(v) +

1
6

NU′7(u)NV′2(v) +
1
6

NU′6(u)NV′7(v). (5.5)

Note that the knot vectors of B1 are not changed by refinement, but it has one child B′7

defined on T′, so B1 is an influenced basis function. Moreover, the other children (e.g.

NU′6(u)NV′2(v)) of B1 are not defined on T′. Therefore, B1 is partially refined. Similarly, we

can verify all the basis functions associated with the red dots in Fig. 5.5(a) are partially

refined.
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Step 2: Truncation of necessary basis functions in T. After distinguishing fully and

partially refined basis functions, we then develop truncated basis functions for the partially

refined ones. The definition of truncated basis functions is given as follows.

Definition 5.2.4. Given a T-mesh T and its refined T-mesh T′ from truncated T-spline

quadtree subdivision, Bi(u,v) is a partially refined basis function with certain (but not all)

children B′j(u,v) defined on T′. The truncated basis function of Bi(u,v) is defined as

trunBi(u,v) = Bi(u,v)−
∑

j,i∧B′j∈chd(Bi)

ci jB′j(u,v), (5.6)

where ci j are the refinement coefficients obtained from the knot insertion algorithm.

In Eq (5.6), we call Bi(u,v) the mother of trunBi(u,v), and B′j(u,v) the discarded children

of trunBi(u,v). Note that the discarded children cannot be B′i(u,v) (when j = i). Otherwise,

the presence of B′i(u,v) indicates that Bi(u,v) is fully refined and this contradicts the prereq-

uisite that Bi(u,v) is partially refined. The truncation of Bi(u,v) is performed by deducting

the repeated contribution of B′j(u,v) such that the truncated basis functions form a partition

of unity.

For example in Fig. 5.5(a), recall that B1 is partially refined with one child B′7 defined

on T′, so B1 needs a truncation. According to Eq. (5.6), we need to discard B′7 from Eq.

(5.5), that is,

trunB1(u,v) = B1(u,v)−
1

36
B′7(u,v). (5.7)

On the other hand, according to the definition of truncated basis functions in truncated

hierarchical B-splines [25], trunB1 can also be expressed as

trunB1(u,v) = NU′6(u)NV′2(v) +
1
6

NU′7(u)NV′2(v) +
1
6

NU′6(u)NV′7(v), (5.8)

where all the basis functions on the right hand side never exist. Eqs. (5.7, 5.8) are equivalent

to each other in calculating trunB1. Here we employ Eq. (5.7) because we only need to
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handle the existing basis functions. Due to the fundamental structural difference from

hierarchical B-splines, applying the truncation mechanism to T-splines is significantly

different in determining to-be-discarded children, calculating the corresponding coefficients

and updating control points. All the basis functions associated with the red dots in Fig.

5.5(a) are partially refined, and their truncated basis functions can be developed accordingly.

As another representative example, the truncated basis functions of B3 is

trunB3 = B3−
1
12

B′26−
5

36
B′8. (5.9)

Step 3: Update of basis functions in T′. After truncating partially refined basis func-

tions, we can update the basis functions for T′ which were derived from the three types of

basis functions in T, that is, fully refined (IF), partially refined (IP) and uninfluenced basis

functions (I0). Fully refined functions are replaced by their children, whose index set is

denoted as I′C . Partially refined functions are updated as the truncated basis functions, so

the index set of truncated basis functions (I′T ) stays the same as that of partially refined

ones. We have I′T = IP. According to the definition in Eq. (5.6), the discarded children of

any truncated basis function must lie in I′C . Uninfluenced functions are directly inherited

from T. Then the index set of basis functions in T′ is I′C ∪I
′
T ∪I0, and the corresponding

basis functions are

B′ = B′C ∪B
′
T ∪B0, (5.10)

where

B′C = {B′i : i ∈ I′C},

B′T = {trunBi = Bi−
∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j : i ∈ I′T },

B0 = {trunBi : i ∈ I0}.
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Note that in B′T we have ci j = 0 if B′j < chd(Bi). In B0, we use trunBi for all uninfluenced

functions for convenience, and we have trunBi = Bi if Bi is not truncated. All the non-

truncated basis functions are defined on the local knot vectors inferred from T′, whereas

the truncated basis functions in B′T are associated with the local vectors inferred from T

rather than T′ because the mother basis function is used to define a truncated basis function.

Through Steps 1-3, the basis B′ of the refined T-mesh T′ can be recursively constructed.

Discussion 5.2.1. The nestedness property is a direct conclusion from the construction

process, that is, spanB ⊂ spanB′, where B is the basis of T and we have B = {Bi : i ∈

IF} ∪ {Bi : i ∈ IP} ∪B0. To prove the nested property, it is sufficient to verify that any

influenced basis function Bi (i ∈ IF ∪IP) is a linear combination of basis functions in B′.

A fully refined basis function Bi (i ∈ IF) can be represented by Bi =
∑

j∈I′C
ci jB′j according

to Definition 5.2.2. A partially refined basis function Bi (i ∈ IP) can be represented by

reorganizing its truncated basis function, that is, Bi = trunBi +
∑

j∈I′C
ci jB′j. Therefore,

spanB ⊂ spanB′ holds.

For example in Fig. 5.5(b), after obtaining the truncated basis functions for the red dots,

we need to update basis functions. Recall that in Fig. 5.5(a), we have IF = {2,6, . . . ,20,24},

IP = {1,3,4,22,23,25} and I0 = {5,21}. The children of fully refined basis functions lie

in I′C = {2,6, . . . ,20,24,26, . . . ,37}. With these index sets, the basis functions are updated

according to Eq. (5.10). Truncated T-spline refinement in Fig. 5.5(b) allows face-edge and

edge-edge intersections, leading to less refinement propagation compared to analysis-suitable

T-splines (Fig. 5.3(d)).

For truncated T-splines, the construction process is similar when multiple levels of

refinement are involved. For instance, we can also obtain a two-level T-mesh T in Fig. 5.6(a)

by refining Fig. 5.5(a). Four truncated basis functions are associated with T, as marked in

red circles. Taking trunB21 as an example, we have

trunB21 = B21−
1

36
B17. (5.11)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Local refinement of truncated T-splines. (a) An initial local T-mesh T; and (b)
the refined T-mesh T′ of (a). The blue dots represent fully refined basis functions and the red
dots represent partially refined basis functions or newly developed truncated basis functions.
The red circles represent the truncated basis functions associated with T. The blue arrows
indicate the contributions of the given points to the updated points with the weights shown
in the blue boxes.

We further refine T to obtain a strongly-balanced three-level T-mesh T′ in Fig. 5.6(b)

by subdividing the blue element. Among the influenced basis functions of the further

refinement, we mark the fully refined and partially refined basis functions in blue and red

dots, respectively; see Fig. 5.6(a). We need to develop new truncated basis functions for the

red dots following Eq. (5.6). The truncated basis functions associated with the red circles

stay the same during the further refinement. This can be verified using trunB21. Note that

B′40 is a child of both B21 and B17. Following the truncation mechanism, we need to further

discard B′40 from trunB21. As a child of B17, the contribution of B′40 has been counted in

1
36 B17 and discarded already in developing trunB21; see Eq. (5.11). Therefore, we do not

need to discard it again, and thus trunB21 is not an influenced basis function for the further

refinement.

Discussion 5.2.2. T-meshes obtained from other than strongly-balanced quadtree subdivi-

sion are also allowed in truncated T-splines. Generally, it may involve further truncating a

truncated basis function, updating certain discarded children for a truncated basis function,

and updating a truncated basis function to a non-truncated one. Given a truncated basis
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function trunBi obtained by Eq. (5.6), all its possible changes can be summarized in

trunB′i = Bi−
∑

j,i∧B′j∈chd(Bi)

ci jB′j−
∑

k,i∧B′′k ∈chd(Bi)

tikB′′k , (5.12)

with

tik = cik −
∑

B′′k ∈chd(B′j)

ci jc jk, (5.13)

where B′′k are non-truncated basis functions defined on the further refined T-mesh (T′′), and

cik, ci j and c jk are refinement coefficients. Note that the contribution of
∑

B′′k ∈chd(B′j)
ci jc jkB′′k

has been counted in developing trunBi. Therefore, we do not need to count it again in

computing tik. In this manner, truncated T-splines can be recursively constructed.

With the basic knowledge of truncated T-spline construction, we can now explain why

truncated T-splines do not allow face-face intersections. In truncated T-splines, a valid

T-mesh requires no face-face intersection. Otherwise, we cannot use Eq. (5.6) to develop

truncated basis functions. Assume we simply perform the strongly-balanced quadtree

subdivision for the target elements (marked in blue) in Fig. 5.5(a), where the refined T-mesh

T′ is represented by the solid and dashed lines. T′ contains two face-face intersections. Let

us take a look at B13(u,v) = NU13(u)NV13(v), which is a partially refined basis function and

needs a truncation. By inserting the knots u6, u7 and v6, v7 into the local knot vectorsU13

andV13 respectively, we have

B13(u,v) =

{
5
6

NU′13
(u) +

1
2

NU′27
(u) +

1
2

NU′30
(u)

}{
5
6

NV′13
(v) +

1
2

NV′34
(v) +

1
2

NV′35
(v)

}
.

(5.14)

We can observe that among all the children of B13(u,v), only B′13(u,v) = NU′13
(u)NV′13

(v)

is defined on T′. However, according to Eq. (5.6), we need children other than B′13(u,v)

present in T′ to develop trunB13. This verifies that a valid T-mesh for truncated T-splines

does not allow any face-face intersection. A valid T-mesh can be obtained by eliminating
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face-face intersections, where B13(u,v) becomes a fully refined basis function; see Fig.

5.5(b).

5.2.3 Control Point Calculation

We here discuss how to update control points to complete the geometric stage. When refining

a T-mesh T to T′, we need to calculate the control points associated with the children (I′C)

of the fully refined basis functions. Recall that in T-spline refinement, only the points with

influenced local knot vectors are used in calculating control points. However, in truncated

T-spline refinement, every control point (Pi, i ∈ IF ∪IP) associated with an influenced basis

function is used. Moreover, in the strongly-balanced T-mesh, the refinement coefficients

(ci j) are used as the weights of Pi to calculate the control point P′j of T′, and we have

P′j =
∑

B′j∈chd(Bi)

ci jPi, ∀ j ∈ I′C . (5.15)

On the other hand, for points (P′j, j ∈ I′T ) associated with truncated basis functions, their

coordinates remain the same as P j in T.

In Fig. 5.5, we take P′7 as an example to explain the updating process. Based on

the previous discussion, P1, P2, P6 and P7 are used to update P′7 because B′7 is a child

of B1, B2, B6 and B7; see Fig. 5.5(a, b). By performing knot insertion, we have P′7 =

1
36 P1 + 5

36 P2 + 5
36 P6 + 25

36 P7, which is a weighted arithmetic mean of the points in T. The

difference from Fig. 5.3(b) is the presence of 1
36 P1. In Fig. 5.3(b), P1 is not used to

update P′7 because its knot vectors are not influenced by refinement. On the other hand,

1
36 P1 will also be used to update P′7 if we globally refine the T-mesh in a B-spline manner.

Therefore when the T-mesh is strongly-balanced, truncated T-splines update control points in

an equivalent manner as B-spline refinement, which can be further explained using Fig. 5.6.

Let us consider how to update P′40. P40, P28, P39, and P17 are used to update P′40 because

B′40 is a child of all their corresponding basis functions. Recall that although B′40 is also
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a child of B21, B′40 actually has no influence on trunB21 because its contribution has been

counted earlier, so P21 (associated with trunB21 rather than B21) is not used to update P′40.

Then we have P′40 = 49
64 P40 + 7

64 P28 + 7
64 P39 + 1

64 P17, which is also a weighted arithmetic

mean of the points in T.

Discussion 5.2.3. Local refinement of truncated T-splines is similar to that of T-splines and

analysis-suitable T-splines, where each control point is associated with a basis function.

Such refinement is suitable for both design and analysis. On the other hand, local refinement

of hierarchical analysis-suitable T-splines (HASTS) [23] produces nested spaces, but it

only inserts high-level basis functions without adding associated control points. Thus the

control points and the hierarchical basis functions of HASTS do not have a one-to-one

correspondence, and the geometry of HASTS is usually represented by the first-level T-mesh.

This brings inconvenience to geometric design.

Discussion 5.2.4. In the general refinement of truncated T-splines as introduced in Discus-

sion 3.2, the control point associated with a truncated basis function may also be used to up-

date T′′. We call B′′k a child of trunBi if tik , 0 (see Eq. (5.13)), denoted as B′′k ∈ chd(trunBi).

Then a control point P′′k of T′′ is calculated as

P′′k =
∑

B′′k ∈chd(Bi)

cikPi +
∑

B′′k ∈chd(B′j)

c jkP′j +
∑

B′′k ∈chd(trunBi)

tikPi. (5.16)

Note that we use tik instead of cik if Pi is associated with a truncated basis function.

Discussion 5.2.5. By virtue of the truncation mechanism, truncated T-splines can release

the topological constraints in analysis-suitable T-splines [57]. Recall that analysis-suitable

T-splines do not allow any type of intersections of T-junction extensions, while in truncated

T-splines, we allow face-edge and edge-edge intersections but still do not allow face-face

intersection. Compared to analysis-suitable T-splines (Fig. 5.3(d)), truncated T-splines

introduce less refinement propagation and insert only two edges (red edges) to achieve a
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 5.7: (a) The input control mesh; (b) the T-mesh after refinement with the red and blue
points indicating truncated and non-truncated basis functions, respectively; (c) the truncated
T-spline surface with isoparametric lines with the color bar showing the summation of basis
functions; (d) elements of truncated T-splines in the parametric domain; and (e) elements of
analysis-suitable T-splines in the parametric domain, with red edges showing the additional
refinement of (d).

topologically valid T-mesh; see Fig. 5.5(b). Given a tensor-product mesh in Fig. 5.7(a), we

use truncated T-splines to recursively subdivide the elements along one diagonal direction.

Then we obtain a locally refined control mesh and the truncated T-spline surface shown in

Fig. 5.7(b, c), respectively. The blue dots are associated with non-truncated T-spline basis

functions, whereas the red dots are associated with truncated basis functions. The color

in Fig. 5.7(c) represents the summation of all basis functions, which equals 1 everywhere,

showing that they form a partition of unity. We can also observe face-edge intersections

existing in Fig. 5.7(b, c), which are not allowed in analysis-suitable T-splines. For the

convenience of comparison, in Fig. 5.7(d, e) we show elements in the parametric domain

for truncated T-splines and analysis-suitable T-splines, respectively. The T-mesh in Fig.
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5.7(e) is obtained by extending edges of Fig. 5.7(d); see the red edges. As a result, the

two T-meshes in Fig. 5.7(d, e) have 254 and 306 elements respectively, indicating that

analysis-suitable T-splines propagate 20% more than truncated T-splines. Refinement along

the diagonal direction using standard T-splines results in an extensive propagation [21].

Truncated T-splines, on the other hand, release the refinement constraint for less propagation,

providing more flexibility in local refinement.

Truncated T-splines have several nice properties such as geometry preservation, partition

of unity, and (global) linear independence, which are proved in the next section.

5.3 Properties of Truncated T-Splines

In this section, we prove several important properties of truncated T-splines on regular

domains (without extraordinary points): geometry preservation, partition of unity and

(global) linear independence. Recall that we recursively construct truncated T-splines level

by level. Given a T-mesh T with elements up to Level `, the refined T-mesh T′ is obtained

by truncated T-spline quadtree subdivision; see Section 5.2.1. All the refined elements are

at Level `, which form the subdomain ΩR. For the convenience of proofs, we assume that

there are at least two-ring neighboring Level-` elements outside ΩR. This is sufficient to

ensure that all the basis functions of T with support on ΩR are non-truncated. In other words,

we always refine a local tensor-product mesh in each construction; see Fig. 5.5. General

constructions are verified only numerically, and the proofs of their related properties need

further study.

Proposition 5.3.1. In truncated T-splines, the truncated T-spline quadtree subdivision does

not change the geometry.

Proof. We only need to prove that the surface represented by the influenced basis functions

does not change during the truncated T-spline quadtree subdivision. Among the influenced
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basis functions defined on the given T-mesh T, let IF denote the index set of fully refined

basis functions, and IP denote the index set of partially refined ones. Under the truncated T-

spline quadtree subdivision, recall that all these influenced basis functions are non-truncated.

Prior to refinement, we have the surface represented by the influenced basis functions as

S =
∑

i∈IF∪IP

PiBi. (5.17)

After refinement, the fully refined basis functions (IF) are updated by their children. These

children are non-truncated basis functions defined on the refined T-mesh T′, whose index set

is denoted as I′C . Moreover, some of these children are also used as the discarded children

in developing truncated basis functions (I′T ). The surface after refinement is represented as

S ′ =
∑
j∈I′C

P′jB
′
j +

∑
i∈I′T

P′i trunBi =
∑
j∈I′C

P′jB
′
j +

∑
i∈IP

PitrunBi, (5.18)

where P′i = Pi for all i ∈ I′T and I′T = IP. We can rewrite Eq. (5.15) as

P′j =
∑

i∈IF∪IP

ci jPi, ∀ j ∈ I′C , (5.19)

where ci j = 0 if B′j < chd(Bi). Besides, the truncated basis functions are obtained according

to Eq. (5.6), and we have

trunBi = Bi−
∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j, ∀i ∈ I′T . (5.20)

Substituting Eqs. (5.19, 5.20) into Eq. (5.18), we have

S ′ =
∑
j∈I′C

B′j
∑

i∈IF∪IP

ci jPi +
∑
i∈IP

Pi

Bi−
∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j


=

∑
i∈IF

Pi

∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j +
∑
i∈IP

PiBi. (5.21)
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A fully refined basis functions can be represented by its children, so we have

Bi =
∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j, ∀i ∈ IF . (5.22)

Substituting Eq. (5.22) into Eq. (5.21), we have

S ′ =
∑
i∈IF

PiBi +
∑
i∈IP

PiBi = S . (5.23)

Therefore, the truncated T-spline surface does not change during the truncated T-spline

quadtree subdivision. �

Proposition 5.3.2. Given a T-mesh T and the corresponding refined T-mesh T′ by truncated

T-spline quadtree subdivision, if T is a tensor-product mesh over the refined subdomain ΩR,

then the (truncated) basis functions of T′ form a partition of unity over ΩR.

Proof. As T is a tensor-product mesh over ΩR, the basis functions of T with support

on ΩR are non-truncated and form a partition of unity, whose index set is denoted as I

(I = IF ∪IP∪I0). We have
∑

i∈I Bi = 1. After refinement, the children of fully refined

basis functions are denoted as I′C . They are defined on T′, and some of them are also the

discarded children of partially refined basis functions.
∑

i∈I Bi becomes

∑
i∈IF

∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j+
∑
i∈IP

∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j+
∑
i∈IP

Bi−
∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j

+∑
i∈I0

Bi

=
∑
j∈I′C

B′j
∑

i∈IF∪IP

ci j +
∑
i∈IP

trunBi +
∑
i∈I0

Bi. (5.24)

Next if we are able to prove that
∑

i∈IF∪IP ci j = 1 holds for all j ∈ I′C , then we prove this

proposition. In other words, we only need to verify that any control point associated with a

child ( j ∈ I′C) of a fully refined basis function is a weighted arithmetic mean of the given

control points associated with influenced basis functions (i ∈ IF ∪IP); see Appendix B for
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all the possible verification cases, where
∑

i∈IF∪IP ci j = 1 always holds for all j ∈ I′C . To

this end, we have proved that truncated T-spline basis functions form a partition of unity.

�

Proposition 5.3.2 only considers the refined subdomain ΩR since all the influenced basis

functions have support on ΩR. Partition of unity is also satisfied over the remaining domain

as long as it is satisfied for the initial mesh, which is trivial to verify since we take a (global)

tensor-product mesh as the input.

Proposition 5.3.3. Given a T-mesh T and the corresponding refined T-mesh T′ by truncated

T-spline quadtree subdivision, if T is a tensor-product mesh over the refined subdomain ΩR,

then the (truncated) basis functions of T′ are linearly independent over ΩR.

Proof. For convenience we only focus on the local region ΩR for both T and T′. As

T is a tensor-product mesh over ΩR, the basis functions of T with support on ΩR are

simply B-splines and they are linearly independent on ΩR. Their index set is denoted as

I (I = IF ∪IP∪I0). Correspondingly, let I′ denote the index set of basis functions of

T′ with support on ΩR, and we have I′ = I′C ∪I
′
T ∪I0. We consider three sets of basis

functions: the B-spline basis functions of T (B), the truncated T-spline basis functions of T′

(B′) and the T-spline basis functions of T′ (B′TS P). We have B = {Bi : i ∈ I}, B′ = {B′i : i ∈

I′C ∪I0}∪ {trunBi : i ∈ I′T } and B′TS P = {B′i : i ∈ I′}.

Obviously B are linearly independent. Moreover, according to Theorem 3.7 in [10],

given a T-mesh with linearly independent T-spline basis functions and a new T-mesh obtained

by adding new nodes1, the T-spline basis functions defined on the new T-mesh are linearly

independent. In truncated T-spline quadtree subdivision, T′ is refined from T by adding new

nodes. Therefore, B′TS P are linearly independent. We then select certain basis functions

from B and B′TS P, and further define a set of basis functions as BMIX = B1 ∪B
′
2, where

B1 = {Bi : i ∈ IP} ⊂ B and B′2 = {B′i : i ∈ I′C ∪I0} ⊂ B
′
TS P. B1, B′2 are linearly independent.

1The term anchor is used in [10], which is equivalent to the definition of node in this chapter.
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Besides, B1 contains all the partially refined basis functions, and none of them can be

represented as a linear combination of those in B′2. Otherwise it will contradict the definition

of partially refined basis functions. Then BMIX are linearly independent.

Next we study the linear independence of B′ with the help of BMIX. We need to prove

that ∑
i∈I′C∪I0

αiB′i +
∑
i∈I′T

αitrunBi = 0, (5.25)

if and only if we have αi = 0 for all i ∈ I′. Substituting trunBi = Bi−
∑

j∈I′C
ci jB′j into Eq.

(7.42), we have

∑
i∈I′C∪I0

αiB′i +
∑
i∈I′T

αi

Bi−
∑
j∈I′C

ci jB′j


=

∑
i∈I′C

αi−
∑
j∈IP

c jiα j

B′i +
∑
i∈I0

αiB′i +
∑
i∈IP

αiBi = 0. (5.26)

Note that IP = I′T . Since I′C , I0 and IP indicate basis functions of BMIX , they are linearly

independent, so we have

αi = 0 ∀i ∈ IP∪I0 (5.27)

and

αi−
∑
i∈IP

c jiα j = 0 ∀i ∈ I′C . (5.28)

Substituting Eq. (5.27) into Eq. (5.28), we have

αi = 0 ∀i ∈ I′C . (5.29)

Therefore, if Eq. (7.42) holds, all the coefficients have to vanish. In other words, truncated

T-spline basis functions of T′ are linearly independent on ΩR.

�
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Similar to the proof of partition of unity, Proposition 5.3.3 only considers the refined

subdomain ΩR. All the other basis functions with no support on ΩR are linearly independent

over the remaining domain as long as linear independence is satisfied for the initial mesh,

which is trivial to verify since a (global) tensor-product mesh is the input.

5.4 Extraordinary Points

In this section we discuss truncated T-splines on general 2-manifold domains with extraordi-

nary points. We first define necessary terminologies to facilitate our explanation. Then we

introduce how to infer local knot vectors near extraordinary points and obtain a gap-free

surface around them. In the end, we use degree elevation and optimization to improve the

surrounding surface continuity to G1.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: T-mesh with extraordinary points. (a) The 1st-ring neighborhood (dark gray)
and the 2nd-ring neighborhood (light gray) of an extraordinary point (the orange dot) with
purple dots lying on the 1st-ring boundary and green dots lying on the 2nd-ring boundary;
and (b) inferring local knot intervals around an extraordinary point.

Given an extraordinary point Pi, the 1st-ring neighborhood of Pi consists of the quadrilat-

erals touching Pi, and the 2nd-ring neighborhood of Pi is formed by quadrilaterals touching

the one-ring neighborhood excluding the 1st-ring neighborhood. The nth-ring neighborhood

is formed analogously. The nth-ring boundary of Pi consists of the edges shared by the

nth-ring and (n + 1)th-ring neighborhoods. In Fig. 5.8(a), given the extraordinary point
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marked as an orange dot, its 1st-ring neighborhood is marked in dark gray, and the 2nd-ring

neighborhood is marked in light gray. The 1st-ring boundary is formed by edges connecting

the purple dots, and the 2nd-ring boundary consists of the edges connecting the green dots.

A quadrilateral (or element) is called irregular if any of its four corners is an extraordinary

point. For an irregular element, as shown in blue in Fig. 5.8(b), we label the extraordinary

node with index 1, and label the nodes on the 1st-ring boundary clockwise from 2 to 2N + 1,

where N is the number of elements touching the extraordinary node, or the valence number,

and ei (i = 1, . . . ,8) refer to knot intervals.

We briefly explain how the local knot vectors are inferred around extraordinary nodes by

shooting rays and repeating knot intervals [37]. In this method, whenever a ray encounters

an extraordinary point before it finds two knot intervals, we simply duplicate the previous

interval. We take P8 in Fig. 5.8(b) as an example. We first shoot a ray in the local −v

direction and we find the knot interval e1. However, the ray encounters the extraordinary

point P1 before it finds the next knot interval. According to [37], this knot interval is

duplicated. Similarly in the +v direction, we have both knot intervals as e2. No duplication

is needed in the u direction. In summary, the knot interval vectors of P8 are {e4,e3,e5,e6}

along the u direction and {e1,e1,e2,e2} along the v direction. As another example, we can

obtain the two knot interval vectors of P1 with respect to the blue element, {e3,e3,e3,e4}

along the u direction and {e7,e7,e7,e8} along the v direction. Then their corresponding knot

vectors can be easily computed. Note that in [37], no T-junctions or other extraordinary

points are allowed within the four-ring neighborhood of any given extraordinary point.

For uniform knot intervals, this method can be used with two released constraints: 1) no

T-junctions or other extraordinary points are allowed in the 1st-ring neighborhood of any

given extraordinary point; 2) all the edges touching the 1st-ring boundary have the same

non-zero knot interval. These constraints are released compared to [37] such that T-junctions

or other extraordinary points are allowed on the 2nd-ring boundary; see Fig. 5.8(a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: An irregular element Ω1 (a) and its bicubic Bézier patch (b). The orange and
blue circles in (b) schematically represent the Bézier control points.

With the extracted local knot vectors, we need to further modify their defined basis

functions to obtain a gap-free or G1-continuous surface. We use Bézier patches to achieve

this goal. To obtain Bézier patches, we perform Bézier extraction for each basis function

by knot insertion. Bézier extraction for a non-truncated basis function is the same as that

in [56], whereas additional treatment is required for a truncated basis function. According

to Eq. (5.6), Bézier extraction is performed for both the mother Bi(u,v) and the discarded

children B′j(u,v). Then Bi(u,v) and B′j(u,v) can be represented by 16 bicubic Bernstein

polynomials (Bb,3
k ), and we have

Bi(u,v) =

16∑
k=1

bikBb,3
k (u,v) (5.30)

and

B′j(u,v) =

16∑
k=1

b jkBb,3
k (u,v), (5.31)

where the Bernstein polynomials Bb,3
k (u,v) are labeled as in Fig. 5.9(b), and bik, b jk are the

Bézier coefficients obtained by knot insertion. Substituting Eqs. (5.30, 5.31) into Eq. (5.6),
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we have

trunBi(u,v) =

16∑
k=1

bikBb,3
k (u,v)−

∑
j,i∧B′j∈chd(Bi)

ci j

16∑
k=1

b jkBb,3
k (u,v)

=

16∑
k=1

bt
ikBb,3

k (u,v) (5.32)

with

bt
ik = bik −

∑
j,i∧B′j∈chd(Bi)

ci jb jk, (5.33)

where bt
ik are the Bézier coefficients for truncated basis functions. For convenience, we use

bt
ik as the Bézier coefficients for both Bi(u,v) and trunBi(u,v), where bt

ik = bik if Bi(u,v) is

non-truncated.

As we intend to improve continuity by changing basis functions, we can adjust the

Bézier coefficients after Bézier extraction. Among the basis functions with support on the

irregular element Ω1, we only need to modify the basis functions B1 ∼ B2N+1 (Fig. 5.9(a)).

On Ω1, after expressing B1 ∼ B2N+1 in terms of Bb,3
k (u,v), certain basis functions are merely

a weighted function of Bb,3
1 (u,v). Such basis functions are denoted in an index set I1 and

the others are denoted in I2. We have I1 = {9, . . . ,2N + 1} and I2 = {1,2, . . . ,8} when N ≥ 5,

or I1 = ∅ and I2 = {1,2, . . . ,7} when N = 3. For basis functions in I2, we modify them as

Bi = cl
i1Bb,3

1 +

16∑
j=2

bt
i jB

b,3
j , ∀i ∈ I2, (5.34)

and for the basis functions in I1, we change the weights as

Bi = cl
i1Bb,3

1 , ∀i ∈ I1, (5.35)

where cl
i1 are the coefficients used in Catmull-Clark subdivision to calculate the limit

surface point corresponding to the extraordinary point P1 [62]. This can also be understood
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from the viewpoint of calculating the Bézier control point Q1; see the orange circle in

Fig. 5.9(b). Q1 is calculated weighted average of P1 and its 1st-ring boundary points,

Q1 =
∑2N+1

i=1 cl
i1Pi, which is exactly how the limit surface point (corresponding to P1) is

calculated in Catmull-Clark subdivision. Moreover, Q1 remains the same no matter how

many times the Catmull-Clark subdivision is performed. Since the (truncated) T-spline

surface around P1 is represented by the Bézier surface, and the Bézier surface interpolates its

corner control point Q1, the T-spline surface also interpolates Q1. Besides, since we employ

Catmull-Clark subdivision to locally refine irregular elements, the surface obtained from the

refined T-mesh remains the same at Q1. The reason why we employ ci1 is to restrain the

geometry change induced by the local refinement around extraordinary points. Recall that

the previous construction methods with Bézier patches [58, 37] are not locally refinable and

they inevitably change the geometry during refinement. By using ci1, the underlying surface

is restrained to pass through the same point (Q1) before and after refinement; see a recent

work on locally refinable construction with geometric continuity [44].

With the Bézier patches, we elevate the degree and optimize the Bézier coefficients to

obtain G1-continuity around extraordinary nodes. In Eqs. (5.34, 5.35), we have built the

T-spline-to-Bézier transformation matrix, written in matrix form as B = MT,3Bb,3, where B

is the vector of (truncated) T-spline basis functions, Bb,3 is the vector of bicubic Bernstein

polynomials, and MT,3 is the transformation matrix. Next we elevate the degree of Bernstein

polynomials to biquartic, in order to have more degrees of freedom to solve the optimization

problem. Thus we have Bb,3 = M3,4Bb,4, where M3,4 is the transformation matrix from

bicubic Bernstein polynomials to biquartic ones. The (truncated) T-spline basis functions are

then expressed by biquartic Bernstein polynomials, B = MT,4Bb4, where MT,4 = MT,3M3,4.

In [58], G1 constraints are applied across the edges touching the extraordinary point. Besides

these geometric constraints, we add one more constraint that all cl
i1 (i ∈ I1∪I2) remain the

same. It ensures the surface still interpolates Q1 after optimization. Under these geometric

constraints, an optimization problem is solved by minimizing the change in the edge length
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of the Bézier control mesh. All the involved equations are derived in terms of the Bézier

coefficients (the elements in MT,4). Then we obtain an optimized transformation matrix

Mop such that B = MopBb,4. To this end, the G1 continuity is built into the basis functions.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: G1 continuous surface with a T-junction and another extraordinary point present
on the 2nd-ring boundary. (a) T-mesh with extraordinary points; and (b) G1 continuous
T-spline surface.

Fig. 5.10(a) shows the T-mesh where the red dots are associated with truncated basis

functions and the blue dots are associated with non-truncated ones. The resulting smooth G1

surface is shown in Fig. 5.10(b). The main difference between our G1 continuity construction

and the previous work [58, 37] lies in two aspects: 1) we update Q1 (Fig. 5.9(b)) as the

Catmull-Clark limit surface point; and 2) we allow T-junctions and other extraordinary points

on the 2nd-ring boundary whereas they are only allowed beyond the 3rd-ring neighborhood

in [58, 37]. The reason for this improvement is that our T-spline-to-Bézier transformation

matrix MT,3 is built by properly inferring local knot vectors around extraordinary points.

This method works as long as the knot intervals are uniform around extraordinary points.

5.5 Examples and Discussion

We first use two patch tests to study the analysis-suitability of truncated T-spline basis

functions by solving a 2D linear elasticity problem. A unit square is subject to uniform

tension in x-direction while translations are restrained in the y- and x-directions for the

bottom and left boundaries, respectively; see Fig. 5.11(a, d). Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.11: Patch tests by solving a 2D linear elasticity problem. (a, d) Input geometries and
Dirichlet boundary conditions; (b, e) normal strain (X−X) distribution on Bézier elements;
and (c, f) normal strain (Y −Y) distribution on Bézier elements.

ratio are given as E = 1 and ν = 0.3. For numerical integration, the (p + 1)-point Gauss-

Legendre quadrature rule is employed, where p is the degree of basis functions. We study

two input T-meshes: a T-mesh defined on a regular rectangular domain and a T-mesh with

two extraordinary points. The corresponding truncated T-spline surfaces are shown in Fig.

5.11(a, d). In Fig. 5.11(d), there exist a T-junction and a valence-3 extraordinary node on

the 2nd-ring boundary of the valence-5 extraordinary node. Using truncated T-splines, both

meshes pass the patch tests with machine precision. In Fig. 5.11(b, c, e, f), we show the

distribution of the normal strains on the Bézier elements.

We then study a 2D linear elasticity problem as our first benchmark problem: an infinite

plate with a circular hole under a far-field constant in-plane tension. As shown in Fig.

5.12(a), we only need to study a finite quarter plate due to symmetry. The exact solution can

be found in [27]. Two input control meshes are used to solve this problem: a regular mesh

and an irregular mesh with one valence-5 extraordinary point, as shown in Fig. 5.12(b, f),
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.12: Solving the 2D linear elasticity problem on an infinite plate with a hole under
constant in-plane tension. (a) Problem setting; (b, f) input control meshes; (c, g) geometries
with parametric lines; (d, h) element-wise L2 error of stress (σxx) on Bézier elements; and
(e) Convergence curves with respect to DOF.

respectively. In these two meshes, the circular arc is modeled as a cubic NURBS curve by

degree elevating the corresponding quadratic curve. In the regular mesh, the knot vector

of the underlying quadratic NURBS curve is {0,0,0, 1
2 ,

1
2 ,1,1,1}. On the other hand, in the

irregular mesh the knot vector of the cubic NURBS curve is {0,0,0,0, 1
6 ,

1
3 ,

1
2 ,

2
3 ,

5
6 ,1,1,1,1}.

The resulting surface is G1-continuous around the extraordinary point. We perform both

uniform and adaptive refinement. In the adaptive case, the elements with larger error than a

given threshold are refined. We evaluate the L2 error of the stress (σxx) on each element and

on the entire domain. The final meshes are shown in Fig. 5.12(c, g), and the corresponding

element-wise error distribution are shown in Fig. 5.12(d, h). We can observe that with

the regular mesh, the refinement is localized around the hole to decrease the overall error,

whereas the refinement is required around the extraordinary point in the irregular mesh.

The convergence curves are also plotted with respect to degrees of freedom (DOF) in Fig.

5.12(e), under both uniform and adaptive refinement. In uniform refinement, the optimal

convergence rate of 3
2 (w.r.t. DOF instead of the element size) is achieved for the regular
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mesh, whereas the convergence rate using the irregular mesh is only 1. This is because

the surrounding splines of an extraordinary point fail to reproduce polynomials exactly.

Recovering the optimal convergence rate with presence of extraordinary points is still an

open problem. Moreover, adaptive refinement possesses higher efficiency, that is, it needs

fewer DOF to achieve the same accuracy as the uniform refinement.

Next we study another widely used benchmark problem: solving the Laplace equation

∆u = 0 on the L-shaped domain [−1,1]2\[0,1]2; see Fig. 5.13(a), where Dirichlet boundary

conditions (ΓD) are strongly imposed. The exact solution to this problem is given in polar

coordinates (r, θ) as

u(r, θ) = r2/3sin(2θ/3−π/3), r > 0 and π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. (5.36)

Two input control meshes are used: a regular mesh and an irregular mesh with four extraor-

dinary points, shown in Fig. 5.13(b, f), respectively. We then perform adaptive isogeometric

analysis using truncated T-splines. After each step of simulation, the H1-seminorm error is

assessed for each element as well as the entire domain. We locally subdivide the elements

with larger error than the given threshold. Since the derivative of the solution field has a

singularity at the concave sharp corner, the refinement guided by the H1-seminorm error

is localized at this corner. When the overall H1-seminorm error reaches a given threshold,

the simulation terminates. Fig. 5.13(c, g) shows truncated T-spline surfaces whereas Fig.

5.13(d, h) shows the element-wise H1-seminorm error on Bézier elements. In Fig. 5.13(e),

we plot the convergence curves with respect to DOF. We observe that the two curves have

similar convergence rates (around 2), but the irregular mesh needs more DOF to reach the

same accuracy. This is because during refinement, if any element is refined within the

two-ring neighborhood of an extraordinary node, all the two-ring neighboring elements of

the extraordinary node need to be refined to satisfy the topological constraints on general
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manifold domains. Our convergence behavior is similar to that using locally refinable

B-splines [30].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.13: Solving the Laplace equation on the L-shaped domain. (a) Problem setting; (b,
f) input control meshes; (c, g) geometries with parametric lines; (d, h) element-wise error
(H1-seminorm) on Bézier elements; and (e) H1-seminorm convergence curves with respect
to DOF.

To show the potential application of truncated T-splines on complex geometries, we also

solve the Laplace equation on three locally refined complex models: a fertility model, a

bunny model and a hand model. The input is either a T-mesh (Fig. 5.14(a)) or irregular

quadrilateral meshes (Figs. 5.15(a) and 5.16(a)). For the fertility model, the input T-mesh is

obtained by locally refining an irregular quadrilateral mesh using truncated T-splines. The

red dots in Fig. 5.14(a) indicate points associated with truncated basis functions, whereas

blue dots are associated with non-truncated ones. The corresponding truncated T-spline

surface is shown in Fig. 5.14(b) with isoparametric lines. In the input quadrilateral meshes

of the bunny and hand models, certain quadrilaterals have more than one extraordinary

point; see the red dots in Figs. 5.15(a) and 5.16(a). We call such quadrilaterals invalid

since they violate the constraint that no other extraordinary points are allowed in the 1st-ring
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neighborhood of any given extraordinary point. Invalid quadrilaterals need to be subdivided

before truncated T-splines can be applied. Furthermore, given an extraordinary node, if

any element of its two-ring neighborhood (the 1st- and 2nd-ring neighborhoods) is refined,

all its two-ring neighboring elements are also refined. Figs. 5.15(b) and 5.16(b) show the

truncated T-spline surfaces after subdividing invalid elements. Under the Dirichlet boundary

conditions as prescribed in Figs. 5.14(a), 5.15(a) and 5.16(a), we solve the Laplace equation

on these three surfaces using truncated T-splines. The corresponding solution fields are

shown on Bézier elements in Figs. 5.14(c), 5.15(c) and 5.16(c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.14: Solving the Laplace equation on a fertility model. (a) Input mesh and Dirichlet
boundary condition; (b) truncated T-spline surface; and (c) solution field on Bézier elements.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.15: Solving the Laplace equation on a bunny model. (a) Input mesh and Dirichlet
boundary condition; (b) truncated T-spline surface; and (c) solution field on Bézier elements.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.16: Solving the Laplace equation on a hand model. (a) Input mesh and Dirichlet
boundary condition; (b) truncated T-spline surface; and (c) solution field on Bézier elements.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a new type of T-spline, namely a truncated T-spline, by

introducing the truncation mechanism into T-splines to release the topological constraints

of T-spline refinement. Truncated T-splines have some nice properties, such as polynomial

basis functions, partition of unity, geometry preservation, nested spline spaces, less refine-

ment propagation, and linear independence. Using degree elevation and optimization, we

also studied truncated T-splines on general manifold domains with extraordinary points.

T-junctions or other extraordinary points are allowed on the 2nd-ring boundary of a given

extraordinary point. In the end, patch tests and a benchmark problem are studied to demon-

strate the analysis-suitability and refinement locality of truncated T-splines. We also applied

truncated T-splines to several complex models, showing the potential wide application of

this method.
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Chapter 6

Truncated Hierarchical Tricubic C0

Spline Construction on Unstructured

Hexahedral Meshes for Isogeometric

Analysis Applications

In this chapter, we present a new method for truncated hierarchical tricubic spline (TH-

spline3D) construction on unstructured hexahedral meshes, with the support of local re-

finement. We first define the blending functions on unstructured meshes with the aid of

Bernstein-Bézier splines, which naturally handle extraordinary nodes and preserve sharp

features by adjusting Bézier coefficients. The resulting volume is C0-continuous around

extraordinary points and C2-continuous in the regular region. TH-spline3D employs the

hierarchical structure together with the truncation mechanism to perform local refinement.

Benefitting from the truncation mechanism developed for THB-splines [25], the blending

functions of TH-spline3D are piecewise polynomials that form a non-negative partition of

unity. Their support overlapping is also reduced by truncation and thus the resulting stiffness

matrices are sparser than the classic hierarchical refinement without truncation. We further
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adopt a common geometric representation used in hierarchical splines [59, 23], where the

geometry is always represented by the first-level mesh and its associated blending functions.

The refinement procedure only involves the manipulation of blending functions, that is,

discarding or truncating some low-level blending functions while adding certain high-level

ones. Additionally, TH-spline3D supports Bézier extraction and thus can be conveniently

incorporated into existing finite element frameworks [56]. In summary, there are two main

contributions in this chapter.

1. Blending functions on an unstructured hexahedral mesh are developed with the aid of

tricubic Bernstein polynomials, naturally handling extraordinary nodes and preserving

sharp features without modifying the given mesh; and

2. Hierarchical structure and the truncation mechanism are employed for highly localized

refinement in 3D, which enables the application of unstructured hexahedral meshes in

adaptive IGA.

6.1 Bézier Extraction in 2D and Catmull-Clark Subdivi-

sion for Solids

In this section, we briefly review how to define bicubic blending functions using Bernstein

polynomials through Bézier extraction, and Catmull-Clark subdivision for solids. One may

refer to [3, 11, 58] for further details.

6.1.1 Defining Bicubic Blending Functions Using Bernstein Polynomi-

als

We first review the blending functions defined on an unstructured quadrilateral mesh [58, 32].

Each edge in the quadrilateral mesh is associated with a parametric value, called the knot
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interval, which is used to define the blending functions. Uniform knot intervals are assumed

here for simplicity. Developments based on non-uniform knot intervals can be found in [58].

Various blending functions are defined on different types of elements. An interior

element is irregular if it contains an extraordinary point; otherwise it is regular. An element

(Ωe, e ∈ N is the element index) together with its one-ring neighborhood form the local

(spline) control mesh of Ωe. In the bicubic case, the blending functions associated with the

local control mesh are all the functions with support on Ωe. Blending functions on a regular

element are simply bicubic B-splines. Here we only consider the blending functions on an

irregular element. They are defined with the aid of the Bézier extraction matrix M, which

can convert the local spline control mesh to a Bézier control mesh. The conversion involves

calculation of 16 Bézier control points (black circles), as shown in Fig. 7.2(a). These 16

Bézier control points can be divided into three groups: face points (Q f
i , i ∈ {5,6,9,10}), edge

points (Qe
i , i ∈ {1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14}) and corner points (Qc

i , i ∈ {0,3,12,15}).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.1: Calculation of 16 Bézier control points (black circles) from the local spline con-
trol mesh of an irregular element Ωe. (a) Face, edge and corner points of the Bézier control
mesh; (b) face point calculation by a convex combination of four corners (Pe,0, . . . ,Pe,3);
and (c, d) calculation of edge and corner points by averaging neighboring face points. n is
the number of neighboring elements surrounding an extraordinary point.

Given an irregular element Ωe, each face point is computed as a convex combination

of its four corners (black dots), as shown in Fig. 7.2(b). Specifically, we have Q f
e = M f Pe,
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where Q f
e = [Q f

5 ,Q
f
6 ,Q

f
9 ,Q

f
10]T and Pe = [Pe,0,Pe,1,Pe,2,Pe,3]T . The matrix M f is given as

M f =



e f g f

f e f g

g f e f

f g f e


, (6.1)

where e = 2
3 ×

2
3 = 4

9 , f = 2
3 ×

1
3 = 2

9 and g = 1
3 ×

1
3 = 1

9 . We can observe that these coefficients

are a tensor product of 1D coefficients {23 ,
1
3 }, which are obtained by the Bézier extraction

of uniform cubic B-splines [5, 6, 16, 50]. Face points need to be computed for the one-

ring neighborhood of Ωe and they are used to compute edge and corner points. Edge and

corner points are shared by multiple elements. They are calculated by averaging the face

points of adjacent elements. We have Qe
i = 1

2(Q f
i,0 + Q f

i,1) (i ∈ {1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14}) and

Qc
i = 1

n
∑n−1

k=0 Q f
i,k (i ∈ {0,3,12,15}) for edge and corner points, respectively; see Fig. 7.2(c,

d), where n is the number of elements sharing the extraordinary point. We call Q f
i,0 and

Q f
i,1 the two nearest face points of the edge point Qe

i , shown in Fig. 7.2(c). Likewise, Q f
i,k

(k = 0, . . . ,n−1) are the n nearest face points of the corner point Qc
i ; see Fig. 7.2(d). Since

each face point is a convex combination of face corners, each edge/corner point is also a

convex combination of neighboring spline control points (black dots), whose corresponding

coefficients are displayed in Fig. 7.2(c, d). Thus the Bézier extraction matrix M can be

obtained. The elements in M are called the Bézier coefficients. The blending functions Be

on Ωe are defined using the transpose of M, and we have

Be(u,v) = MT b(u,v), (6.2)
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where b(u,v) = [b1(u,v), . . . ,b16(u,v)]T is the vector of 16 bicubic Bernstein polynomials.

Each bicubic Bernstein polynomial is simply a tensor product of cubic ones. We have

b j(u,v) = N( j−1)%4(u)N( j−1)/4(v), (6.3)

where Nk(t) =

(
3
k

)
(1− t)3−ktk (k = 0, . . . ,3) is the k-th cubic Bernstein polynomial, “%” and “/”

stand for the reminder and division, respectively. Note that blending functions on a regular

element are merely a special case of those on an irregular element. In this manner, we can

obtain a set of blending functions defined on a general quadrilateral mesh. The underlying

surface is represented as Se = PT Be, where P contains local spline control points of Ωe.

Such surface representation is C2-continuous except at the local region around extraordinary

points, where it is C0-continuous and can be further improved to G1 by adjusting Bézier

coefficients [58, 32].

6.1.2 Catmull-Clark Subdivision for Solids

In the TH-spline3D construction, we adopt Catmull-Clark subdivision to calculate the refine-

ment coefficients. The subdivision rule is a generalization of tricubic B-spline refinement

for unstructured hexahedral meshes. Related details can be found in [40, 3]. Catmull-

Clark solids have been studied in IGA [11], where global refinement is performed using

Catmull-Clark subdivision blending functions. Since Catmull-Clark subdivision is recur-

sively applied, we now study how to generate a new dense meshM`+1 from a given coarse

meshM` (` ∈ N). M` consists of a set of points P`, as well as the topological connectivity

defined by sets of hexahedral elements E`, quadrilateral faces F ` and edgesD`. Depending

on the topological correspondences with the given meshM`, the points in P`+1 are divided

into four different groups: body points, face points, edge points and corner points. By way

of the following five steps, we calculate all the interior points in P`+1 and construct the

connectivity forM`+1:
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1. For each element in E`, add a body point to its centroid.

2. For each face in F `, add a face point F = (B0 + 2C + B1)/4, where B0 and B1 are the

body points of the two adjacent elements and C is the face centroid.

3. For each edge inD`, add an edge point D = (Bavg +2Cavg + (n−3)M)/n, where n is the

number of adjacent faces, M is the edge midpoint, and Bavg and Cavg are the averages

of body points and face centroids of adjacent elements and faces, respectively.

4. For each element in E`, connect its body point to all its face points and connect all its

face points to all adjacent edge points. This splits one element to eight sub-elements.

5. Move each original point Pold ∈ P
` to its new location Pnew = (Cavg + 3Bavg + 3Mavg +

Pold)/8, where Bavg, Cavg and Mavg are the averages of the body points, face centroids

and edge midpoints of all adjacent elements, faces and edges, respectively.

(a) Boundary face point (b) Boundary edge point (c) Boundary corner point

(d) Crease edge point (e) Crease corner point

Figure 6.2: Catmull-Clark subdivision rules for boundary quadrilaterals (a−c) and creases
(d, e), where β = 3

2n , γ = 1
4n , and n is the number of adjacent boundary faces of the corner

point.
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Note that each new point is a convex combination of its neighbors inM`. The calculation

of new points in P`+1 can also be written in the matrix form P`+1 = M`P`, where M` is

called the global subdivision matrix. Note that the above five steps do not include boundaries

and creases. For boundary points of a solid, we apply the Catmull-Clark subdivision rule

for surfaces; and for creases, we apply the subdivision rule for curves. These rules are

generalizations of bicubic and cubic spline refinement. In Fig. 6.2, we show the rules for

boundary quadrilaterals (Fig. 6.2(a−c)) and creases (Fig. 6.2(d, e)), where the coefficient

associated with each old point (the black dot) indicates the corresponding weight used to

compute the new point (the red dot or circle). Further details can be found in [13, 77].

Recursively applying Catmull-Clark subdivision results in a solid of C2 continuity

everywhere except the region around extraordinary points. However, it is very difficult to

fully prove the continuity of Catmull-Clark solids around extraordinary points due to the

complex local mesh topology, which still remains an open research problem.

6.2 Blending Functions on Unstructured Hexahedral

Meshes

In this section, we develop blending functions on an unstructured hexahedral mesh with

the aid of tricubic Bernstein polynomials, an extension of the 2D case as reviewed in

Section 6.1.1. We first introduce several terminologies to facilitate our explanation. Since

blending functions are defined differently on different types of hexahedral elements, we

divide elements into three types: boundary elements, interior regular elements and interior

irregular elements. A boundary face is contained in one element only, whereas an interior

face is shared by two. Edges and vertices of a boundary face are boundary edges and

boundary vertices, respectively. An interior edge is regular if it is shared by four elements.

Otherwise it is an extraordinary edge. Furthermore, an interior element is regular if it has no

extraordinary edges; otherwise it is irregular. The local spline control mesh corresponding
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to an element Ωe consists of Ωe and its one-ring neighborhood, denoted as T . The local

control mesh T is regular if Ωe is regular, and otherwise it is irregular. In the following we

define blending functions on an irregular interior element and a boundary element, since a

regular interior element is merely a special case of an irregular interior element.

6.2.1 Blending Functions on An Irregular Interior Element

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: A hexahedral element (a) and its corresponding 64 Bézier points (b). The red,
blue, yellow and green dots represent body points, face points, edge points and corner points,
respectively.

Similar to the 2D case in Section 6.1.1, the blending functions on an irregular interior

hexahedral element Ωe are defined as a linear combination of tricubic Bernstein polynomials

through the Bézier extraction matrix M. Uniform knot intervals are adopted for the input

hexahedral mesh. In the following, we explain how to compute M and how to obtain the 64

Bézier control points from a local spline control mesh.

Given an element Ωe and its corresponding local control mesh T , let N denote the

number of vertices in T . The 64 Bézier control points Qe are calculated from the N vertices

P of T . The local indices of 8 vertices in an element are labeled in Fig. 7.6(a), and the

corresponding Bézier points are labeled in Fig. 7.6(b). Note that the hexahedra in Fig. 7.6(b)

are used only to visualize these Bézier points, rather than being an actual refinement of the

element. Depending on how a Bézier point is calculated, we divide Qe into four groups: 8
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body points (Qb
e), 24 face points (Q f

e ), 24 edge points (Qe
e) and 8 corner points (Qc

e), marked

in Fig. 7.6(b) with red, blue, yellow and green dots, respectively.

We first compute body points for each element in T . For any element Ωk ∈ T , the

8 body points (Qb
k) are convex combinations of its 8 vertices (Pk). In other words, we

have Qb
k = MbPk, where Qb

k = [Qb
k,21,Q

b
k,22,Q

b
k,26,Q

b
k,25,Q

b
k,37,Q

b
k,38,Q

b
k,42,Q

b
k,41]T and Pk =

[Pk,0, . . . ,Pk,7]T . The matrix Mb is used to calculate the 8 Bézier body points from the 8

corners of a hexahedral element. We have

Mb =



a b c b b c d c

b a b c c b c d

c b a b d c b c

b c b a c d c b

b c d c a b c b

c b c d b a b c

d c b c c b a b

c d c b b c b a



, (6.4)

where a = 2
3 ×

2
3 ×

2
3 = 8

27 , b = 2
3 ×

2
3 ×

1
3 = 4

27 , c = 2
3 ×

1
3 ×

1
3 = 2

27 and d = 1
3 ×

1
3 ×

1
3 = 1

27 .

Similar to Eq. (6.1), these coefficients are also a tensor product of 1D coefficients {23 ,
1
3 }.

Based on the parametric position of Bézier points, we introduce the nearest body point to

facilitate our explanation in calculating face, edge and corner points. The nearest body points

are identified in the local parametric domain, where we use the Greville abscissae [66] as

their parametric coordinates. Thus each Bézier point Q∗e,i (i = 0, . . . ,63)1 has the parametric

coordinates (i1/3, i2/3, i3/3), where i1, i2, i3 ∈ {0,1,2,3} and i = 16× i3 + 4× i2 + i1. In Ωe,

the nearest body point of a face point Q f
e,i is the body point with the shortest Euclidean

distance to Q f
e,i. Q f

e,i is shared by two elements, so it has two nearest body points, whose

indices form a set nr(e, i). nr(e, i) consists of the index pairs (k, j), where k is the index of

1The superscript “∗” is replaced by “b”, “ f ”, “e” or “c” when a particular type is referred to.
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the neighboring elements sharing Q f
e,i and j is the local index of the body point of interest.

The nearest body point of an edge or corner point can be defined likewise. For example in

Fig. 7.6(b), Qb
e,21 is the nearest body point of the face point Q f

e,25. It is also the nearest body

point of the edge point Qe
e,1 and the corner point Qc

e,0.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.4: Calculation of a face point (a), an edge point (b) and a corner point (c). A face
point (the blue dot on the red face in (a)), edge point (the yellow dot on the red edge in (b))
or corner point (the green dot in (c)) is the average of its nearest body points, marked as red
dots in the hexahedral elements.

We now proceed to calculating the face, edge and corner points (Q∗e,i) by averaging the

nearest body points, and we have

Q∗e,i =
1
ni

∑
(k, j)∈nr(e,i)

Qb
k, j, (6.5)

where ni is the number of adjacent elements sharing Q∗e,i. We have ni = 2 for a face point

Q f
e,i since it is always shared by two elements, whereas the number of elements sharing an

edge or a corner point varies depending on the local mesh topology. In Fig. 6.4(a), the blue

dot on the red face is a face point of interest, which is shared by two elements. We can

simply take the average of its two nearest body points, marked as red dots. Similarly, in Fig.
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6.4(b), the edge point, marked with the yellow dot on the red edge, is obtained by averaging

its three nearest body points (the red dots). In Fig. 6.4(c), the corner point (the green dot) is

an average of its four nearest body points (the red dots).

To this end, all the 64 Bézier points are obtained as convex combinations of the vertices

in the local control mesh T , that is, Qe = MP. The extraction matrix M is filled by the

elements in Mb and the coefficients calculated from Eq. (6.5). Then the blending functions

on Ωe are defined by using the transpose of M, that is,

Be = MT b, (6.6)

and

b =[N0(u)N0(v)N0(w),N1(u)N0(v)N0(w), . . . ,N3(u)N0(v)N0(w),N0(u)N1(v)N0(w),N1(u)N1(v)N0(w),

. . . ,N3(u)N3(v)N0(w),N0(u)N0(v)N1(w),N1(u)N0(v)N1(w), . . . ,N3(u)N3(v)N3(w)]T ,

(6.7)

where Ni(t) =

(
3
i

)
(1− t)3−iti (i = 0, . . . ,3). Blending functions on a regular interior element

can also be obtained in this manner as a special case, where an edge point is always shared

by four elements and a corner point is always shared by six elements. They are actually

the tricubic uniform B-splines expressed in the Bézier form. The Bézier extraction matrix

M plays a key role in defining spline functions on a given hexahedral mesh. Here we

summarize how to obtain M for an interior element in Algorithm 1.

Discussion 6.2.1. By using the blending functions in Eq. (6.6), we can explain the C0

nature of the resulting solid across any face, edge or vertex of an irregular element. The

volume Ve corresponding to the element Ωe can be expressed in the matrix form Ve = PT Be,

and we have Ve = PT MT b = QT
e b. In other words, Ve can be equivalently represented by

Bézier points and their corresponding Bernstein polynomials. Note that all the face, edge

and corner points are computed by averaging their nearest body points. Given two elements

Ωe and Ωk sharing a common face (or edge or vertex), their corresponding Bézier control
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Algorithm 1 Obtain the Bézier extraction matrix for an interior element
Require: An interior element Ωe and its local control mesh T , with control points

locally labeled from 0 to N − 1, the local index set of body points Ib =

{21,22,26,25,37,38,42,41}; see Fig. 7.6(b).
Ensure: The Bézier transformation matrix M64×N

1: Initialize all M[i, j]← 0 (0 ≤ i < 64, 0 ≤ j < N)
2: for i← 0,63 do . Loop through each Bézier point Q∗e,i of Ωe

3: for all (k, j) ∈ nr(e, i) do . Qb
k, j ( j ∈ Ib) is a body point of Ωk ∈ T and

is one of the nearest body points of Q∗e,i.
nr(e, i) has ni elements, meaning ni elements
sharing Q∗e,i. ni = 1 if Q∗e,i is a body point.
See other cases in Eq. (6.5).

4: j1← POSIB( j) . POSIB( j) returns the position of j in Ib, e.g.
POSIB(21) = 0 and POSIB(22) = 1.

5: for m← 0,7 do . Loop through each corner of the element Ωk
6: m1← IEL(k,m) . IEL(k,m) returns the local index in T for

the m-th corner of Ωk
7: M[i,m1]←M[i,m1] + Mb[ j1,m]/ni . Mb is given in Eq. (6.4)
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for

points Qe and Qk naturally coincide on the shared face (or edge or vertex). Therefore, the

resulting volumes Ve and Vk are joined seamlessly with C0 continuity using the blending

functions in Eq. (6.6). It is worth mentioning that such blending functions can also naturally

handle an irregular element with multiple extraordinary points, since the element and its

neighbors share all the same Bézier points associated to their interfaces. In [67], a control

mesh needs to be modified by applying templates to handle multiple extraordinary points in

a single element. Elements with multiple extraordinary points also need to be subdivided

several times in spline forests [59]. For a regular element, averaging the nearest body points

naturally yields C2 continuity, which is equivalent to applying Bézier extraction to uniform

tricubic B-splines.
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6.2.2 Blending Functions on a Boundary Element

Similarly for an interior hexahedral element, Bernstein polynomials are also used to define

blending functions for a boundary element. Compared with the development of Section

6.2.1, a few modifications are required to obtain the Bézier extraction matrix M for a

boundary element. The 64 Bézier points are still divided into body points, face points, edge

points and corner points. The body points and the other interior points (i.e., face, edge and

corner points) are obtained in the same manner as in Section 6.2.1. On the other hand, the

Bézier points associated to a boundary face (or edge or corner) are treated as for the 2D

case; see Section 6.1.1. The boundary Bézier points are computed using only the boundary

quadrilateral mesh. The resulting surface is C2-continuous everywhere except for the local

region around extraordinary points, where it is C0-continuous. C0 continuity of the boundary

surface can be further improved to G1 by optimizing the Bézier coefficients [58, 32]. By

separately treating interior and boundary Bézier points, we obtain the Bézier extraction

matrix M and define the corresponding blending functions using Eq. (6.6).

(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Calculation of an edge point with and without the involvement of a sharp edge.
(a) The edge point (the red circle) associated to a non-sharp edge is the average of its two
nearest face points (black circles); and (b) the edge point associated to a sharp edge (the red
line) is a convex combination of the two end points (black solid dots). Solid lines represent
quadrilateral elements and dashed lines the Bézier control mesh.

On the boundary surface, sharp features, including sharp edges and sharp corners with

desired C0 continuity, can also be preserved by adjusting M. These features can be identified

by checking the boundary surface mesh. Two neighboring faces of a sharp edge have a
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direction change of their normals. A sharp corner is a vertex connected to more than two

sharp edges. In the following, we only consider the boundary quadrilateral mesh. Recall that

in Section 6.1.1, edge and corner Bézier points are obtained by taking averages of the nearest

face points, which results in C2 continuity away from extraordinary points. To reduce the

continuity to C0 across a sharp edge, we treat its corresponding edge and corner points as in

the 1D case without averaging the nearest face points. We can observe the difference with

and without a sharp edge in Fig. 6.5, where solid lines represent two quadrilateral elements

sharing a common edge and dashed lines stand for the Bézier control mesh. In Fig. 6.5(a),

the common edge (or interface) is not a sharp edge, so the edge point (the red circle) is the

midpoint of its two nearest face points (black circles). The surface is at least C1-continuous

across the interface. In Fig. 6.5(b), the common edge is a sharp edge (the red edge). Then

the edge point (the red circle) is a convex combination of the two end points (the black solid

dots) of the sharp edge. As a result, we obtain C0 continuity across the sharp edge because

the three neighboring Bézier points (the red circle and the two black circles) are not collinear.

In Fig. 6.6, we show how to compute an edge point (the red circle in Fig. 6.6(a)) and a

corner point (the red circle in Fig. 6.6(b)) from the mesh vertices (the black solid dots) in 1D,

where the coefficients indicate the corresponding weights. This computation is equivalent to

Bézier extraction of a cubic B-spline curve. The resulting curve corresponding to the sharp

edge is C2-continuous along the edge direction. Finally for a sharp corner, its corresponding

corner point is simply itself. We summarize how to obtain the Bézier extraction matrix for

a boundary element in Algorithm 2, which is a generalization of Algorithm 1 with further

treatment on the boundary.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: Calculation of Bézier points associated to sharp edges: an edge point (a) and
a corner point (b). The red circles and black solid dots represent Bézier points and mesh
vertices, respectively. The coefficients are the weights associated with the mesh vertices.
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Algorithm 2 Obtain the Bézier extraction matrix for a boundary element
Require: A boundary element Ωe and its local control mesh T (N vertices), local index

sets of body points Ib (same as in Algorithm 1) and face points I f = {5,6,10,9} as in
Fig. 7.2(b)

Ensure: The Bézier transformation matrix M64×N
1: Initialize all M[i, j]← 0 (0 ≤ i < 64, 0 ≤ j < N)
2: for i← 0,63 do . Loop through each Bézier point Q∗e,i of Ωe
3: if Q∗e,i corresponds to a sharp corner (Vk) then . A sharp corner is on the boundary
4: m1← IVT(k) . IVT(k) returns the local index of the sharp corner Vk in T
5: M[i,m1]← 1
6: else if Q∗e,i corresponds to a sharp edge then .A sharp edge is on the

boundary (1D case)
7: for all (k, j) ∈ nre(e, i) do . nre(e, i) contains index pairs of the nearest

(sharp) edge points of Q∗e,i. The nearest edge
point is an analogy of the nearest face/body
points in 1D. Q1D,e

k, j ( j = 0,1) is an edge point

of the sharp edge Ek; see Fig. 6.5(a). Q1D,e
k, j is

one of the nearest (sharp) edge points of Q∗e,i.
nre(e, i) has ni (ni = 1,2) elements, meaning ni
sharp edges sharing Q∗e,i. ni = 1 if Q∗e,i is the red
circle in Fig. 6.6(a), and ni = 2 if Fig. 6.6(b) is
the case.

8: j1← POSIF( j) . POSIF( j) = 0 if Q1D,e
k, j is next to the starting

vertex of Ek and POSIF( j) = 1 otherwise
9: for m← 0,1 do . Loop through each vertex of Ek

10: m1← IED(k,m) . IED(k,m) returns the local index in T for
the m-th vertex of Ek

11: M[i,m1]←M[i,m1] + Me[ j1,m]/ni . Me = {{2/3,1/3}, {1/3,2/3}}
12: end for
13: end for
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Algorithm 2 continued
14: else if Q∗e,i corresponds to a boundary face/edge/vertex then . 2D case as in Fig. 7.2
15: for all (k, j) ∈ nrf(e, i) do . nrf(e, i) contains index pairs of the nearest face

points of Q∗e,i. Q2D, f
k, j ( j ∈ I f ) is a face point of

the boundary face Fk as in Fig. 7.2(b). Q2D, f
k, j is

one of the nearest face points of Q∗e,i. nrf(e, i) has
ni elements, meaning ni boundary faces sharing
Q∗e,i. ni = 1 if Q∗e,i is a face point, ni = 2 if Q∗e,i
is an edge point (boundary but not sharp), and
ni ≥ 3 if Q∗e,i is a corner point.

16: j1← POSIF( j) . POSIF( j) returns the position of j in I f , e.g.
POSIF(5) = 0 and POSIF(10) = 2

17: for m← 0,3 do . Loop through each corner of Fk
18: m1← IFC(k,m) . IFC(k,m) returns the local index in T for

the m-th corner of Fk
19: M[i,m1]←M[i,m1] + M f [ j1,m]/ni . M f is given in Eq. (6.1)
20: end for
21: end for
22: else

. Q∗e,i is a body point or corresponds to an interior face/edge/corner. The calcula-
tion is the same as in Algorithm 1.

23: end if
24: end for

Discussion 6.2.2. The blending functions based on Bernstein polynomials can be conve-

niently defined for practical use, especially when complex unstructured hexahedral meshes

are involved. They are defined piecewise on each hexahedral element, which is locally

parameterized. Since we focus on tricubic splines in this chapter, each blending function has

a local support over its two-ring neighborhood. Each Bézier point is calculated as a convex

combination of local control points, so the row sum of M is always 1.0. The Bernstein poly-

nomials form a non-negative partition of unity, and thus the blending functions defined in

Eq. (6.6) form a non-negative partition of unity over the entire domain. However, the linear

independence of these blending functions can so far only be verified numerically. There is no

theoretical proof of the linear independence for spline functions on unstructured hexahedral

meshes. Existing proofs of the linear independence with 2D extraordinary points include

the work of T-splines [34] and subdivision functions [49]. Further research is required
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to theoretically establish this property. In addition, our blending functions can naturally

preserve sharp features without modifying the control mesh. In [68], zero-knot-interval

edges are introduced to intentionally reduce the continuity to C0, which modifies the control

mesh. Our method does not need to manipulate the control mesh, and thus it does not

introduce extra degrees of freedom. Our method is also easy to implement and it naturally

supports Bézier extraction for analysis.

6.3 TH-spline3D

In this section, we first discuss how to construct TH-spline3D based on the blending functions

developed in Section 6.2. Then we discuss how blending functions of TH-spline3D form a

partition of unity.

6.3.1 Construction of TH-spline3D

An unstructured hexahedral meshM0 is taken as the input, where the control points and their

associated blending functions are denoted as P0 and B0, respectively. The initial blending

functions (B0
THS) are identical to B0. The volume of TH-spline3D is represented as

V =

n0−1∑
i=0

P0
i B0

i , (6.8)

where P0
i ∈ P

0, B0
i ∈ B

0, and n0 is the number of control points inM0. Since each element

in the unstructured meshM0 is locally parameterized, for convenience we refer to the entire

(parametric) domain Ω0 as the union of local parametric domains (Ω0
k) of all the Level-0

elements, and we have Ω0 = ∪
n0

e−1
k=0 Ω0

k , where n0
e is the number of elements in M0. The

support of a blending function B0
i is the union of local parametric domains where B0

i is

nontrivial, denoted as suppB0
i = {Ω0

k : B0
i |Ω0

k
, 0, k = 0,1, . . . ,n0

e −1}. In the tricubic case, a

blending function has support over its two-ring neighborhood.
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Then TH-spline3D is recursively constructed to a given maximum level `max ∈ N. For

easy explanation, we assume a series of meshes (M0,M1, . . . ,M`max) are obtained by

recursively performing Catmull-Clark subdivision to M0; see Section 6.1.2. Note that

in practice, we only refine a desired local region rather than the entire mesh. Here we

consider two consecutive levels. We construct Level `+ 1 from Level ` (0 ≤ ` < `max)

following three steps: (1) determination of the Level-(`+ 1) domain Ω`+1; (2) selection

of Level-` and Level-(`+ 1) blending functions; and (3) truncation of necessary Level-`

blending functions. Steps 1 and 2 straightforwardly follow THB-splines, whereas Step 3

needs some special treatment.

Determination of the Level-(`+ 1) domain Ω`+1 (Step 1). Given the Level-` domain

Ω`, Ω`+1 is a subdomain of Ω`. Ω`+1 can be obtained by refining Level-` elements with

larger simulation error than a threshold. In the local parametric domain (Ω`
k) of a Level-`

element, refinement is simply performed by subdividing Ω`
k into eight subdomains. Each of

the subdomains serves as a parametric domain of a certain Level-(`+ 1) element. Ω`+1 is

not trivial as long as it is sufficiently large to cover the support of at least one Level-(`+ 1)

blending function. We identify the union of certain Level-` one-ring neighborhoods (Ωr,`)

for nontrivial refinement, because refinement of a Level-` one-ring neighborhood yields a

Level-(`+ 1) two-ring neighborhood, which covers the support of a certain Level-(`+ 1)

blending function. Note that we have Ωr,` = Ω`+1. The Level-` elements corresponding to

Ωr,` are set to be inactive, whereas the Level-(`+ 1) elements corresponding to Ω`+1 are set

to be active. Only active elements are used in analysis.

Selection of Level-` and Level-(`+ 1) blending functions (Step 2). By comparing

the relationship between Ω`+1 (or Ωr,`) and the support of blending functions, the selected

(active) blending functions are formed by

B`a = {B`i : suppB`i 1Ωr,`}∪B`+1
a = {B`+1

i : suppB`+1
i ⊂Ω`+1}. (6.9)
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A Level-` blending function B`i is selected if any element within its support is active.

Otherwise, if all the elements within the support (i.e., its two-ring neighborhood) are

inactive, then B`i will not be selected. The support of B`i is a subdomain of Ωr,`, and Ωr,` is

the union of local parametric domains of inactive Level-` elements. A Level-(`+1) blending

function is selected if all the elements within its support are active.

Truncation of necessary Level-` blending functions (Step 3). Truncation cannot be

directly applied to the blending functions developed in Section 6.2 because the refinability

relationship does not hold for such blending functions when extraordinary points are involved.

A Level-` blending function generally cannot be expressed as a linear combination of Level-

(`+ 1) ones. However, the refinability property is fundamental to the truncation mechanism.

Therefore, special treatment is required before truncation is applied, such as defining children

in TH-spline3D and modifying to-be-truncated blending functions.

We first define the children basis functions in TH-spline3D, which is different from

THB-splines due to lack of refinability. Recall that via the Catmull-Clark subdivision matrix

M`, the control points at Level ` and Level `+ 1 are related as P`+1
j =

∑n`−1
i=0 c`jiP

`
i , where

c`ji are the refinement coefficients from M` and n` is the number of control points in the

meshM`. For the associated blending functions, we call B`+1
j a child of B`i if c`ji , 0. The

children of B`i are then defined as

chdB`i = {B`+1
j : c`ji , 0, j = 0,1, . . . ,n`+1−1}. (6.10)

Note that generally we do not have B`i =
∑n`+1−1

j=0 c`jiB
`+1
j .

Next, we need to modify to-be-truncated Level-` blending functions such that the modi-

fied blending functions have the refinability property to enable the truncation mechanism.

Similar to THB-splines, the to-be-truncated Level-` blending functions are identified if they

have active children selected in B`+1
a , denoted as B`t = {B`i : ∃B`+1

j ∈ chdB`i s.t. B`+1
j ∈ B`+1

a }.

The support of each blending function B`i ∈ B
`
t must intersect with (but is not contained in)
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Ω`+1. We then modify every blending function B`i ∈ B
`
t in Ω`+1 as

B̄`i =
∑

B`+1
j ∈chdB`i

c`jiB
`+1
j . (6.11)

Note that we leave B`i unchanged outside Ω`+1. In other words, we redefine each to-be-

truncated blending function as a linear combination of its children in Ω`+1. Note that in

the regular domain (a subdomain of Ω`+1) without extraordinary points, Catmull-Clark

subdivision is equivalent to refinement of tricubic B-splines and the refinability relationship

holds, so we have B`i = B̄`i . However, we have B`i , B̄`i in the irregular domain with

extraordinary points due to the lack of refinability. Though blending functions that satisfy

the refinability property are highly desired, they are currently not available when directly

taking unstructured hexahedral meshes as control meshes. One solution to retain refinability

is to convert each hexahedral element to a Bézier control mesh, rather than treating the input

hexahedral mesh as the control mesh, and employing the blending functions developed in

Section 6.2. However, in this way we need to introduce many more degrees of freedom

given the same input mesh.

Now we are able to perform truncation for every B̄`i by discarding its active children,

and we have

trunB`i =
∑

B`+1
j ∈chdB`i∧B`+1

j <B
`+1
a

c`jiB
`+1
j , ∀B`i ∈ B

`
t . (6.12)

The truncated blending functions are denoted as trunB`t . To this end, we collect all the

blending functions (B`+1
THS) up to Level `+ 1, and we have

B`+1
THS = B`−1

THS∪ (B`a\B
`
t )∪ trunB`t ∪B

`+1
a . (6.13)

Recursively applying the above three steps yields blending functions up to the given max-

imum level. The blending functions of TH-spline3D form a partition of unity, which is
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proved in Section 6.3.2. Moreover, the support overlapping of blending functions at different

levels is also reduced by truncation, resulting in a sparser stiffness matrix.

During the construction of TH-spline3D, the underlying geometry is always represented

by the Level-0 control mesh and its associated blending functions, i.e., by Eq. (6.8), even

though certain Level-0 blending functions are inactive and not selected as blending functions

of TH-spline3D. In this manner, the geometry remains the same during refinement. The

blending functions in the physical space are defined with the Level-0 geometric mapping V

in Eq. (6.8). For any (truncated or non-truncated) blending function B`1
i ∈ B

`+1
TH-spline3D, we

have its counterpart B̃`1
i in the physical domain. Particularly, we restrict it to an element Ω̃

`2
k

and we have

B̃`1
i (x) = B`1

i ◦V−1(x), x ∈ Ω̃
`2
k , (6.14)

where the local parametric domain of Ω̃
`2
k is Ω

`2
k , `1 ∈ N and `2 ∈ N stand for two different

levels. Note that the initial geometry V is always adopted for the geometric representation

in TH-spline3D. The refinement in TH-spline3D focuses on selection and truncation of

blending functions, without updating geometric information, such as control point positions.

Discussion 6.3.1. Two types of matrices are involved in the construction of TH-spline3D,

the Bézier extraction matrix and the Catmull-Clark subdivision matrix. The former defines

blending functions at a single level, whereas the latter constructs the relationship of blending

functions between two consecutive levels. Specifically, when evaluating a truncated blending

function in Eq. (6.12), we first use the spline-to-Bézier matrix to obtain the involved blending

functions at Level `+ 1. Then using the Catmull-Clark subdivision matrix, we evaluate Eq.

(6.12) and thus obtain the truncated blending function.

6.3.2 Partition of Unity

Here we prove that the blending functions of TH-spline3D form a partition of unity. Over

each active element (e.g. Ω`
k), each active blending function (B`

THS) can be expressed as
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a linear combination of blending functions (B`) at Level `. We write the corresponding

matrix form as B`
THS = T`B`, where T` is the truncation matrix. B`

THS contains all the active

functions with support on Ω`
k. They are at different hierarchical levels if truncated functions

are involved. Otherwise B`
THS is identical to B` and T` is an identity matrix. B` contains

blending functions associated with the local control mesh T `
k of Ω`

k. Recall that T `
k consists

of the element Ω`
k and the one-ring neighborhood (also at Level `) of Ω`

k. B` has all the

Level-` functions with support on Ω`
k. B` may contain active and inactive functions, denoted

by B`
a and B`

p, respectively. Since B` forms a partition of unity (see Eq. (6.6)), we can

conclude that B`
THS forms a partition of unity if each column sum of T` equals to 1.0.

Proposition 6.3.1. Given an initial hexahedral mesh, from which TH-spline3D is recursively

constructed to a maximum level `max, the blending functions of TH-spline3D B`max
THS form a

partition of unity.

Proof. We prove the proposition by induction, and we only need to show that the column

sum of each truncation matrix equals to 1.0. The base case is trivial as the truncation

matrix is an identity matrix. Assume that on a Level-` element Ω`
k, each column sum of the

truncation matrix T` equals to 1.0. We have

B`
THS =

B
`−1
THS

B`
a

 =

Tp 0

0 I


B

`
p

B`
a

 with T` =

Tp 0

0 I

 and B` =

B
`
p

B`
a

 , (6.15)

where B`−1
THS is the vector of active functions from Level 0 to Level `−1, and each column

sum of Tp is 1.0. Now we consider a Level-(` + 1) element Ω`+1
m that is obtained by

refining Ω`
k using Catmull-Clark subdivision. Corresponding local control meshes have

the relationship P`+1 = CT P`, where CT is the subdivision matrix and each row sum of CT

is 1.0, i.e., each column sum of C is 1.0. Then the two-level blending functions have the
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relationship B` = CB`+1. We rewrite it by distinguishing active and inactive functions,

B
`
p

B`
a

 =

Cp Ca

Dp Da


B

`+1
p

B`+1
a

 with C =

Cp Ca

Dp Da

 . (6.16)

Plugging Eq. (6.16) into Eq. (6.15), we have

B
`−1
THS

B`
a

 =

TpCp TpCa

Dp Da


B

`+1
p

B`+1
a

 . (6.17)

Since each column sum of T` and C is 1.0, the column sum of the matrix in Eq. (6.17)

is still 1.0. The truncation is applied by setting Ca = 0 and Da = 0 in Eq. (6.16). After

truncation Eq. (6.17) becomes

trun(B`−1
THS)

trun(B`
a)

 =

TpCp 0

Dp 0


B

`+1
p

B`+1
a

 . (6.18)

Besides, adding B`+1
a to the left hand side of Eq. (6.18) we have

B`+1
THS =


trun(B`−1

THS)

trun(B`
a)

B`+1
a

 =


TpCp 0

Dp 0

0 I


B

`+1
p

B`+1
a

 = T`+1B`+1. (6.19)

We can observe that each column sum of T`+1 equals to 1.0. Therefore, the blending

functions in B`+1
THS form a partition of unity. Note that B`+1

THS contains all the active functions

on Ω`+1
m . This ends the proof.

�

Discussion 6.3.2. In Eq. (6.18), we can observe that applying further truncation to B`−1
THS is

equivalent to multiplying the existing truncation matrix Tp with Cp, which contains part

of the Catmull-Clark subdivision matrix C. In other words, updating B`−1
THS only involves
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a matrix multiplication once the subdivision matrix C is constructed during the two-level

construction. Also note that in Eq. (6.18), the truncation to B`
a may yield a zero function

if a certain row of Dp is zero. If this is the case, the zero function is actually an inactive

function that is not selected in B`+1
THS, because all its children are active.

6.4 Examples and Discussion

In this section, we study several examples to demonstrate the analysis suitability and

efficiency of TH-spline3D. In all cases we use cubic spline blending functions. We first

perform a simple patch test by solving the 3D linear elasticity problem on a unit cube domain

[0,1]3. The corresponding input mesh is shown in Fig. 6.7(a). Uniform tension (ux = 0.1)

is applied along the x direction on the plane x = 1. Dirichlet boundary conditions are

imposed by fixing displacements on planes x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 in the x, y and z directions,

respectively. An isotropic material is assumed, where the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s

ratio are set as E = 1 and ν = 0.3, respectively. Sharp features (the red edges) are identified

and blending functions are defined accordingly. Fig. 6.7(b, c) show the distribution of x− x

and y− y strain components, where the solution to machine precision is achieved.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.7: The patch test on an unstructured mesh for a linear elasticity problem. (a) The
input hexahedral mesh; and (b, c) distributions of x− x and y− y strain components.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6.8: Solving the Poisson’s equation on a cube (a−c) and a rod (d−f). (a, d) Solutions
on Bézier elements corresponding to input meshes; (b, e) solutions on globally refined
meshes (some elements are removed in (e) for visualization); and (c, f) convergence curves
(blue curves) of global refinement for the L2-norm error versus the largest element size
(hmax). The red curve corresponds to a structured mesh with no extraordinary points, where
tricubic B-splines are used as the basis.

Next we study the convergence behavior of developed blending functions by solving the

Poisson’s equation, 
∆u + f = 0 in Ω̃,

u = g on Γ,
(6.20)

where Ω̃ is the physical domain, Γ is the domain boundary and g is given on Γ. We

manufacture an analytical solution including all the cubic monomials,

u(x,y,z)|Ω̃∪Γ = x3 + y3 + z3 + x2y + x2z + y2x + y2z + z2x + z2y + xyz. (6.21)

The source f in Eq. (6.20) is thus determined by f = −∆u. Dirichlet boundary conditions

are strongly imposed on Γ, where a least-square fitting is performed for control variables.

A cube and a rod are studied. Fig. 6.8(a, d) show their Bézier elements corresponding to
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the input meshes and Fig. 6.8(b, e) depict Bézier meshes after several global refinements,

where the color represents the solution distribution using the proposed blending functions.

The L2-norm error is evaluated and plotted versus the maximum element size (hmax) in

Fig. 6.8(c, f). The maximum element size is set as the largest diagonal distance of Bézier

elements. We can observe that the convergence rates of these two models are around 3.0; see

the blue curves. For comparison, the red curve in Fig. 6.8(c) is obtained by using tricubic

B-splines defined on a tensor-product (structured) mesh with no extraordinary points, where

the optimal convergence rate 4.0 is reached. It is obvious that our blending functions on

unstructured hexahedral meshes do not possess the optimal approximation power in the

presence of extraordinary points. Several methods have been proposed to address the optimal

convergence rate on unstructured quadrilateral meshes with G1 parameterization around

extraordinary points [17, 44, 64]. However, there is as yet no solution for unstructured

hexahedral meshes. Further research is required to handle 3D extraordinary points properly

in order to achieve the optimal convergence rate.

We also solve the Poisson’s equation to study local refinement of TH-spline3D. We

manufacture another solution with high gradient in a local region,

u(x)|Ω̃∪Γ = tanh(a(x−x0) ·n), (6.22)

where x = (x,y,z), n is a unit normal of a given plane passing through a given point x0,

and a is a coefficient controlling the magnitude of gradient. We test four models in this

local refinement study: a cube (Fig. 6.9), a rod (Fig. 6.10), a hook (Fig. 7.22) and a

mechanical base (Fig. 6.12). For the cube, hook and mechanical base, we take x0 =

(xmin,ymin,zmin) and set n to be perpendicular to two vectors (xmax− xmin,−(ymax− ymin),0)

and (xmax− xmin,ymax−ymin,zmax−zmin). For the rod, we choose x0 = ((xmin + xmax)/2, (ymin +

ymax)/2, (zmin + zmax)/2) and n = (1,0,0). The coefficient a is set as 50/‖xmax−xmin‖ in all

these models, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean distance.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.9: Solving the Poisson’s equation on a cube. (a) The solution on Bézier elements
corresponding to the input mesh; (b) the solution using TH-spline3D at the final step; and
(c) convergence curves for the L2-norm error versus DOF1/3, where the solid red and the
dashed blue curves represent adaptive and uniform refinement, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.10: Solving the Poisson’s equation on a rod. (a) The solution on Bézier elements
corresponding to the input mesh; (b) the solution using TH-spline3D at the final step; and
(c) convergence curves for the L2-norm error versus DOF1/3, where the solid red and the
dashed blue curves represent adaptive and uniform refinement, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.11: Solving the Poisson’s equation on a hook. (a) The solution on Bézier elements
corresponding to the input mesh; (b) the solution using TH-spline3D at the final step; and
(c) convergence curves of adaptive refinement for the L2-norm error versus DOF1/3.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.12: Solving the Poisson’s equation on a mechanical base. (a) The solution on
Bézier elements corresponding to the input mesh; (b) the solution using TH-spline3D at the
final step (some elements are removed); and (c) convergence curves of adaptive refinement
for the L2-norm error versus DOF1/3.

Starting from the initial mesh as shown in Figs. 6.9(a)−6.12(a), we perform several

steps of adaptive refinements. The statistics of the input complex models are given in Table

7.4. Only Dirichlet boundary conditions are considered and they are strongly imposed after

performing a least-square fitting of control variables. We assess the error in the L2 norm

for each element as well as the entire domain. Recall that for local refinement, we need to

identify elements in terms of one-ring neighborhoods. The element-wise error is converted to

the point-wise error by summing up the error of its one-ring neighborhood. Let emax denote

the maximum point-wise error and η (0% < η ≤%100) denote a percentage used to control

the number of to-be-refined elements at each step. We refine the one-ring neighborhoods

with an error greater than ηemax and perform the next refinement with updated TH-spline3D.

We set η as 70% for the hook and 30% for the others. Adaptive refinements terminate when

the overall error is less than a given threshold. Distributions of solutions (uh(x)) at the

final step are shown in Figs. 6.9(b)−6.12(b). Figs. 6.9(c)−6.12(c) depict the L2-norm error

versus degrees of freedom (DOF), where solid red curves represent convergence curves

using TH-spline3D with local refinement whereas dashed blue curves are results of global

refinement. Due to the memory limitation, we only perform adaptive refinement on the hook

and mechanical base. As shown in Figs. 6.9(c)−6.12(c), local refinement yields the same

accuracy with many fewer DOF than global refinement, leading to higher convergence rates.
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Table 6.1: Statistics of input complex models

Models Vertices Hexahedral Extraordinary Irregular
elements points elements

Rod 2,011 1,376 24 56
Hook 6,327 5,121 2,572 3,952

Mechanical Base 12,524 10,592 632 1,984

Isogeometric spline forests [59] also build spline functions on hexahedral meshes and

support local refinement using hierarchical structure. However, it requires that the local

control mesh around each extraordinary point can be decomposed into several B-spline

control meshes such that they can be stitched together in a multi-patch manner. Under such a

strong constraint, an unstructured hexahedral mesh with many adjacent extraordinary points,

e.g. input meshes corresponding to Fig. 6.9(a)−Fig. 6.12(a), cannot be used in isogeometric

spline forests.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have constructed TH-spline3D over unstructured hexahedral meshes

to enable adaptive IGA. First, the blending functions are defined for different types of

hexahedral elements. Each blending function is expressed as a linear combination of tricubic

Bernstein polynomials. Sharp features are preserved by adjusting Bézier coefficients. We

then build hierarchical structures and apply the truncation mechanism for highly localized

refinement. Benefitting from the truncation mechanism, the blending functions of TH-

spline3D are piecewise polynomials that form a non-negative partition of unity. The

reduced support overlapping of blending functions improves matrix sparsity. However,

TH-spline3D does not possess nested spline spaces due to the lack of refinability property

of the blending functions. A remedy to this can be converting each element to a Bézier

control mesh, which, however, introduces extra degrees of freedom. Linear independence
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of the blending functions in TH-spline3D is another open problem. There is no theoretical

proof of linear independence of spline functions on unstructured hexahedral meshes. Further

study is needed for this challenging problem. A patch test is passed using these blending

functions, providing numerical evidence that the blending functions exactly represent linear

deformation patterns in a deformed geometry. The Poisson’s equation with manufactured

solutions is used to study convergence behavior of the blending functions and the efficiency

of TH-spline3D. From the results of global refinement, we can observe that the blending

functions of unstructured hexahedral meshes do not possess the optimal approximation

power in the presence of extraordinary points. The resulting convergence rate is one order

less than the optimal one. The efficiency of TH-spline3D is demonstrated by all the four

tested models. Compared to global refinement, TH-spline3D with local refinement yields

the same accuracy with many fewer degrees of freedom.
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Chapter 7

Blended B-Spline Construction on

Unstructured Hexahedral Meshes with

Optimal Convergence Rates in

Isogeometric Analysis

In this chapter, we present a novel blended C0/C1/C2 B-spline parameterization method,

referred to as the C012 construction, on unstructured quad and hex meshes that can achieve

optimal convergence rates with minimal extra DOF introduced. Taking an unstructured

quad/hex mesh as the input control mesh, we distinguish two submeshes: an irregular

submesh composed of boundary elements as well as irregular elements that contain ex-

traordinary vertices, and a regular submesh consisting of regular elements only. We use

bicubic/tricubic splines throughout this chapter. C0 and (truncated) C1 B-spline functions

are added in the irregular submesh, whereas C1 and (truncated) C2 B-spline functions are

adopted in the regular submesh. Across the interface of the two submeshes, the truncation

mechanism [25] is used to connect them. The resulting geometry of a blended B-spline

representation is C2-continuous in the regular subdomain, C1-continuous across the two
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subdomains, and C0-continuous in the irregular subdomain. Such a blended construction

limits the influence of extraordinary vertices/edges to within their one-ring neighborhoods.

Necessary DOF (i.e., Bézier control points) are introduced in the irregular submesh to

guarantee consistent parameterization. The refinement scheme of the blended construction

is simply the knot insertion algorithm [5, 50]. The basis functions in the blended construc-

tion form a non-negative partition of unity, are globally linearly independent, and support

Bézier extraction. Optimal convergence rates are observed for this construction in all tested

examples with unstructured quad/hex meshes.

7.1 Bézier Extraction on Unstructured Quad/Hex Meshes

In this section, we review Bézier extraction on unstructured quad/hex meshes mainly to set

up notations that better accommodate our following exposition. Related details can be found

in [57, 69].

7.1.1 Bézier Extraction on Unstructured Quad Meshes

With reference to Fig. 7.1, we introduce several terminologies to facilitate our developments.

An unstructured quad mesh, which can be treated as a T-mesh without T-junctions [61],

consists of vertices (or control points), edges and quad faces (or elements). The number of

elements sharing a vertex is called its valence. An interior vertex of valence other than four,

as well as a boundary vertex of valence other than two or one, is called an extraordinary

vertex. Edges touching an extraordinary vertex are called spoke edges. An element is a

boundary element if it has at least one vertex lying on the boundary, and otherwise it is an

interior element. An interior element is an irregular element if any of its four vertices is

an extraordinary vertex. Otherwise it is a regular element. Note that a boundary element

may also have certain vertices being extraordinary vertices, but in this chapter we do not

further distinguish such cases, and instead we treat all the boundary elements as irregular
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elements to simplify the implementation. An element and its one-ring neighboring elements

(i.e., elements sharing vertices with it) form a local (control) mesh of the element. Bézier

extraction for an element involves its local mesh. Each edge is assigned with a knot interval,

which is used to define coefficients in Bézier extraction and will be explained in detail as

follows. Uniform knot vectors are assumed in unstructured meshes to satisfy the condition

that knot intervals of opposite edges in each element coincide [61], which also simplifies

Bézier extraction for irregular elements.

Figure 7.1: An unstructured quad mesh with two extraordinary vertices (red squares).
Spoke edges are marked in red. Irregular and regular elements are shaded blue and orange,
respectively.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7.2: Bézier extraction in 2D for a regular element (shaded orange). (a) The 16 Bézier
control points (open circles) determined from the local mesh (black squares), and face points
(b), edge points (c) and corner points (d).

We start with an introduction to Bézier extraction on a regular element and later extend

the idea to irregular and boundary elements. As shown in Fig. 7.2(a), Bézier extraction for

a regular element Ωk (shaded orange) involves calculating 16 Bézier control points (open

circles) from the vertices (black squares) of its local meshMk. These 16 Bézier control
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points can be divided into three categories: face points Q f
k,i (i ∈ {5,6,9,10}), edge points

Qe
k,i (i ∈ {1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14}) and corner points Qc

k,i (i ∈ {0,3,12,15}). Face points are

calculated as a convex combination of four vertices of Ωk, as shown in Fig. 7.2(b). We have

Q f
k =



Q f
k,5

Q f
k,6

Q f
k,10

Q f
k,9


=



a b c b

b a b c

c b a b

b c b a





Pk,0

Pk,1

Pk,2

Pk,3


= M f

k Pk (7.1)

where a = 4/9, b = 2/9, and c = 1/9 are coefficients obtained from the knot insertion

algorithm [5] for uniform knot vectors. Face points are calculated for each element in the

local meshMk. We have

Q f = M f P, (7.2)

where Q f is the vector of all the face points inMk, P is the vector of all the vertices inMk,

and M f is assembled from M f
k (Eq. (7.1)). For uniform knot vectors, edge and corner points

are then calculated as an average of their neighboring face points. In Fig. 7.2(c), the edge

point Qe
i is calculated as

Qe
i =

1
2

(
Q f

i,0 + Q f
i,1

)
, (7.3)

where Q f
i,0 and Q f

i,1 are the two neighboring face points with respect to Qe
i , and the subscripts

(i,0) and (i,1) indicate their indices in Q f . Likewise in Fig. 7.2(d), the corner point Qc
i is

obtained by

Qc
i =

1
n

n−1∑
j=0

Q f
i, j, (7.4)

where we have valence n = 4 in the regular case.

We next study Bézier extraction for an interior irregular element. Compared to Bézier

extraction of a regular element, the only difference occurs in the calculation of a corner point.

In this case we still use Eq. (7.4), but n , 4; see Fig. 7.3(a). Obviously, Bézier extraction
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.3: Calculation of a corner point corresponding to an extraordinary vertex (a), edge
points corresponding to a boundary edge (b), and corner points corresponding to a boundary
vertex (c).

for a regular element is a special case of that for an irregular element. Regarding Bézier

extraction for a boundary element, we compute edge/corner Bézier points corresponding to

a boundary edge/vertex by treating it as the 1D Bézier extraction for a cubic B-spline curve.

As shown in Fig. 7.3(b), two edge points (Qe
i and Qe

j) are calculated as convex combinations

of two endpoints (P0 and P1) of the edge, and we have

Q
e
i

Qe
j

 =

2/3 1/3

1/3 2/3


P0

P1

 . (7.5)

We have two different ways to compute a boundary corner point, depending on desired

continuity for the boundary curve across the corner point. When C2 continuity is desired,

the corner point is calculated as an average of its two neighboring boundary edge points; see

Fig. 7.3(c). Otherwise, when C0 is intended (e.g. sharp features), the corner point is set as

the corresponding vertex.

From Eqs. (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4), we can observe that all the 16 Bézier points of Ωk,

denoted by Q0, can be obtained from the face points Q f inMk, and also from the mesh

vertices P. We have

Q0 = MaQ f = MaM f P = MP, (7.6)

where Ma is filled with the coefficients (1 for face points, 1/2 for edge points, and 1/n for

corner points) in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) by taking averages of neighboring face points, and
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M = MaM f is called the Bézier extraction matrix. Note that Eqs. (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4)

cannot be immediately extended to polynomial degrees other than the cubic case. Based on

Eq. (7.6), we can derive three types of control meshes from an input quad mesh:

• A vertex-based control mesh formed by the input mesh vertices (P), e.g., black squares

in Fig. 7.2(a);

• A face-point-based control mesh formed by the face points (Q f ) from Eq. (7.2) to

each element, e.g., open circles in Fig. 7.2(b); and

• A Bézier control mesh formed by all the Bézier points (Q0) of each element, e.g.,

open circles in Fig. 7.2(a).

We next introduce three types of basis functions associated with these three types

of control meshes: vertex-associated functions Bv(ξ,η), face-point-associated functions

B f (ξ,η) and Bézier functions B0(ξ,η) (note that Bézier functions are merely C0 B-splines).

Given an element (regular or irregular), Bv(ξ,η) can be represented by linear combinations of

B0(ξ,η) through the transpose of the Bézier extraction matrix M. Without loss of generality,

we assume each element is locally parameterized on a unit square [0,1]2, and we have

Bv(ξ,η) = MT B0(ξ,η), B0(ξ,η) = [B0
0(ξ,η),B0

1(ξ,η), . . . ,B0
15(ξ,η)]T , (7.7)

where

B0
i (ξ,η) = bi%4(ξ)bi/4(η), i = 0,1, . . . ,15. (7.8)

Here “%” represents “modulo” and “/” stands for “integer division by.” b j(t) ( j = 0, . . . ,3)

are univariate cubic Bernstein polynomials,

b0(t) = (1− t)3, b1(t) = 3(1− t)2t, b2(t) = 3(1− t)t2, b3(t) = t3. (7.9)
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Face-point-associated functions B f (ξ,η) can also be represented by B0(ξ,η) via the transpose

of Ma, and we have

B f (ξ,η) = (Ma)T B0(ξ,η). (7.10)

Moreover, Bv(ξ,η) can also be expressed by linear combinations of B f (ξ,η) via the transpose

of M f , and we have

Bv(ξ,η) = (M f )T B f (ξ,η). (7.11)

Note that on a regular element, Bv(ξ,η) and B f (ξ,η) are simply C2 and C1 B-splines,

respectively, but they are only C0-continuous in irregular elements. Corresponding to Eqs.

(7.7), (7.10) and (7.11), we have three pairs of parent-child relationships. A Bézier function

B0
j is called a Bézier child of a vertex-associated function Bv

i (or a face-point-associated

function B f
i ) if the i-th row and j-th column element of MT (or (Ma)T ) is nonzero. Likewise,

a face-point-associated function B f
j is a face-point-associated child of a vertex-associated

function Bv
i if the i-th row and j-th column element of (M f )T is nonzero.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7.4: On a regular element (shaded orange), vertex-associated functions Bv(ξ,η)
are expressed as linear combinations of Bézier functions B0(ξ,η) (a−c) and of face-point-
associated functions B f (ξ,η) (d). The black squares represent Bv(ξ,η) of interest. The open
circles indicate Bézier points in (a−c) and represent face points in (d).

In Eqs. (7.7) and (7.10), we can observe that each vertex-associated (or face-point-

associated) function is uniquely determined by a row of coefficients in MT (or (M f )T ),

which are referred to as the ordinates of the vertex-associated (or face-point-associated)

function. We illustrate the ordinates of several vertex-associated and face-point-associated

functions defined on a regular element (shaded orange) in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. In
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Fig. 7.4(a−c), we show the ordinates of three vertex-associated functions Bv(ξ,η) (the black

square) in terms of Bézier functions B0(ξ,η) (open circles). These Bv(ξ,η) are uniform C2

B-splines since the element is regular. A vertex-associated function Bv
i (ξ,η) can also be

written as a linear combination of the face-point-associated functions B f (ξ,η) in its one-ring

neighborhood; see the corresponding ordinates in Fig. 7.4(d), where open circles represent

face points. In Fig. 7.5(a), B f (ξ,η) with support on a given regular element (shaded orange)

are marked with green filled circles, whereas those marked with black open circles have no

support on the orange element. Due to symmetry, we show the ordinates of three B f (ξ,η)

(green filled circles) in Fig. 7.5(b−d), respectively, where open circles indicate Bézier points.

These B f (ξ,η) are C1 B-splines on the regular element.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7.5: On a regular element (shaded orange), face-point-associated functions B f (ξ,η)
are expressed as linear combinations of Bézier functions B0(ξ,η). (a) face-point-associated
functions B f (ξ,η) (green filled circles) with support on the element shaded orange, and
(b−d) the ordinates of three B f (ξ,η).

Through Bézier extraction of an element Ωk, we have three equivalent representations for

the same surface patch S k(ξ,η): (1) the vertex-based representation with the local mesh and

the vertex-associated functions Bv(ξ,η), (2) the face-point-based representation with the face

points and the face-point-associated functions B f (ξ,η), and (3) the Bézier representation

with the Bézier control points and the associated Bézier functions B0(ξ,η). According to

Eqs. (7.2), (7.6), (7.7), (7.10) and (7.11), we have the following equivalent relationships,

S (ξ,η) = PT Bv(ξ,η) = (Q f )T B f (ξ,η) = (Q0)T B0(ξ,η). (7.12)
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Note that even though the face points stay the same in the face-point-based and Bézier

representations, their associated basis functions are different. In the face-point-based

representation, a face-point-associated function can be represented as a linear combination

of B0(ξ,η); see Fig. 7.5(b) for example, whereas in the Bézier representation, the basis

function associated with a face point is merely a Bézier function.

In summary, for each element in an unstructured quad mesh, all its 16 Bézier points

can be calculated from vertices of the local mesh through the Bézier extraction matrix.

Three equivalent representations are available through Bézier extraction and have been

utilized in the literature. The vertex-based representation was used for all the elements in

[58, 72, 69], while the face-point-based representation was adopted in [44]. In [64, 63],

the face-point-based representation was adopted around extraordinary vertices whereas the

vertex-based representation was used for the remaining regular region. A global Bézier

representation is not favored because it introduces a large number of DOF.

7.1.2 Bézier Extraction on Unstructured Hex Meshes

Similar to Section 7.1.1, we first introduce several necessary terminologies in an unstructured

hex mesh. An unstructured hex mesh consists of vertices (i.e., control points), edges, faces

and volumes. Its boundary is a closed surface or unstructured quad mesh. The number of

elements sharing an edge/vertex is called the valence of the edge/vertex, respectively. An

interior edge with valence other than four, or a boundary edge of valence other than two or

one is called an extraordinary edge. Endpoints of an extraordinary edge are extraordinary

vertices. A boundary element is an element with at least one vertex lying on the boundary,

and otherwise it is an interior element. An interior element is called an irregular element

if any of its vertices is an extraordinary vertex. Otherwise it is a regular element. Since

extraordinary vertices may also lie on the boundary, we treat all the boundary elements as

irregular elements to simplify the implementation. Bézier extraction for an element involves
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its local (control) mesh, which is formed by the element and its one-ring neighboring

elements. Uniform knot vectors are also assumed here.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 7.6: Calculation of Bézier control points for an interior hex element. (a) Locally
labeled 64 Bézier points, (b) computing each body point (8 green circles) as a convex
combination of eight vertices of this element, (c) computing each face point (the blue circle)
as the average of its neighboring body points (green circles), (d) computing each edge point
(the yellow circle) as the average of its neighboring body points (green circles), and (e)
computing each corner point (the red circle) as the average of its neighboring body points
(green circles).

Bézier extraction for a hex element Ωk involves computing 64 Bézier control points

from the local meshMk. The element Ωk can be regular or irregular. These Bézier control

points are locally labeled in Fig. 7.6(a) and can be divided into body points Qb
i , face points

(Q f
i ), edge points (Qe

i ), and corner points (Qc
i ). Each body point is computed as a convex
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combination of eight vertices (Pk,0, . . . ,Pk,7) of Ωk; see Fig. 7.6(b). We have

Qb
k =



Qb
k,21

Qb
k,22

Qb
k,26

Qb
k,25

Qb
k,37

Qb
k,38

Qb
k,42

Qb
k,41



=



a b c b b c d c

b a b c c b c d

c b a b d c b c

b c b a c d c b

b c d c a b c b

c b c d b a b c

d c b c c b a b

c d c b b c b a





Pk,0

Pk,1

Pk,2

Pk,3

Pk,4

Pk,5

Pk,6

Pk,7



= Mb
kPk, (7.13)

where

a =
8

27
, b =

4
27
, c =

2
27
, d =

1
27
. (7.14)

These coefficients (a,b,c and d) are obtained as a tensor-product extension of those in Eq.

(7.1). Body points need to be computed for all elements in the local meshMk to further

compute face/edge/corner points. We have

Qb = MbP, (7.15)

where Qb and P are the vectors of all the face points and vertices inMk, respectively, and

Mb is assembled by matrices in Eq. (7.13). Similar to 2D, we treat interior and boundary

elements separately. For a Bézier control point corresponding to an interior face/edge/vertex,

it is calculated as an average of neighboring body points. In Fig. 7.6(c−e), the face point

Q f
i , the edge point Qe

i and the corner point Qc
i are computed as

Q f
i =

1
2

(
Qb

i,0 + Qb
i,1

)
, Qe

i =
1

Ne

Ne−1∑
j=0

Qb
i, j, Qc

i =
1

Nv

Nv−1∑
j=0

Qb
i, j, (7.16)
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where the subscripts (i, j) indicate indices of neighboring body points in Qb, Ne and Nv are

the valence of the edge and the vertex, respectively. Note that Ne = 4 and Nv = 8 hold for a

regular element. Summarizing the relationships in Eq. (7.16) in matrix form, we have

Q0 = MaQb, (7.17)

where Q0 is the vector of all the 64 Bézier control points in Ωk, and Ma is filled with

coefficients in Eq. (7.16) computed by taking an average of neighboring body points, that is,

1 for body points, 1/2 for face points, 1/Ne for edge points and 1/Nv for corner points. On

the other hand, for a Bézier control point corresponding to a boundary face/edge/vertex, it is

calculated in the same manner as the Bézier extraction on an unstructured quad mesh; see

Section 7.1.1. To this end, all the 64 Bézier points Q0 can be obtained from the local mesh

through the Bézier extraction matrix M, and we have

Q0 = MP and M = MaMb. (7.18)

Similar to 2D, we also have three types of control meshes, which are formed by

input mesh vertices, body points and Bézier points. Correspondingly, we have vertex-

associated functions Bv(ξ,η,ζ), body-point-associated functions Bb(ξ,η,ζ) and Bézier func-

tions B0(ξ,η,ζ) that can be defined on a given element (regular or irregular). Bv(ξ,η,ζ) can

be represented by Bb(ξ,η,ζ) and B0(ξ,η,ζ), and we have

Bv(ξ,η,ζ) = (Mb)T Bb(ξ,η,ζ) = (Mb)T (Ma)T B0(ξ,η,ζ) = MT B0(ξ,η,ζ), (7.19)

where each Bézier function in B0(ξ,η,ζ) is a tensor product of three univariate Bernstein

polynomials. Bb(ξ,η,ζ) can also be represented by linear combinations of B0(ξ,η,ζ), and

we have

Bb(ξ,η,ζ) = (Ma)T B0(ξ,η,ζ). (7.20)
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Three equivalent representations are also available for each hex element, that is, the vertex-

based representation, the body-point-based representation, and the Bézier representation.

They have expressions similar to Eq. (7.12). Based on Eqs. (7.19) and (7.20), we also have

three parent-child relationships similar to 2D, but note that we have body-point-associated

children instead of face-point-associated children for a vertex-associated function.

On a regular element, we show the ordinates of a body-point-associated function,

e.g., Qb
k,21 in Fig. 7.6(a). Here we write the ordinates in a list of pairs (i,c), where

c ∈ R is the ordinate corresponding to the i-th (0 ≤ i ≤ 63) Bézier function. We only

list nonzero ordinates, and for the body-point-associated function of Qb
k,21, we have

{(0,1/8), (1,1/4), (4,1/4), (5,1/2), (16,1/4), (17,1/2), (20,1/2), (21,1)}. For a body-point-

associated function defined on an interior irregular element, the ordinate corresponding to an

extraordinary edge is simply replaced by 1/Ne, where Ne is the valence of the extraordinary

edge. The same argument applies to the ordinate corresponding to an extraordinary vertex.

Although there are three representations (Eq. (7.12)) that we can choose from for an

unstructured hex mesh, each of them has its own limitations. When either a vertex-based or

body-point-based representation is employed, refinement in irregular hex elements cannot

preserve the parameterization. Refinement schemes such as Catmull-Clark subdivision do

not yield optimal convergence rates [8, 69]. If a global Bézier representation is adopted, an

enormous number of DOF needs to be introduced, leading to a huge computation burden for

the subsequent refinement. In this chapter, we present a blended B-spline construction to

achieve optimal convergence rates with minimal extra DOF introduced.

7.2 Blended B-Spline Construction on Unstructured

Quad Meshes

In this section, we present a new blended C0/C1/C2 B-spline construction method (namely,

the C012 construction) for unstructured quad meshes. We will extend such blended con-
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struction to unstructured hex meshes in Section 7.3. Recall that we have defined several

terminologies for an unstructured quad mesh; see Fig. 7.1. The entire unstructured quad

mesh can be divided into two submeshes: a regular submesh consisting of all regular el-

ements and an irregular submesh consisting of all irregular elements. In Fig. 7.7(a), the

regular and irregular submeshes are shaded orange and blue, respectively. Note that irregular

elements also include boundary elements for open surfaces. The interface of these two

submeshes is formed by a set of edges and vertices; see the green edges in Fig. 7.7(a).

An element is called a transition element if it contains one or more interface vertex. A

transition element can be either regular or irregular. There are three steps to construct a

blended B-spline representation: (1) adding face points and edge/corner Bézier points to the

quad mesh, (2) defining spline functions on each element, and (3) performing truncation for

irregular elements and regular transition elements.

Step 1: Adding face points and edge/corner Bézier points to unstructured quad

mesh. As shown in Fig. 7.7(a), all the spoke and boundary edges are identified as C0

edges (red edges), whereas all the extraordinary and boundary vertices are identified as

C0 vertices (red squares). We first add face points to each irregular element; see the green

filled circles in Fig. 7.7(b). Then, we add Bézier points (red filled circles) to all C0 edges

and C0 vertices. In this way, the boundary curve is represented as a piecewise Bézier

curve, where the added Bézier points form the control polygon. Extraordinary vertices

are allowed on the boundary. In our blended B-spline construction, we do not need to

separate adjacent extraordinary vertices in the input mesh. In other words, we allow multiple

extraordinary vertices in a single element. Separating extraordinary vertices is usually

needed in isogeometric spline forests [59], which involves global refinement of the input

mesh and thus introduces a large number of unnecessary DOF. Although such separation

can be handled locally, it still needs to modify the input mesh [68]. In contrast, our blended

method adds explicit functions without modifying the input mesh, which significantly

simplifies the implementation, especially for 3D.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.7: Adding face points and edge/corner Bézier points to an unstructured quad mesh.
(a) The input unstructured quad mesh with regular elements (orange), irregular elements
(blue), the interface (green edges), C0 edges (red edges) and C0 vertices (red squares),
and (b) adding face points (green filled circles) and edge/corner Bézier points (red filled
circles) on C0 edges/vertices, respectively. The black filled squares represent active vertices,
whereas all the other mesh vertices are passive.

Step 2: Defining spline functions on each element. There are three types of spline

functions defined on an element: vertex-associated functions Bv
i , face-point-associated

functions B f
j and Bézier functions B0

k . In the input quad mesh, each vertex is associated

with a Bv
i with support over its two-ring neighborhood. Each face point is associated with

a B f
j with influence on its one-ring neighboring elements. Each edge/corner Bézier point

is associated with a B0
k , which only has support on elements sharing it. To ensure linear

independence, we distinguish active and passive functions and only adopt active ones in

our blended construction. A vertex-associated function Bv
i is passive if all its one-ring

neighboring elements are irregular. Otherwise it is active. The associated vertex is also

said to be active or passive. All the added face points and edge/corner Bézier points in

Step 1 are active. This can be verified by checking a vertex with all irregular one-ring

neighboring elements, where we need to add face points accordingly and its associated Bv
i

can be represented as a linear combination of these active face-point-associated functions.

To ensure linear independence, we cannot adopt this Bv
i in our blended construction and thus
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it is passive. According to this definition, the vertex-associated function of any extraordinary

vertex or boundary vertex is also passive. A regular vertex may also be passive; see the

black open square in Fig. 7.7(a) as an example. In Fig. 7.7(b), only the black squares are

associated with active vertex-associated functions, whereas all the other mesh vertices are

passive.

Next we discuss how to define these three types of spline functions on an element. The

key idea is to check if any of these functions has support on the element. According to the

support of involved functions, it suffices to loop through elements in its local mesh and

check all the active mesh vertices as well as face points and edge/corner Bézier points. There

are a total of four types of elements: regular non-transition element, irregular non-transition

element, regular transition element and irregular transition element. A regular non-transition

element, whose local mesh only contains regular elements, only has vertex-associated

functions Bv
i defined on it, and these Bv

i are simply uniform C2 B-splines. The local mesh of

an irregular non-transition element only contains irregular elements, so face-point-associated

functions B f
j and Bézier functions B0

k are defined on such an element. On the other hand,

there exist both regular and irregular elements in the local mesh of a transition element. We

have vertex-associated functions Bv
i and face-point-associated functions B f

j defined on a

regular transition element, where all active Bv
i are uniform C2 B-splines and all B f

j are C1

B-splines. In contrast, all three types of functions (Bv
i , B f

j , B0
k) are defined on an irregular

transition element; see blue elements in Fig. 7.7(b). We summarize in Table 7.1 the types of

spline functions defined on these four different types of elements.

Table 7.1: Possible splines functions defined on different types of quad elements

Element type vertex-associated face-point-associated Bézier
functions Bv

i functions B f
j functions B0

k
Regular non-transition Yes No No
Irregular non-transition No Yes Yes
Regular transition Yes Yes No
Irregular transition Yes Yes Yes
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Step 3: Performing truncation on irregular elements and regular transition ele-

ments. After the above two steps, in the blended construction we need to guarantee that

neighboring surface patches join one another seamlessly. This can be achieved by employ-

ing the truncation mechanism [25] in irregular elements and regular transition elements,

where different types of functions are blended together. The truncation mechanism was

originally developed in the context of hierarchical B-splines to reduce support overlapping

of basis functions and thus to yield sparser stiffness matrices. Later this idea was extended

to Catmull-Clark subdivision functions [70, 71], T-splines [72], and hierarchical splines on

unstructured hex meshes [69]. The essential idea of the truncation mechanism is to discard

repeated contributions of active children basis functions. In the following, we explain how

to perform the truncation mechanism in our blended B-spline construction.

Recall that according to Eqs. (7.10), (7.7) and (7.11), we have defined Bézier children of

a face-point-associated function as well as Bézier children and face-point-associated children

of a vertex-associated function Bv
i . Performing truncation on a Bv

i (or a face-point-associated

function B f
j ) is to set the ordinates of its active children to be zero. Correspondingly, we

have one type of truncation for B f
j and two types of truncation for Bv

i . In Fig. 7.8(a), we

start with the truncation of a generic B f
j (the green filled circle) as an example, where a, b

and c are its ordinates and they vary in different elements. These three ordinates correspond

to three Bézier points (red open circles). B f
j needs a truncation when any of these three

Bézier points is active. Note that active Bézier points correspond to C0 edges/vertices only,

where C0 tags are assigned to extraordinary vertices, spoke edges as well as boundary edges

and boundary vertices, so this type of truncation is always needed in irregular elements.

Fig. 7.8(b−f) show all the possible cases of truncated B f
j , where only red filled circles are

active Bézier points. Particularly in Fig. 7.8(f), all three ordinates are zero. In such case, B f
j

degenerates to a Bézier function. In Fig. 7.9(a) and (b), we also show contour plots of B f
j

corresponding to Fig. 7.8(c) before and after truncation, respectively. We can observe C0

continuity across element boundaries after truncating B f
j .
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7.8: Truncation of a generic face-point-associated function B f
j (green filled circles).

(a) The ordinates of B f
j , where three of its Bézier children (red open circles) may be active,

and (b−f) five possible configurations of active Bézier points (red filled circles).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7.9: (a, b) Contour plots of a face-point-associated function B f
j corresponding to Fig.

7.8(c) before and after truncation, (c) the contour plot of a vertex-associated function Bv
i ,

and (d, e) contour plots of truncated Bv
i corresponding to Fig. 7.10(a, b), respectively.

Instead of distinguishing different cases as in Fig. 7.8, in practice truncation is performed

elementwise by manipulating related matrices. For an element Ωk, we first express the

parent-child relationship in Eq. (7.10) by distinguishing active and passive1 Bézier functions

(B0
a and B0

p, respectively). We have

B f =

B
f
a

B f
p

 = (Ma)T B0 =

(M
a
aa)T (Ma

ap)T

(Ma
pa)T (Ma

pp)T


B

0
a

B0
p

 , (7.21)

1Passive face-point-associated functions and passive Bézier functions only serve an auxiliary purpose to
explain the truncation mechanism and they are not used in a blended construction.
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where B f
a and B f

p are active and passive face-point-associated functions, respectively. Per-

forming truncation is equivalent to setting the submatrices (Ma
aa)T = 0 and (Ma

pa)T = 0. Thus

we obtain truncated face-point-associated functions B f
t on Ωk

B f
t =

B
f
a,t

B f
p,t

 =

0 (Ma
ap)T

0 (Ma
pp)T


B

0
a

B0
p

 =

(M
a
ap)T

(Ma
pp)T

B0
p. (7.22)

We next study the truncation for an active vertex-associated function Bv
i , which must

be associated with an interior regular vertex. Similar to truncating a face-point-associated

function, we set the ordinates corresponding to active children to be zero. We first introduce

the truncation of Bv
i with respect to face-point-associated children. Recall that in Fig.

7.4(d), Bv
i (associated with the black square) can be represented by a linear combination of

its 16 face-point-associated children (open circles), which are located within its one-ring

neighborhood. If any element in the one-ring neighborhood is irregular, then all its four face-

point-associated children are active. We truncate Bv
i by setting the ordinates corresponding

to these face-point-associated children as zero. We show all possible configurations of

such a truncation in Fig. 7.10, where irregular elements are shaded blue, and green filled

circles and black open circles represent active and passive face-point-associated children,

respectively. Particularly in Fig. 7.10(e), all the one-ring neighboring elements are irregular

and all the ordinates become zero, leading to Bv
i zero. Recall that we set such a Bv

i to be

passive and do not use it in the blended construction. Also note that all the active Bv
i (black

squares) need to be truncated in Fig. 7.7(b). In Fig. 7.9(c−e), we show contour plots of a Bv
i

before and after truncation. Fig. 7.9(c) shows Bv
i before truncation, whereas Fig. 7.9(d, e)

shows two examples of truncation corresponding to Fig. 7.10(a, b), respectively.

Fig. 7.10 is used to illustrate how the truncation mechanism works. In practice, we only

need to deal with related matrices during truncation. Rewriting Eq. (7.11) by distinguishing
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7.10: Truncation of a vertex-associated function Bv
i (the black filled or open square)

with different configurations of irregular elements in the one-ring neighborhood. Green filled
circles and black open circles are associated with active and passive face-point-associated
functions B f

j , respectively. Black filled squares represent active Bv
i , whereas the black open

square represents passive Bv
i .

active and passive face-point-associated functions B f , we have

Bv =

[
(M f

a)T (M f
p)T

] B
f
a

B f
p

 . (7.23)

Since in the end we prefer to expressing every function in terms of Bézier functions B0, we

further replace B f with B0 via Eq. (7.21). Eq. (7.23) becomes

Bv =

[
(M f

a)T (M f
p)T

]
(Ma)T B0 =

[
(M f

a)T (M f
p)T

] (M
a
aa)T (Ma

ap)T

(Ma
pa)T (Ma

pp)T


B

0
a

B0
p

 . (7.24)

We set (M f
a)T = 0 when truncating Bv with respect to face-point-associated children, and

(Ma
aa)T = 0 and (Ma

pa)T = 0 when truncating B f with respect to Bézier children; see Eq.

(7.22). After truncating Bv in Eq. (7.24), we obtain

Bv
t =

[
0 (M f

p)T
] 0 (Ma

ap)T

0 (Ma
pp)T


B

0
a

B0
p

 = (M f
p)T (Ma

pp)T B0
p. (7.25)

Likewise, the truncation of Bv with respect to their Bézier children is performed by

setting their corresponding ordinates to be zero. Actually this type of truncation has been

included in Eq. (7.25), where the truncated vertex-associated functions Bv
t are only expressed
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in terms of passive Bézier functions B0
p. Based on Table 7.1, we list the types of truncation

involved in different elements in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Truncation types in different elements

Element type Bv
i w.r.t. face-point- Bv

i w.r.t. B f
j w.r.t.

associated children Bézier children Bézier children
Regular non-transition No No No
Irregular non-transition No No Yes
Regular transition Yes No No
Irregular transition Yes No Yes

To this end, we have defined spline functions on each element in an unstructured quad

mesh. Each spline function is represented as a linear combination of Bézier functions B0,

with certain ordinates set to zero when truncation is needed. Without loss of generality, we

write spline functions B defined on an irregular transition element as

B =


Bv

t

B f
a,t

B0
a

 =


0 (M f

p)T (Ma
pp)T

0 (Ma
ap)T

I 0


B

0
a

B0
p

 = TB0, (7.26)

where I is an identity matrix and T is the Bézier extraction matrix in the blended construction.

Note that for convenience we include all the vertex-associated functions, where a passive

vertex-associated function simply has all its ordinates equal to zero. The surface patch

corresponding to this irregular transition element is represented by

S (ξ,η) = PT
allB =

[
PT (Q f

a)T (Q0
a)T

]


Bv
t

B f
a,t

B0
a

 , (7.27)

where P, Q f
a and Q0

a are mesh vertices, active face points and active edge/corner Bézier

points, respectively. Eq. (7.27) is called the blended geometric representation. The blended

geometric representation is C2-continuous in the regular region, C1-continuous across the
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interface between regular and irregular regions, and C0-continuous in the irregular region.

Eqs. (7.26) and (7.27) indicate a unified manner for all types of elements. This unified

representation significantly simplifies the implementation, where we only need to distinguish

regular and irregular elements together with the truncation as a separate operation. Note that

for the same element, the geometric representations in Eqs. (7.27) and (7.12) are equivalent,

which will be proved in Section 7.4.

(a) Given mesh (b) Refined mesh

Figure 7.11: Refinement of elements around an extraordinary vertex, with regular and
irregular elements shaded orange and blue, respectively. Red squares and red edges represent
C0 vertices and C0 edges, respectively. Green edges represent the interface between regular
and irregular elements.

The purpose of building spline functions in such a blended manner is to keep consistent

parameterization during refinement. This property will be proved in Section 7.4. We here

focus on how to perform refinement in a blended construction. We first introduce how

vertices and Bézier points are updated during refinement, and then discuss how spline

functions are defined on the refined mesh. Overall, the knot insertion algorithm [5, 50]

is used for refinement of all types of elements. According to Eqs. (7.12) and (7.27), we

have four equivalent geometric representations for each element. In refinement, we switch

the blended representation to the vertex-based representation for a regular element (i.e.,

uniform B-splines), whereas we adopt the Bézier representation for an irregular element.

Applying the knot insertion algorithm to a Bézier patch is equivalent to performing the de

Casteljau’s algorithm [7]. By refinement, a regular surface patch results in four uniform
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B-spline subpatches, whereas a Bézier patch is subdivided into four Bézier subpatches.

All the involved vertices and Bézier points are updated in the same manner following the

classical knot insertion algorithm. Regarding defining spline functions on the refined mesh,

we only need to discuss how irregular elements and C0 edges/vertices are updated. Spline

functions can be defined in the same way by following the three-step construction. The key

idea of passing irregular elements and C0 information to refined meshes is to maintain the

continuity across initial spoke edges during refinement. We refine elements by splitting

them into 2× 2 sub-elements. Topologically, this implies that each vertex in the coarse

mesh remains the same in the refined mesh, and each edge is split into two sub-edges with

one new regular vertex inserted in the middle. All the four sub-elements of an irregular

element still remain irregular. Recall that in the input mesh, spoke edges, boundary edges,

extraordinary vertices and boundary vertices are identified with C0 tags. After refinement,

the sub-edges of a C0 edge remain C0, whereas newly added edges are not C0 edges. The

midpoint of a C0 edge is also marked as a C0 vertex. All the C0 vertices stay with C0 tags

during refinement. By recursively updating irregular elements, C0 edges and C0 vertices,

we always maintain C0 continuity during refinement across the spoke edges in the input

mesh. This is critical in preserving consistent parameterization as well as achieving optimal

convergence rates. Given a submesh around an extraordinary vertex (the red square) in

Fig. 7.11(a), after refinement C0 edges and C0 vertices are updated in Fig. 7.11(b), which

are marked as red edges and red squares, respectively. Regular and irregular elements are

shaded orange and blue, respectively, and their interface is represented by green edges.

Discussion 7.2.1. Unstructured quad/hex meshes generally involve boundary extraordinary

vertices, where several additional layers of elements need to be created before open knot

vectors can be used. In our blended construction, instead of adopting open knot vectors, we

treat boundary elements as irregular elements. In this manner, we do not need to modify the

input mesh and thus can simplify the implementation.
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Discussion 7.2.2. Truncation plays the key role in a blended B-spline construction. It

reduces the support of certain face-point-associated and vertex-associated functions, and

ends up with a set of truncated functions that form a partition of unity. Truncated vertex-

associated functions (or truncated face-point-associated functions) are equivalent to truncated

C2 B-splines (or truncated C1 B-splines). In other words, truncation removes “irregular”

child functions from vertex-associated and face-point-associated functions. Essentially, we

blend C0 B-splines and truncated C1/C2 B-splines together to form a basis. It enables a

seamless transition from the irregular submesh to the regular submesh, and provides us

the flexibility to blend different types of spline functions. “Flexibility” here means that

we can design various blended constructions with different properties. One can easily

switch to another blended construction by slightly modifying Step 1. The above discussed

blended construction blends C0, truncated C1 and truncated C2 B-splines, so we refer to it

as the C012 construction. It provides a C1 smooth transition from the irregular submesh

to the regular submesh, but with only global linear independence. Two alternative blended

constructions are given in Appendix C, where more Bézier functions are added to the

interface of the irregular and regular submeshes to ensure local linear independence, leading

to a C0 transition across the interface. These two alternatives are called the C02 construction

and the C02i construction. The C02 construction only blends vertex-associated functions

and Bézier functions, where all the Bézier points are added in irregular elements in the input

mesh as well as subsequent refined meshes. As an improvement of the C02 construction, the

C02i construction introduces face-point-associated functions within each irregular element

in refined meshes and thus yields fewer DOF. For easy comparison, Fig. 7.12 shows how

face points and edge/corner Bézier points are added to the same irregular elements after

refinement under these three constructions. Details can be found in Appendix C. In all three

constructions (C012, C02 and C02i), spline functions form a partition of unity, are globally

linearly independent, and preserve consistent parameterization during refinement. These

properties will be proved under the C012 construction in Section 7.4. The proofs under the
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(a) C012 (b) C02 (c) C02i

Figure 7.12: Adding face points (green filled circles) and Bézier points (red filled circles) to
irregular elements (shaded blue) after refinement under different constructions. The solid
black lines represent the mesh before refinement, and dashed black lines indicate refinement.
Red edges are C0 edges after refinement. The red open square is an extraordinary vertex.

other two constructions are very similar. We list several different properties in Table 7.3 for

easy reference.

Table 7.3: Additional properties in different blended constructions

Construction type Linear independence C1 smooth transition Number of DOF
C012 Global Yes +

C02 Local No +++

C02i Local No ++

Note: More “+” means more DOF.

Discussion 7.2.3. Refinement schemes for unstructured quad meshes with C1 continuity

are available in [52, 44, 64]. However, to the best of our knowledge, extending such

refinement schemes to unstructured hex meshes is far from a trivial task. Focusing only

on quad meshes, C1 and C2 functions are blended in [64] by properly scaling certain C1

functions. In [63], an intermediate C0 space is constructed for unstructured quad meshes

using face-point-associated functions with necessary Bézier functions; this space is later

modified into a C1 space. In contrast, in this chapter we use not only face-point-associated

and Bézier functions, but also vertex-associated functions to reduce the number of DOF,

which is beneficial especially in 3D. Moreover, we introduce the truncation mechanism
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to conveniently blend these three types of functions, such that it can be straightforwardly

extended to unstructured hex meshes.

7.3 Blended B-spline Construction on Unstructured Hex

Meshes

Following the construction idea of unstructured quad meshes, in this section we extend our

discussion to unstructured hex meshes. In addition to the notations we have introduced in

Section 7.1.2, we here introduce several more as an extension from 2D. An unstructured

hex mesh is decomposed into a regular submesh and an irregular submesh, which contain

regular and irregular elements, respectively. The interface of these two submeshes consists

of a set of faces, edges and vertices. An interface face must be shared by two elements,

one being regular and the other being irregular. Elements containing one or more interface

vertices are transition elements, which can be either regular or irregular. Similar to 2D,

there are three steps in our blended B-spline construction for unstructured hex meshes: (1)

adding body points and face/edge/corner Bézier points to the hex mesh, (2) identifying

spline functions with support on each element, and (3) performing truncation for irregular

elements and regular transition elements. The main difference from 2D lies in Step 1.

In Step 1, C0 tags are assigned to extraordinary vertices, extraordinary edges, spoke

faces and boundary faces/edges/vertices in the input mesh. A spoke face is a face touching

an extraordinary edge. Body points are added to each irregular element, and Bézier points

are added to faces, edges and vertices with C0 tags. An irregular element is shown in Fig.

7.13(a) with one of its edges being an extraordinary edge (marked in red). According to the

definition, its two endpoints are extraordinary vertices (black circles) and two faces (shaded

dark grey) sharing the extraordinary edge are spoke faces. In Fig. 7.13(b), the added face

points and face/edge/corner Bézier points are marked with green and red circles, respectively.

We show two examples in Fig. 7.13(c, d) explaining how Bézier points are added to a spoke
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 7.13: (a) An irregular element with an extraordinary edge (the red edge) and
two extraordinary vertices (black circles), (b) adding body points (green circles) and
face/edge/corner Bézier points (red circles) to the element in (a), (c, d) two examples
of adding Bézier points (red circles) to spoke faces, and (e, f) adding Bézier points to C0

faces after refining the spoke faces in (c, d), respectively. Spoke faces and C0 faces are
shaded dark grey in (a, b). In (c−f), C0 edges and C0 vertices are represented by red edges
and red open squares, respectively.

face, where red edges and red open squares represent extraordinary edges and extraordinary

vertices, respectively. A spoke face may have other configurations of extraordinary edges,

where Bézier points can be added analogously.

The next two steps are very similar to those in 2D. In Step 2, given an element Ωk, we

loop through all the elements in its local mesh and collect active vertex-associated functions

Bv
i , body-point-associated functions Bb

j as well as Bézier functions B0
k . A Bv

i is passive if

all of its one-ring neighboring elements are irregular. Regarding types of spline functions

defined on different elements, we can obtain similar results as Table 7.1 in 2D, where we only

need to change “face-point-associated functions B f
j ” to “body-point-associated functions
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.14: Three different configurations of neighboring body-point-associated functions
Bb

j with support on an element of interest (shaded orange). Neighboring irregular elements
are shaded grey. Only those Bb

j associated with green circles have support on the orange
element.

Bb
j .” In Fig. 7.14, we use three configurations to show neighboring Bb

j with support on an

element of interest (orange elements). A neighboring element (shaded grey) may share a

face (Fig. 7.14(a)), an edge (Fig. 7.14(b)), or a vertex (Fig. 7.14(c)) with the orange element.

If a neighboring element is irregular, eight Bb
j (green circles and black circles) are added.

However, only those associated with green circles have support on the orange element.

In Step 3, following the same manner as in 2D, we perform three types of truncation

in irregular elements and regular transition elements: body-point-associated functions Bb
j

with respect to Bézier children, and vertex-associated functions Bv
i with respect to body-

point-associated or Bézier children. By truncation, we set ordinates corresponding to active

children to be zero. In Fig. 7.15(a), we first show the truncation for Bb
j (the green circle),

which has eight Bézier children (black circles in Fig. 7.15(b)). We assume that the red

edge in Fig. 7.15(c) is an extraordinary edge, so two faces (dark grey) touching it are spoke

faces. Due to the presence of this extraordinary edge, four active Bézier points (red circles)

are added, whose corresponding ordinates are set to be zero when truncating Bb
j (the green

circle). Truncating Bv
i with respect to body-point-associated children is a direct extension

from 2D, where we only need to check if there exists any irregular element in its one-ring

neighborhood. Truncating Bv
i with respect to Bézier children is straightforward and has
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been included when performing the other two types of truncation. Eq. (7.26) also works for

truncation in 3D, where we replace “B f
a,t” with “Bb

a,t” and replace “M f
p” with “Mb

p.”

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.15: Truncation of a body-point-associated function Bv
i with respect to active Bézier

children. (a) A body-point-associated function Bb
j of interest (the green circle), (b) the eight

Bézier children (black circles) of Bb
j , and (c) active Bézier children (red circles) due to

presence of an extraordinary edge (the red edge) and two spoke faces (dark grey faces).

To this end, we have built spline functions on the input unstructured hex mesh. Next

we discuss how to perform refinement. It is a tensor-product extension from 2D, where

a regular volume patch is refined in the same way as a tricubic uniform B-spline and an

irregular patch employs the de Casteljau’s algorithm for a tricubic Bézier patch. Similar to

2D, tracking C0 tags is still the key to maintain C0 continuity across the initial spoke faces

during refinement. A hex element is subdivided into 8 sub-elements with one center vertex,

6 edges and 12 faces generated in the interior. All the sub-elements of an irregular element

are tagged “irregular,” although some of them do not have any extraordinary edge. Sub-faces

of a C0 face and sub-edges of a C0 edge inherit C0 tags. The newly generated center vertex

and four edges of a C0 face as well as the middle vertex of a C0 edge are also tagged C0.

The given C0 vertices stay the same. In Fig. 7.13(e, f), we show two cases how C0 tags are

assigned after refining a spoke face in Fig. 7.13(c, d), respectively. C0 faces/edges/vertices

are denoted by grey shade, red edges and red open squares, respectively.

Discussion 7.3.1. The truncation mechanism provides a convenient way to seamlessly con-

nect regular and irregular patches, where we only need to manipulate the Bézier extraction
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matrix T in Eq. (7.26). Although T-spline local knot vectors can be used as well in 2D to

connect regular and irregular patches [68, 9], the underlying mesh needs to be modified

by inserting edges around extraordinary vertices. Extending this idea to 3D becomes very

difficult due to the complex connectivity of an unstructured hex mesh.

Discussion 7.3.2. The vertex-based representation is employed for every hex element for

truncated hierarchical splines in [69], with the solid Catmull-Clark subdivision rule [11]

used for refinement. A suboptimal convergence behavior was observed. Special treatment

is also needed to construct hierarchical splines due to the lack of refinability. Refinability

can be enabled in our blended construction but requires enlargement of the irregular region

as well as assigning C0 tags to additional faces/edges/vertices at each refinement step. We

postpone the detailed discussion as part of our future work in the context of hierarchical

refinement.

7.4 Properties of Blended B-Spline Construction

In this section, we prove several important properties under the C012 blended B-spline

construction, including partition of unity, consistent parameterization, and global linear

independence. These properties are also possessed in the other two constructions (the C02

construction and the C02i construction) and they can be proved in a similar manner. Local

linear independence is a property only available in the C02 and C02i constructions, which

will be discussed in Appendix C. We here start with the proof of partition of unity.

Proposition 7.4.1. Spline functions in the C012 blended B-spline construction form a

non-negative partition of unity.

Proof. We prove this proposition elementwise. Recall that Eq. (7.26) is a unified expression

of spline functions defined on all types of elements and it is also generic in both 2D and 3D,
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and we have B = TB0 where

T =


0 (M f

p)T (Ma
pp)T

0 (Ma
ap)T

I 0

 . (7.28)

Spline functions in B are non-negative because all entries in the Bézier extraction matrix

T are non-negative. The next step is to prove splines functions in B form a partition of

unity. With Bézier functions B0 forming a partition of unity, we only need to verify that

each column sum of T equals 1.0. Any column sum of the identity matrix is one, so we

only need to verify each column sum of the remaining two submatrices, (M f
p)T (Ma

pp)T and

(Ma
ap)T . Note that in 3D, Mb

p is used instead of M f
p. We define

M1 :=

0 (M f
p)T

I 0

 (7.29)

and

M2 := M1(Ma)T =

0 (M f
p)T

I 0


(M

a
aa)T (Ma

ap)T

(Ma
pa)T (Ma

pp)T

 =

(M
f
p)T (Ma

pa)T (M f
p)T (Ma

pp)T

(Ma
aa)T (Ma

ap)T

 .
(7.30)

Each column sum of (M f
p)T equals 1.0 because its transpose M f

p is used to compute passive

face points as convex combinations2 of element corners. Therefore, each column sum of

M1 is 1.0. Similarly, each column sum of (Ma)T equals 1.0 since Ma is used to compute

face/edge/corner Bézier points as convex combinations of neighboring face (or body) points.

We can then easily obtain that each column sum of their multiplication M2 also equals 1.0.

Comparing T and M2 in Eqs. (7.28) and (7.30) especially their second columns, we can

2A convex combination is defined to be a linear combination where all the coefficients are non-negative
and their sum equals 1.0.
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conclude that each column sum of T is also 1.0. Therefore, spline functions in the C012

blended construction form a non-negative partition of unity.

�

To prove consistent parameterization during refinement, we need the following lemma

to assist the proof.

Lemma 7.4.2. In the C012 blended B-spline construction, the blended geometric represen-

tation for any element is equivalent to the vertex-based representation.

Proof. We prove elementwise that the blended geometric representation PT
allB in Eq. (7.27),

which is generic in 2D and 3D, is equivalent to the vertex-based representation PT Bv. Given

an element of any type, we start from its vertex-based representation PT Bv and express

the vertex-associated functions Bv in terms of active and passive face-point-associated (or

body-point-associated) children according to Eq. (7.23). We have

PT Bv = PT
[
(M f

a)T (M f
p)T

] B
f
a

B f
p

 =

[
(M f

aP)T (M f
pP)T

] B
f
a

B f
p

 =

[
(Q f

a)T (Q f
p)T

] B
f
a

B f
p

 ,
(7.31)

where Q f
a = M f

aP and Q f
p = M f

pP. Q f
a and Q f

p are active and passive face points, respectively.

Note that the notation “M f
a” is replaced by “Mb

a” in 3D. We further substitute face-point-

associated functions (B f
a and B f

p) with Bézier functions (B0
a and B0

p) according to Eq. (7.21).

We have

PT Bv =

[
(Q f

a)T (Q f
p)T

] (M
a
aa)T (Ma

ap)T

(Ma
pa)T (Ma

pp)T


B

0
a

B0
p


=(Ma

aaQ f
a + Ma

paQ f
p)T B0

a + (Ma
apQ f

a + Ma
ppQ f

p)T B0
p

=(Ma
aaQ f

a + Ma
paQ f

p)T B0
a + (Q f

a)T (Ma
ap)T B0

p + PT (M f
p)T (Ma

pp)T B0
p.

(7.32)

From Eq. (7.6), we have Q0
a = Ma

aaQ f
a + Ma

paQ f
p, where Q0

a represent active Bézier points.

From Eq. (7.26), we have Bv
t = (M f

p)T (Ma
pp)T B0

p and B f
a,t = (Ma

ap)T B0
p. Therefore, Eq.
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(7.32) becomes

PT Bv = (Q0
a)T B0

a + (Q f
a)T B f

a,t + PT Bv
t =

[
PT (Q f

a)T (Q0
a)T

]


Bv
t

B f
a,t

B0
a

 . (7.33)

Comparing Eqs. (7.33) and (7.27), we can easily obtain PT Bv = PT
allB. This concludes that

the blended representation is equivalent to the vertex-based representation.

�

Due to the equivalence of three representations (Eq. (7.12)), Lemma 7.4.2 also indicates

that the blended representation is equivalent to the Bézier representation as well as the

face-point-based (or body-point-based) representation. We are now ready to prove consistent

parameterization during refinement with the aid of Lemma 7.4.2.

Proposition 7.4.3. The parameterization corresponding to any element in the C012 blended

B-spline construction stays the same during refinement.

Proof. We here use 2D terminologies (e.g., “the face-point-based representation”) for

explanation, but all arguments also apply to 3D (e.g., “the body-point-based representation”)

with a straightforward tensor-product extension. We first discuss how to obtain face points

around the interface between regular and irregular submeshes during refinement, which is

critical to the following proof. Due to their equivalence (a direct result of Lemma 7.4.2), we

switch the blended representation to the face-point-based representation. All the face-point-

associated functions with support on the interface are actually C1 B-splines B f
int, so the

interface is represented by (Q f
int)

T B f
int, where Q f

int are corresponding face points of B f
int. We

perform refinement by applying the knot insertion algorithm [5] to these C1 B-splines B f
int.

After refinement, the interface is represented by (Q̃ f
int)

T B̃ f
int, where “∼” denotes refinement,

B̃ f
int are refined C1 B-splines with support on the interface, and Q̃ f

int are their corresponding

face points obtained through the knot insertion algorithm. We have (Q f
int)

T B f
int = (Q̃ f

int)
T B̃ f

int
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restricted on the interface. An interface edge (the red edge) is shown in Fig. 7.16 with

the dashed line indicating refinement, where Q f
int and Q̃ f

int are marked with green open

circles and green filled circles, respectively. We next show that refinement in the blended

construction can yield the same refined face points Q̃ f
int. An interface edge is shared by two

transition elements, one being regular and the other being irregular; see the orange and blue

elements in Fig. 7.16. In the blended construction, a regular transition element is refined by

applying the knot insertion algorithm to its uniform C2 B-spline control mesh P, whereas

an irregular element is refined by applying the de Casteljau algorithm to its corresponding

Bézier control mesh Q0. This yields a refined uniform B-spline mesh P̃ and a refined Bézier

control mesh Q̃0. Since essentially only classical C1 B-spline functions are involved on the

interface, the face points calculated using the refined B-spline mesh P̃ via Eqs. (7.1) and

(7.13) stay the same with Q̃ f
int, and the face Bézier points in Q̃0 also coincide with Q̃ f

int. In

other words, refinement based on different representations can yield the same refined face

points Q̃ f
int around the interface.

Figure 7.16: Refinement around an interface edge (the red edge), where solid black lines
represent the mesh before refinement and the dashed line indicates refinement. Elements
sharing the interface edge are shaded orange and blue, representing a regular element and an
irregular element, respectively. Green open circles and green filled circles represent face-
point-associated functions with support on the interface edge before and after refinement,
respectively.

We need to prove consistent parameterization for regular transition elements, irregular

non-transition elements and irregular transition elements. It is obvious that consistent

parameterization holds for regular non-transition elements, where only subdivision of

uniform C2 B-splines is involved. Let us first prove the proposition holds for a regular
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transition element. According to Lemma 7.4.2, we switch the blended representation PT
allB

to the vertex-based representation PT Bv without changing the geometry. By performing the

knot insertion algorithm to uniform C2 B-splines, we have

PT
allB = PT Bv = P̃T B̃v, (7.34)

where P̃ is the refined mesh, Bv and B̃v are uniform C2 B-splines on a regular element.

Analogous to Eq. (7.23), we write B̃v in terms of its active and passive face-point-associated

children (i.e., C1 B-splines here), and we have

P̃T B̃v = P̃T
[
(M̃ f

a)T (M̃ f
p)T

] B̃
f
a

B̃ f
p

 = (M̃ f
a P̃)T B̃ f

a + P̃T (M̃ f
p)T B̃ f

p. (7.35)

We denote Q̃ f
a,1 := M̃ f

a P̃, which represent active face points calculated from the refined mesh

P̃. In the blended construction, active face points must correspond to irregular elements and

they are calculated based on the Bézier representation. The associated functions of Q̃ f
a,1

are C1 B-splines with support on the interface. Therefore, Q̃ f
a,1 is a subvector of Q̃ f

int, and

according to our previous discussion we have Q̃ f
a,1 = Q̃ f

a , where Q̃ f
a are obtained based on

the Bézier representation. In Fig. 7.16, Q̃ f
a are the green filled circles located within the

irregular element (shaded blue). Since no Bézier functions are involved in a regular transition

element, we have (M̃ f
p)T B̃ f

p = B̃v
t , where B̃v

t are truncated vertex-associated functions in the

refined mesh. Therefore, Eq. (7.35) becomes

P̃T B̃v = (Q̃ f
a)T B̃ f

a + P̃T B̃v
t = P̃T

allB̃, (7.36)

which concludes consistent parameterization during refinement on a regular transition

element.
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Next for an irregular non-transition element, we switch the blended representation PT
allB

to the Bézier representation (Q0)T B0 and perform the de Casteljau algorithm for refinement.

We have

PT
allB = (Q0)T B0 = (Q̃0)T B̃0, (7.37)

where B contains (truncated) face-point-associated functions B f
a,t (i.e., C1 B-splines) and

active Bézier functions B0
a. We only need to show that after refinement, the blended

representation can yield the same Bézier points as Q̃0, which ensures that the geometry is

preserved during refinement in the blended representation. After refinement, the blended

representation on an irregular non-transition element is defined as

P̃T
allB̃ =

[
(Q̃ f

a)T (Q̃0
a)T

] B̃
f
a,t

B̃0
a

 = (Q̃ f
a)T B̃ f

a,t + (Q̃0
a)T B̃0

a, (7.38)

which is analogous to Eq. (7.27) after excluding vertex-associated functions Bv
t . According

to the definition of truncated face-point-associated functions B̃ f
a,t in Eq. (7.22), we substitute

B̃ f
a,t with (M̃a

ap)T B̃0
p and we have

P̃T
allB̃ = (M̃a

apQ̃ f
a)T B̃0

p + (Q̃0
a)T B̃0

a. (7.39)

Note that according to how C0 tags are assigned to the refined mesh, all the passive Bézier

points Q̃0
p are calculated only from active face points Q̃ f

a , leading to M̃a
apQ̃ f

a = Q̃0
p. Eq.

(7.39) becomes

P̃T
allB̃ = (Q̃0

p)T B̃0
p + (Q̃0

a)T B̃0
a = (Q̃0)T B̃0, (7.40)

which concludes consistent parameterization during refinement on an irregular non-transition

element.

Finally for an irregular transition element, we also switch to the Bézier representation

(Q0)T B0 for refinement. We have the same expression as in Eq. (7.37), but note that B
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contains all three types of functions on an irregular transition element. We next show that

after refinement, the blended construction can yield the same Bézier points as Q̃0. Analogous

to Eq. (7.27), on the refined mesh we have the blended representation as

P̃T
allB̃ =

[
P̃T (Q̃ f

a)T (Q̃0
a)T

]


B̃v
t

B̃ f
a,t

B̃0
a

 , (7.41)

where P̃, Q̃ f
a and Q̃0

a are refined mesh vertices, active face points and active edge/corner

Bézier points, respectively. According to the proof on an irregular non-transition element,

all the Bézier points in Q̃0 can be calculated from Q̃ f
a and Q̃0

a except those corresponding

to the interface (i.e., interface faces/edges/vertices). Restricted on the interface, we only

have vertex-associated functions and face-point-associated functions with support on it, so

the proof is the same as that on a regular transition element. Indeed, refinement based on

different representations yields the same set of face points, which further can yield the same

Bézier points corresponding to the interface. This concludes consistent parameterization

during refinement on an irregular transition element. To this end, we have proved consistent

parameterization for each type of elements.

�

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7.17: Five possible cases in 2D where linear dependence may occur. Bv
t,i, Bv

t, j and
their face-point-associated children in Eq. (7.42) are associated with the red open square,
black open squares and green open circles, respectively. The irregular region is shaded blue.
The dimension of the underlying matrix M in (a−e) is 9×16, 8×12, 6×8, 7×8 and 4×4,
respectively.
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Last but not least, we prove the linear independence of spline functions in the blended

construction. In particular, they are globally linearly independent on the entire domain, but

may be locally linearly dependent on certain elements individually. In Appendix C, we will

discuss local linear independence of two alternative blended constructions.

Case 0 Case 1 Case 2a Case 2b Case 2c

Case 3a Case 3b Case 3c Case 4a

Case 4b Case 4c Case 4d Case 4e

Figure 7.18: Possible cases in 3D where linear dependence may occur. The vertex-associated
function of interest is associated with the red circle, and irregular elements are shaded blue.
Cases involving more than four irregular elements can still be shown using these figures,
where irregular and regular elements are shaded white and blue, respectively.

Proposition 7.4.4. The spline functions in the C012 blended B-spline construction are

linearly independent on the entire domain.

Proof. We use 2D terminologies for explanation, but the arguments are the same in 3D. We

first restrict ourselves on the regular subdomain determined by the regular submesh, where

only vertex-associated functions and face-point-associated functions have support. These
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functions are actually uniform C2 B-splines and C1 B-splines, respectively, with certain C2

B-splines truncated with respect to C1 B-splines. Linear dependence occurs only when a

(truncated) vertex-associated function Bv
t,i can be represented by a linear combination of

other (truncated) vertex-associated functions Bv
t, j and active face-point-associated functions

B f
a,k. Under the assumption of linear dependence, we have

Bv
t,i =

∑
j

ci jBv
t, j +

∑
k

dikB f
a,k, (7.42)

where ci j and dik are the corresponding coefficients.

Recall that a vertex-associated function can be expressed in term of its face-point-

associated children (here only C1 B-splines), where we only need to study its one-ring

neighborhood. Because of the local linear independence of classical B-splines, a necessary

condition for Eq. (7.42) to hold is that, on the regular subdomain, the face-point-associated

children of Bv
t,i coincide with B f

a,k and the face-point-associated children of Bv
t, j. We actually

do not need to include B f
a,k since all dik must be zero according to the truncation mechanism.

Next we only consider Bv
t,i and Bv

t, j and we represent them using their face-point-associated

children in matrix form Bv
t = MB f , where all the face-point-associated children B f are C1

B-splines and they are linearly independent, and M can be obtained by assembling matrices

in Eqs. (7.1) and (7.13). We then only need to check the rank of M. Depending on the

configurations of irregular elements (shaded blue) in the one-ring neighborhood of Bv
t,i,

we have five cases in 2D (Fig. 7.17) and thirteen cases in 3D (Fig. 7.18) where linear

dependence may occur. In Fig. 7.17, Bv
t,i, Bv

t, j and their face-point-associated children are

marked with red open squares, black open squares and green open circles, respectively.

In Fig. 7.18, Bv
t,i is marked with red circles and Bv

t, j are associated with all the corners of

white elements. It is easy to verify that M has full rank for all the cases in both 2D and 3D.

Therefore, Bv
t,i and Bv

t, j are linearly independent, which contradicts the assumption in Eq.
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(7.42). This concludes that (truncated) vertex-associated functions and face-point-associated

functions are linearly independent on the regular subdomain.

Then we only need to verify linear independence of the spline functions with support

fully contained in the irregular subdomain, which are face-point-associated functions and

Bézier functions. Actually, linear independence of these functions has been proved in

Proposition 4.2 in [63]. This concludes the proof.

�

7.5 Numerical Examples and Discussions

In this section, we apply the blended B-spline construction to two quad meshes in Fig. 7.19

and three hex meshes in Figs. 7.20−7.22 and verify that the blended construction yields

optimal convergence rates. We summarize the statistics of these five input meshes in Table

7.4.

Table 7.4: Statistics of input control meshes

Models # Vertices # Elements # Extraordinary # Irregular
points (interior) elements (interior)

Square 143 120 8 13
Manifold 161 128 23 99
Cube 517 448 24 56
Rod 2,011 1,376 24 56
Hook 6,327 5,121 2,572 3,952

We first test the C012 construction by solving Poisson’s equation on planar unstructured

quad meshes. Two input control meshes are studied: one discretizing a square domain and

the other defining a manifold domain; see Fig. 7.19(a, d), respectively. We adopt the same

exact solution for both meshes,

u(x,y) = xy(1− x)(1− y)(1 + ysin(x) + xsin(y)). (7.43)
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For each model, Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the entire boundary. The

boundary conditions can be strongly or weakly imposed. Since only Bézier functions are

defined on the boundary and they are non-interpolatory, we perform a least-square fitting for

a strong imposition to approximate the given Dirichlet data. Nitsche’s method is adopted

for a weak imposition [22]. We observe that strong imposition and weak imposition yield

almost the same results (i.e., the L2 and H1 error). We create a series of meshes through

global refinement, and build blended spline functions on each of them. In Fig. 7.19(b, e),

we plot the convergence curves of the L2- and H1-norm errors with respect to the maximum

element size (hmax). We observe optimal convergence rates for both models. Note that when

bicubic splines are used as a basis, the optimal convergence rate is 4.0 for the L2-norm error

and 3.0 for the H1-norm error. Plotting convergence curves in terms of the square root of

DOF in Fig. 7.19(c, f) shows optimal rates as well.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7.19: Solving Poisson’s equation on a square domain (a−c) and on a manifold domain
(d−f). (a, d) Input control meshes, (b, e) convergence curves with respect to the maximum
element size (hmax), and (c, f) convergence curves with respect to the square root of DOF
(DOF1/2).

Next for 3D models, we first perform a patch test by solving Poisson’s equation on a

unit cube domain [0,1]3. The input control mesh is shown in Fig. 7.20(a), where general
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7.20: Solving Poisson’s equation on a cube model. (a) The input control mesh, (b, c)
convergence to the exact solution in Eq. (7.44), and (d, e) convergence to the exact solution
in Eq. (7.45).

3D extraordinary vertices (not generated by sweeping 2D ones) are allowed; see the red

circle for example. The solution field is given as u(x,y,z) = x. Dirichlet boundary conditions

are strongly imposed at boundary faces x = 0 and x = 1. We solve the problem using

three blended constructions: C012, C02 and C02i constructions. Recall that C02 and C02i

constructions are identical on an input mesh. The patch test is passed with machine precision

under all three constructions, with the overall L2 and H1 errors in the order of 10−15 and

10−14, respectively. Similar results are observed for patch tests along y and z directions.

We further study the convergence behavior on three 3D models; see their corresponding

input control meshes in Figs. 7.20(a), 7.21(a) and 7.22(a). Poisson’s equation is still adopted

with the following two exact solutions,

u(x,y,z) = sin(πx) sin(πy) sin(πz) (7.44)

and

u(x,y,z) = e(x+y+z)/3. (7.45)
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As in 2D, only Dirichlet boundary conditions are considered. They can be strongly or weakly

imposed, yielding almost the same results (L2 and H1 error) in our tests. For each model,

we apply all three constructions (C012, C02 and C02i). Global refinement is performed for

each model. All the computations of the 3D models were carried out in the Bridges system

at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center [65, 45]. In Figs. 7.20−7.22, the convergence

curves are plotted with respect to the maximum element size (hmax) as well as the cube root

of DOF (DOF1/3). The L2-norm error is shown in solid lines whereas the H1-norm error is

shown in dashed lines. Red, blue and green curves are results using C012, C02 and C02i

constructions, respectively. We can observe even faster convergence rates than the optimal

ones when the rates are plotted with respect to hmax. We also observe that given the same

element size, C02 and C02i constructions introduce more DOF and thus yield smaller error

compared to the C012 construction.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7.21: Solving Poisson’s equation on a rod model. (a) The input control mesh, (b, c)
convergence to the exact solution in Eq. (7.44), and (d, e) convergence to the exact solution
in Eq. (7.45).

When plotting them with respect to DOF1/3, the convergence rates are slightly different

from those computed in terms of hmax. This is because the change of DOF1/3 is not the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7.22: Solving Poisson’s equation on a hook model. (a) The input control mesh, (b, c)
convergence to the exact solution in Eq. (7.44), and (d, e) convergence to the exact solution
in Eq. (7.45).

Table 7.5: The ratio γ in unstructured hex meshes

Models C012 construction C02 construction C02i construction
Cube 1.18 1.2 1.06
Rod 1.12 1.2 1.06
Hook 1.32 1.46 1.23

same as the change of hmax during refinement. We define a ratio to measure these changes

γ = log
(
DOF1/3 of refined mesh
DOF1/3 of given mesh

)
/ log

(
hmax of given mesh

hmax of refined mesh

)
. (7.46)

For each 3D model, the ratio γ is constant for a specific blended construction; see Table

7.5. We can observe that γ is always larger than 1.0, which is caused by introducing extra

DOF in the blended constructions. In addition, γ is particularly large in the hook model,

where there is a large portion of irregular elements with many extra DOF introduced. Note

that in the rod model shown in Fig. 7.21, all the extraordinary vertices can be obtained by

sweeping 2D counterparts and optimal convergence rates are achieved with respect to both

hmax and DOF1/3.
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We define another ratio called the DOF/element ratio as the total DOF divided by the

number of elements. In Table 7.6, we summarize this ratio for each hex model in three

blended constructions. Compared to the cube and rod models, the hook model contains the

most extraordinary vertices where many extra DOF are introduced in irregular elements.

Therefore, its DOF/element ratio is also the largest. In each construction, the DOF/element

ratio decreases as global refinement proceeds, and the change of the ratio between two

consecutive refinement steps becomes smaller and smaller. As expected, a C02 blended

construction generally needs a lot more DOF than a C012 construction. We also observe

that even though C02 and C02i constructions have the same DOF/element ratio in the input

mesh, the ratio decreases much faster in a C02i construction because it introduces many

fewer DOF in each refinement step. Moreover, the DOF/element ratio becomes large even in

a C012 construction if an input hex mesh is unstructured with many extraordinary vertices

(e.g. the hook model), where many Bézier points are introduced in irregular elements.

Table 7.6: The DOF/element ratio over refinement

C012 construction C02 construction C02i construction
RS 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Cube 9.6 7.7 6.4 5.7 20.0 17.6 16.5 16.0 20.0 13.4 9.4 7.2
Rod 14.3 10.2 8.0 6.9 24.0 21.2 20.0 19.2 24.0 16.1 11.3 8.6

Hook 18.2 13.8 10.8 N/A 26.6 25.1 24.4 N/A 26.6 18.5 13.2 N/A

Note: “RS” represents “refinement step.”

In summary, all the three blended constructions can yield optimal convergence rates

with respect to the maximum element size. C02 and C02i constructions generally exhibit

slightly higher convergence rates than the C012 construction, so they are better options

when only global refinement is needed. However, they introduce many more DOF to

the input mesh than the C012 construction; see the DOF/element ratio at refinement step

0 in Table 7.6. When local refinement is desired, the C012 construction serves as the

most efficient candidate, because it introduces the minimal extra DOF and minimum C0

faces/edges/vertices to the input mesh. We will further study local refinement based on the

blended B-spline construction in the future.
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7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a new blended B-spline method exhibiting optimal conver-

gence rates when unstructured quad/hex meshes are taken as control meshes in IGA. Various

spline functions are defined on different types of elements, with the truncation mechanism

employed to connect regular and irregular patches. Three blended constructions (C012,

C02 and C02i) were studied, each introducing a different number of DOF and possessing

different properties (Table 7.3). In all these blended constructions, spline functions form

a non-negative partition of unity, are linearly independent, and preserve consistent param-

eterization in refinement. We investigated these three blended constructions in IGA and

observed optimal convergence rates in all the tested 2D and 3D models.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

In this work, we have presented four methods with support of local refinement in complex

geometries: truncated hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision (THCCS), extended truncated

hierarchical Catmull-Clark subdivision (eTHCCS), truncated T-splines and truncated hi-

erarchical splines in 3D (TH-spline3D). Three of them (THCCS, eTHCCS and truncated

T-splines) work for surfaces, whereas the fourth targets for volumes. We have also presented

the blended B-spline construction method with optimal convergence rates when unstructured

quadrilateral/hexahedral meshes are used in isogeometric analysis.

THCCS and eTHCCS employ Catmull-Clark subdivision functions, and thus basis

functions in these two methods are infinite series of piecewise polynomials in each irregular

element with extraordinary vertices. This could cause quadrature issue and need an enormous

number of Gauss points for accurate integration. On the other hand, truncated T-splines,

TH-spline3D and the blended B-spline construction all adopt a finite representation, which

express basis functions around extraordinary vertices as linear combinations of Bernstein

polynomials. Therefore, these three methods have no quadrature issue. However, further

treatment is needed to ensure refinability around extraordinary vertices.
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Truncated T-splines, developed based on T-splines, do not have a determinant to-be-

refined subdomain because this method needs to recursively check and refine the underlying

T-mesh to satisfy necessary mesh constraints, leading to refinement propagation beyond

region of interest. A sophisticated algorithm is needed to minimize such propagation, espe-

cially with presence of extraordinary vertices, which may be difficult even in 2D. From the

implementation point of view, it would be cumbersome to implement T-splines and their

variants in 3D with extraordinary vertices, which inevitably involves many mesh manipu-

lations. In contrast, methods based on hierarchical B-splines, i.e., THCCS, eTHCCS and

TH-spline3D, have a determinant to-be-refined subdomain and do not have the refinement

propagation issue. Such methods can be implemented by a reasonable amount of effort.

In summary, each method aims to devise a set of spline functions that satisfy certain

desired properties in isogeometric analysis, especially when extraordinary vertices are

involved. Desired properties include non-negative partition of unity, (globally or locally)

linear independence, C1 (or G1) smoothness around extraordinary vertices, consistent

parameterization during refinement, refinability, nested spline spaces, as well as optimal

convergence rates. Among them, only partition of unity is a merit shared by all our methods.

Each of our first four methods is an improvement of existing methods in terms of supporting

complex geometries and highly localized refinement on such geometries, whereas the last

method is the first work to show numerical evidence of optimal convergence rates when

using unstructured hexahedral meshes in isogeometric analysis.

8.2 Future Work

In the future, there are several promising directions to further investigate. First, the proposed

methods can be applied to practical biomedical and engineering problems, such as image

registration [48, 47], material transport in neuron, and crash analysis for vehicle parts. Due

to the higher global or “almost-global” continuity condition of our proposed basis functions,
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we expect our methods in the context of isogeometric analysis can outperform the traditional

finite element method (FEM) in terms of accuracy, stability as well as efficiency.

Second, since global C1 (or G1) smoothness is available in truncated T-splines, we can

apply it to the Kirchhoff-Love shell, and to study local refinement on such shell problems.

The Kirchhoff-Love shell shows advantages over other shell techniques in accuracy and

stability. There exists a theoretical difficulty for finite element method (FEM) to incorporate

the Kirchhoff-Love shell element, because it requires C1 continuity across element boundary

while FEM only has C0 continuity.

Third, as a successive work, we can develop a hierarchical structure to enable local

refinement based on our blended B-spline construction method. Currently, we adopt a

mild constraint during refinement in the blended construction, aimed only to preserve

parameterization during refinement. However, we need a stronger constraint to ensure

refinability, which is essential for a reliable hierarchical refinement.
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Appendix A

Generalized Subdivision Matrix and

Selection Matrices in eTHCCS

For an element with more than one extraordinary nodes, we develop the generalized subdivi-

sion matrix to perform local Catmull-Clark subdivision. The generalized subdivision matrix

S j3×i3 is used to calculate the new j3 vertices at Level `+1 (Fig. 4.2(b)) from the neighboring
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i3 vertices at Level ` (Fig. 4.2(a)). S is constructed directly by the Catmull-Clark subdivision

rule. Following the indices locally labeled as in Fig. 4.2, we have

1 2 3 4 5 6 · · · i0 +1 +2 · · · i1 +1 +2 · · · i2 +1 · · · i3

1 aN1 bN1 cN1 bN1 cN1 bN1 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

2 d d e e 0 0 · · · e 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

3 f f f f 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

j0 f f 0 0 0 0 · · · f 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

+1 bN2 0 0 cN2 bN2 aN2 · · · 0 cN2 bN2 · · · cN2 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

+2 e 0 0 0 0 d · · · 0 0 0 · · · e 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

j1 0 0 0 0 0 f · · · 0 0 0 · · · f 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

+1 cN3 0 0 bN3 aN3 bN3 · · · 0 bN3 cN3 · · · 0 cN3 bN3 · · · cN3 0 · · · 0

+2 0 0 0 0 d e · · · 0 d e · · · 0 0 0 · · · e 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

j2 0 0 0 0 f 0 · · · 0 f 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · f 0 · · · 0

+1 bN4 cN4 bN4 aN4 bN4 cN4 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 bN4 cN4 · · · 0 cN4 · · · cN4

+2 0 0 0 d e 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 d e · · · 0 0 · · · e
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

j3 0 0 0 f 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 f 0 · · · 0 0 · · · f

(A.1)

where aNk = 1− 7
4N2

k
, bNk = 3

2N2
k
, cNk = 1

4N2
k

(k = 0,1,2,3), d = 3
8 , e = 1

16 , and f = 1
4 . The

generalized subdivision matrix depends on the valence number of four corners of the

element.
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Appendix B

Updating New Control Points in

Truncated T-Splines

We verify that any control point P′j ( j ∈ I′C) is a weighted arithmetic mean of the control

points in the given T-mesh T. Recall that I′C is the index set of the children of fully refined

basis functions. If a point Pi in T is used to update P′j, its associated basis function must be

an influenced one because some of its children belong to I′C . We then have i ∈ IF ∪IP.

We have three types of P′j: a face point (the red point in Fig. B.1(a)), an edge point (red

points in Fig. B.1(b−d)) and a vertex point (red points in Fig. B.1(e−j)), which respectively

correspond to an element, an edge and a point in T. Recall that for simplicity a local

tensor-product mesh is assumed to be refined by truncated T-spline quadtree subdivision.

In Fig. B.1, a red dotted segment indicates the first or the last knot that may exist in the

local knot vector of P′j. According to the knot insertion algorithm [50], the refinement

coefficient ci j stays the same with or without such knots. On the other hand, a red solid

segment indicates a knot that exists in the local knot vector of P′j. Such knots are introduced

by refinement. Given different knot vector configurations, different sets of Pi, indicated

by the start of blue arrows, are used to update P′j; see Fig. B.1(a) for the face point, Fig.

B.1(b−d) for edge points and Fig. B.1(e−j) for vertex points. All the possible refinement
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cases of P′j are listed in Fig. B.1, and they are equivalent to the B-spline refinement, which

can be obtained by refining all the involved rows and columns. Thus, we can conclude

that any control point P′j ( j ∈ I′C) is a weighted arithmetic mean of Pi (i ∈ IF ∪IP), which

implies
∑

i∈IF∪IP ci j = 1 holds for all j ∈ I′C .

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure B.1: Updating control points with indices in I′C: the face point (a), the edge point
(b−d) and the vertex point (e−j). Red dots represent control points to be updated. Red
dotted segments indicate knots that may exist in the local knot vectors of red dots. Red solid
segments indicate existing knots in the knot vectors of red dots. The blue arrows represent
the given control points (indicated by the start of arrows) used to update red dots (the end of
arrows).
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Appendix C

Alternative Blended B-Spline

Constructions

In addition to the C012 blended construction in Sections 7.2 and 7.3, we here present two

alternatives. One is the C02 construction, which only involves vertex-associated functions

Bv
i and Bézier functions B0

k . The other, called the C02i construction, is an improvement of

C02 by introducing fewer DOF in refinement.

Compared to the C012 construction, the C02 construction utilizes different ways to

address: (1) how C0 tags are assigned in Step 1, and (2) how C0 tags pass on in refinement.

Recall that in a C012 construction, C0 tags are assigned to extraordinary edges/vertices,

spoke faces/edges and boundary faces/edges/vertices. In contrast, the C02 construction

assigns C0 tags to all the faces, edges and vertices of an irregular element; see Fig. C.1(a, b)

for a comparison, where the red open square and red edges represent a C0 vertex and C0

edges, respectively. As a result, more Bézier points are introduced in the C02 construction

and all face-point-associated functions B f
j (or body-point-associated functions Bb

j) are

essentially Bézier functions B0
k after truncation. Therefore, only B0

k have influence on

each irregular element. In other words, the Bézier representation is employed for each

irregular element. On the other hand, only uniform C2 B-splines are defined on a regular
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non-transition element, whereas both Bv
i and B0

k are defined on a regular transition element.

Given an irregular element (shaded blue) in Fig. C.1(b), all its edges and vertices are

assigned with C0 tags in the C02 construction, so all the corresponding 16 B0
k (red circles)

are added. Some of these B0
k also have support on neighboring regular transition elements.

As shown in Fig. C.1(c, d), a regular transition element (shaded orange) may share either

an edge (Case 1) or only a vertex (Case 2) with this irregular element, where those B0
k

associated with red circles have support on the orange element. In Table C.1, we summarize

the types of spline functions (Bv
i , B f

j and B0
k) defined on different elements for the C02 and

C02i constructions in 2D.

Table C.1: Possible spline functions defined on different types of elements in C02 and C02i
constructions

Construction type C02 construction C02i construction
Element type Bv

i B f
j B0

k Bv
i B f

j B0
k

Regular non-transition Yes No No Yes No No
Irregular non-transition No No Yes No Yes Yes
Regular transition Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
Irregular transition No No Yes No Yes Yes

(a) C012 (b) C02 (c) (d)

Figure C.1: (a) C0 edges (red edges) and a C0 vertex (the red open square) in the C012
construction, (b) C0 edges (red edges) and C0 vertices (red open squares) in the C02
construction, and (c, d) two cases of Bézier functions B0

k with support on a regular transition
element (shaded orange). In (a, b), the blue shade is an irregular element and red circles
represent added B0

k . In (c, d), the black filled squares and black open squares represent
truncated vertex-associated functions Bv

i with and without support on the orange element,
respectively.
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Truncation is only needed in regular transition elements, where certain Bv
i are truncated

with respect to active Bézier children. Compared with Fig. 7.4(b, c), after truncation of

involved Bv
i in Fig. C.1(c, d), the ordinates of the functions associated with black open

squares are all zero on the orange element. In other words, these truncated Bv
i do not

have support on it. Therefore, only the remaining truncated Bv
i (black filled squares) and

added B0
k (red circles1) are defined on a regular transition element, and the total number

of these functions is always 16. Moreover, it is easy to verify that these 16 functions are

locally linearly independent on the regular transition element (shaded orange) since the

underlying Bézier extraction matrix (with truncation) is a 16×16 matrix of full rank. The

same argument can be easily extended to 3D, where a regular transition element may share

a face, an edge or a vertex with a neighboring irregular element. We show these three cases

in Fig. C.2, where the regular transition element and its neighboring irregular element are

shaded orange and blue, respectively. Red circles represent added B0
k to the orange element,

whereas black circles represent Bv
i that no longer have support on the orange element after

truncation. In all cases, there are always 64 functions defined on a regular transition element.

Furthermore, it can be verified that the Bézier extraction matrix (with truncation) in each

case is a 64×64 matrix of full rank.

Refinement in the C02 construction is the same as that of the C012 construction, except

the step of how to update C0 tags in the refined mesh. In the C02 construction, all the sub-

elements of an irregular element are irregular and all the newly generated faces/edges/vertices

involving refinement of an irregular element are assigned with C0 tags. As a result, the

Bézier representation is also used for all the sub-elements of an irregular element; see Fig.

7.12(b). Passing C0 tags in such a “dense” manner is easy for implementation, where every

patch is determined by either a Bézier control mesh or a uniform B-spline control mesh.

We then introduce the C02i construction, an improved version of the C02 construction

that introduces fewer DOF during refinement. During refinement, instead of assigning all

1Note that two red circles overlay with black filled squares in Fig. C.1(c) and one red circle overlays with a
black filled square in Fig. C.1(d).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure C.2: A regular transition element (shaded orange) sharing a face (a), an edge (b) or a
vertex (c) with a neighboring irregular element (shaded blue). Red circles represent added
Bézier functions B0

k to the orange element, whereas black circles represent vertex-associated
functions Bv

i that no longer have support on the orange element after truncation.

the newly generated faces/edges/vertices of an irregular element with C0 tags, we follow the

same way as in the C012 construction to assign C0 tags to: (1) sub-faces, newly generated

edges and the center vertex of each C0 face, (2) sub-edges and the midpoint of each C0

edges, and (3) existing C0 vertices. As a result, the C02i construction introduces B f
j or

Bb
j within the irregular submesh, while leaving B0

k on the interface of irregular and regular

submeshes. Fig. 7.12(c) shows an example of the C02i construction on the refined mesh

of Fig. C.1(a). C0 edges are marked in red, whereas B f
j and B0

k are represented by green

circles and red circles, respectively. The types of functions defined on different elements are

also summarized in Table C.1. Performing truncation in a regular transition element is the

same as the C02 construction, while truncating B f
j with respect to active Bézier children

is the same as in the C012 construction. Local linear independence can be verified in the

similar manner as in the C02 construction.

It can be shown that both C02 and C02i constructions give rise to locally linearly

independent spline functions. This is an advantage over the C012 construction, which

only features (global) linear independence. Compared with the C012 construction, the

implementation of C02 and C02i constructions is easier because they have at most two

types of functions defined on a particular element, whereas all three types of functions are
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involved in the C012 construction (e.g., on an irregular transition element). On the other

hand, C02 and C02i constructions require more DOF as illustrated in the testing examples

in Section 7.5.
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